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NOTICE.

LlUKIKl
ORIENTAL INSTITUTE

UMHI1BSI33 QE CHICAGO

This book docs not aim at success; it is a service of which
bemitic scholarship has been in need for a long time.

It was to be out in the autumn of last year within the
compass of the first one hundred and thirty-six pages. But
the ill-feeling manifested by an organ of the Press caused
its delay and increase in volume.
The incident related in pages 195—6 led to an offer of satis-

faction which should have consisted in a note to be published
over a mock signature, and in its substance and tone recom-
mending this forthcoming work to the merciful consideration
of students. The mathematical demonstration — before which
all sophistry is doomed to bankruptcy - was to be dismissed
in a little more than one line.

The challenge has been taken up, and the additional parts
will help the reader in judging of the degree of reliance a
certain literature deserves and in learning by what methods
theories are sometimes forced upon the credulity of the
ingenuous.

The discussion cannot be choked off any longer, and to
straight argument must respond straight argument.
Reason, freed from prepossession and partiality, is called

upon to exert its power; and the fruit of free reason shall
be sound and wholesome.

March 28th I9o9 .

L. BELLELI.
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EXAMINATION OF THE
PAPYRI.

I. Their double dates.

II. Their relation to the Blacas papyri and other texts.
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ORIENTAL INSTITUTE
UIHEBSm QE CHICAGO

The documents we are going to deal with include:

a) 1 Aramaic papyrus provided with a double date,

Hebrew and Egyptian, which was bought in the winter
of 1901 by Prof. Sayce.'from diggers who said to have
found it in Elephantine, and now lies in the Bodleian
Library;

b) ?>i similar papyri sold in Assuan by dealers to

Lady William Cecil in 1904 with an uncertain report

about their provenance and just while Prof. Maspero, the

Director-General of the Service of Antiquities, was trying

in vain to find any papyri of this class in that island;

c) 5| similar papyri, about the alleged discovery of

which near Assuan intelligence had been sent in the

spring of 1904 to Mr. Robert Mond then busily engaged
upon excavations in Thebes wherefrom he hurried up
to order by wire that they should be kept for him.

To these ten papyri which, with the exception of

the first, are preserved now in the Cairo Museum, and
hich thanks to the munificent liberality of Mr. Mond
d the scholarly care of Prof. Sayce and Mr. Cowley

w
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of the Bodleian Library have been published in 1906

there is to be added the oldest as to date of purchase

papyrus of this class bought at Luxor in 1900 and

now belonging to the imperial Library of Strassburg,

as well as the inscription on a sandstone slab of the

Cairo Museum which was published in 1903 in the

transactions of the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres, and, last but not least, the incomparable set of

three papyri dug up in Elephantine in 1907 and some

time afterwards published in the transactions of the

Konigliche Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften.

According to their dates the papyri of the first set

were in Sayce and Cowley's book classified in the

following manner which on the whole is subject to no

serious objection:

Papyrus A 471 (or 470) B.C. Elul 18= Pahhon 28

B 465 B.C. Kislevl8= Thoth6(or7)

„ C is hopelessly mutilated in the place of the

date which, however, has been conjectured

to be identic with that of papyrus D

D 459 B.C. Kislev21=Mesorel

E 446 B.C. Kislev3 = Mesorc 10

F 440 B.C. Abl3(orl4)= Pahhonl9

„ G's (which was sold in shares to Lady Wm.

Cecil and Mr. Mond) date was conjecturally

restored into

440 B.C. Tishri(23?)= Epiphi6

J 416 (or 415) B.C. Kislev 3= Toth 11 (or 12),

and

K410 B.C. Shebat23(24)=Athyr8(9)
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We will see that the Strassburg papyrus cannot be

»uid to bear a date whatever. The sandstone inscription

is of 458 B.C., and identifies the Jewish month of Sivan

with the Egyptian of Mehhir. By Prof. Sachau who
illustrated the most important of the last published

three papyri its date was identified with the year 408/7

B.C.; but unlike the Cairo documents this papyrus men-

tions only one nation's month, the Hebrew Marheshvan.

The years B.C. have been calculated through the regnal

years of various Persian monarchs stated in the papyri.

Our attention to Sayce and Cowley's book was first

drawn by a friend during the autumn of 1906, when
fining engaged upon a quite different kind of work we
gave to it only a very few minutes of our time; but in

two articles on it we saw afterwards in the "Athenaeum"
we noticed a considerable amount of confusion about

the circumstances under which the papyri were brought

into light and about the origin and constitution of the

Community with whose economic, social, and religious

life they purported to be connected. We conceived then

some doubts in regard to their character, and our doubts

were strengthened after a somewhat close inspection of

the wording and the general texture of the documents.

We resolved consequently upon carrying our. investi-

gation to the innermost of the matter with the object

of forming a definite opinion for our own satisfaction,

and in consideration of some needful service which

was likely to be rendered to Semitic students no less

than to the wider circle of those interested in archae-

ological exploration at large.



The safest test of the genuineness of these papyri is

an inquiry into their chronology, and it is obvious

that only one indisputable fault discovered in the cor-

respondence of dates would suffice to shake the belief

in their authenticity. Should the errors appear in great

numbers and be of considerable magnitude, then not the

slightest hesitation should be permitted in declaring

them spurious.

In proceeding to such an examination we will start

by summing up what we know about the Egyptian

and the Hebrew calendars, with parallel dates of which

are furnished nearly all the documents at issue.

The Egyptian calendar was very simple, the year

being divided into the twelve months, Thoth, Phaophi,

Athyr, Choiak, Tybi, Mehhir, Phamenoth, Pharmuthi,

Pahhon, Payni, Epiphi, and Mesore of thirty days each,

to which at the end of the year five additional days,

enayo/uevai rj/uegai, were appended in order to make

up a total of 365 days, and thus bring about, as much

as it could be done, a concordance of the civil with

the astronomical year. The observation was made by

the ancient Egyptians that 365 days do not represent

the exact length of the latter, and that the calculation

of the celestial and atmospheric phenomena could not

be carried with the desired degree of precision by

this standard, but nothing was done by them in the

way of smoothing away the difficulty arising from the

yearly residue of about six hours. When after the long

run of 1460 years the heliac rise of Sirius happened

to take place on the 1 st Thoth which was the starting

day in their calendar the coincidence was regarded as

a good omen, and the entry of the new year was

celebrated more solemnly than ever in the course of the

past fourteen centuries and three score. These special

festivities, however, involved no alteration in the length

of the year which continued to run as usual and to

reach its end with the fifth epagomenal day l
).

The bilingual inscription of Canopus which is a

resolution of Egyptian priests assembled at that town

in the ninth year of Ptolemy Evergetes (239 B.C.)

contains among other things the decision taken by that

Convention of adding every fourth year a sixth epago-

menal day and so bringing the total of days in that

year up to 366 instead of the 365 in the ordinary

course, and that for the stated purpose of avoiding the

ease of festivals which in their days were celebrated

in the winter being in the future kept in the sommer,

and vice-versa. It seems, however, that the resolution

of the priests never had a practical effect, and that not

only the calendar remained unaltered for another two

centuries, but all memory of the proposed innovation

had been entirely lost when Julius Caesar proceeded to

his own reform with no allusion, as far as our records

go, either on his or Sosigenes' part to a similar attempt

having been made before their time.

I) All doubts on this particular point are removed by the distinct state-

ment which is made in the Canopus inscription about the continuous

shifting of the festivals, and the date 29 ll> August which is given in foot-

note b of Dr. Budge's History of Egypt-, IV, 18 as a correspondence for

the first day of the Egyptian year cannot be taken as basis for a calculation,

because it is correct only for a group of four consecutive years which,

however, is not indicated in that footnote.
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The Jewish months were based on the easy obser-

vation of the renewal of the moon's phases in a period

of about 29 days and a-half, hence the alternate suc-

cession of months of 30 and 29 days. The very words

for month in the Hebrew language, Hodesk and Yerah,

are better than in some others expressive of the

appearance and changes of the satellite of the earth.

Numbers 28; 11 prescribes a sacrifice to be offered on

Jehovah's altar on the first day of each month, and

after the fall of Jerusalem the imagination of the people

saw in the constant renewal of the moon the promise

of a revival and restoration of the independent Jewish

nationality in Palestine l
). Worship and patriotic feeling

placed the lunar month at the foundation of the Jewish

calendar, and all future reformers of the latter were

bound to give due attention to these imperative circum-

stances. The notion of the year as a civil institution

existed among the Jews, their months were numbered,

and there occurs in the Bible the mention of as many

as twelve months in the year (Esther 3; 13). Although

some of them are known under more than one name,

in the present calendar of the Synagogue the following

is the series of the twelve: Tishri, Hesvan, Kislev,

Tebeth, Shebat, Adar, Nissan, Iyar, Sivan, Tammuz,

Ab, and Elul. But the twelve lunations yield a total

of only 354 days, and, as the majority of the Jewish

festivals, side by side with the religious or historic

character, carried an agricultural meaning we must

admit that at a very early date some empirical means

1) nniDD t£Hnnr6 D'HTIJ? DPI F|fcW of the prayer before the moon in

her second phase.

was contrived with the object of establishing the har-

mony between the system of the twelve lunations and

the natural recurrence of the seasons. The use of

trumpets for the gathering of the worshippers, and

the derivatives of $T\p, to call, in connection with the

festivals suggest the idea of some practice of procla-

mations at no strictly set dates having been adopted

in the remote period when nothing had been done yet

for the fixing of a regular and permanent calendar.

At present the calendar of the Jews is a slightly

modified form of the nineteen-year cycle which Meton

had excogitated for the Athenians in the year 432 B.C.,

but was adopted by the latter upwards of a century

later. By this system in the nineteen-year period of

the Jewish calendar the 3^, 6*, 8«S 11 th
,
14th ,

17^,

and 19 th are embolismic, and have 13 months instead

of the 12 in each of the others, with the result that

every group of 19 consecutive Jewish years is nearly

equal to 19 Julian years, the only difference consisting

in a shortage of about one and a-half hours in the

1 tebrew cycle as against a cycle of equal length in the

Julian calendar. This trifle causes sometimes the Jewish

year to offer a total of 6940, 6941, or 6942 days

instead of 6939 which is the most frequent. When the

Jewish calendar now in operation was constructed the

greatest care was exercised in order to prevent the

Day of Atonement from falling on a Friday or on a

Sunday, because such an occurrence would involve

the uninterrupted succession of two days, Friday and

Saturday or Saturday and Sunday, on which the lighting



up of fire and all sorts of work necessary for men's

comfort would be inevitably prohibited. But this incon-

venience and some others of minor importance could

not be obviated if the calendar were left to follow its

regular course, and a remedy was thought out by

making the yearly total of 354 be, as might serve the

purpose best, reduced or increased by one unit. The
result is that there are now in the Jewish calendar

the following types of years: normal of 354 days,

deficient of 353 and redundant of 355, and again of

384, 383, and 385 days when the year is swollen by

the addition of the embolismic month which always

consists of 30 days. These various types will be repre-

sented by n, d, and r for the common years, and by
N, D, and R for the embolismic l

).

In the ninth century Rabbi Nahshon ben Zadok of

Sura observed that thirteen cycles of nineteen years

each (i. e. 247 years) make a longer cycle to which he

gave the name of Higgul and which would represent

a period of time constantly repeating itself with identic

characteristics as to length of individual years, to dates,

days of the week, and all ritual arrangements as well

as to the afore-mentioned occasional extension of the total

of days in the nineteen-year cycle from 6939 to 6940,

6941 or 6942. All authorities on the Hebrew calendar

leave the first 114 years of the existence of the world

1) In a normal year the months are alternatively of 30 and 29 days in

the indicated order of their succession; but when the year is redundant

Heshvan has 30 days instead of 29, and when it is deficient then Kislev has

29 in lieu of the usual 30.
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out of the computation, and give the following as the

starting years of the successive Higgulim from the

creation down to the end of the sixth millennium:

115, 362, 609, 856, 1103, 1350, 1597, 1844, 2091,

2338, 2585, 2832, 3079, 3326, 3573, 3820, 4067, 4314,

4561, 4808, 5055, 5302, 5549, 5796. Nahshon's statement

is not accurate in all its particulars, and is considerably

defective from the ritual point of view which, however,

has no bearing whatever on the object of our investi-

gation. What we are concerned in is the correspondence

of dates and the length of years, about which we can

say that the Babylonian Rabbi's remark is true almost

to a point. Prof. Mahler's Zeitrec/mung der Juden enabled

us to proceed to its verification for the period of time

extending from 4067 to 6000 A.M. with the result that

for the first cycle the concordance is absolutely perfect

in all the Higgulim, and for the second cycle the

concordance is also perfect up to the 16th year in each

Higgul, while as to the 17 th a deviation occurs in the

years 5337, 5584, and 5831 which are deficient instead

of being redundant, but are immediately followed by

5338, 5585, and 5832 which ought to be deficient and

are redundant thus making up for the loss of one day

in the preceding years and restoring the concordance

which had momentarily been disturbed. The year 19th

of this second cycle offers no difference whatever in

any of the Higgulim.

So far we cannot say we have found any substantial

fault in Nahshon's theory, and what follows will confirm

our belief in the essentials contained therein. We shall

see presently how the verification of these two particular
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cycles will serve directly our purpose, but we have not

limited our scrutiny to what was strictly necessary, and,

extending the field of our research, we have taken

at random the eighth cycle of the Higgul 4067 which

begins with the year 4200. In comparing this with the

corresponding cycles in the following Higguliin it is true

that we have found a greater number of discrepancies,

but none of them were such as to shake our faith.

We have, on the contrary, always found that every

disturbance in one year was counteracted by a sub-

sequent disturbance of the reverse character which

had the effect of reestablishing at once the imperiled

harmony. So the first year of the eighth cycle in each

Higgul is redundant, except 5929 which is deficient,

but again the second year of the same cycle is in all

cases deficient and only 5930 is redundant; and, while

the third and fourth cycles show no variance of any

kind, we see that the fifth has one year, 5933, which

loses two days by being deficient instead of redundant,

and then makes up for the loss by gaining one day

in 5934 which is normal instead of, like the others in

the same rank and cycle but in different Higgulim,

being deficient and again by gaining one more day in

5935 which ought to be normal but is redundant.

This is a beautiful instance of slow compensation, after

which comes a year, the eighth, exhibiting no variance

throughout the Higgulim and leading us to the hand-

some groups of the years ninth and eleventh which in

the first four cycles are alternatively redundant and

deficient, while in the last four cycles are, by way of

compensation, alternatively deficient and redundant, the

11

intervening tenth year showing only ritual differences

which by no means affect its duration. The years

12th—19 t]l of the eighth cycle are all alike in every

Higgul.

The facts hitherto observed make us feel positive

that a comparison of the other cycles would show more

freaks of an analogous character but equally harmless

as to the keeping up of concordances, and we will

proceed to the inspection of cycles twelfth and thirteenth

in which, jointly with the first and second, are enframed

the dates of the documents.

With regard to the former, no variance whatever will

be found in the first five Higgulim, and discrepancies

are only noticeable in the deficient years 5521 and 5768

which in the ordinary course ought to be redundant

and are deficient; but subsequent discrepancies mani-

festing themselves in the redundant years 5523 and

5770, which in their turn ought to be deficient, bring

back again after a twelvemonth of respite the temporarily

shaken balance, while exactly the same process of

alternation recurs afresh in 5526 and 5773 on one

hand, and in 5527 and 5774 on the other.

With regard to the latter which is the last cycle in

the Higgul, a perfect similarity obtains between the

first and the second Higgul, and when we come to the

others, we find that the years 4790, 5037, 5284, 5531,

and 5778 which ought to be redundant are normal,

while by the usual reciprocity the years 4791, 5038, 5285,

5532, and 5779 are redundant instead of being normal.

The conclusion to be drawn from the foregoing
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observations is that Nahshon's statement is accurate on

the whole, and that taking as a basis the fact that in

every Higgul evolve, with only insignificant oscillations,

247 years each equal in length to the year corresponding

to it in all other Higgulim we can confidently apply

the present system of the Jewish calendar to all centuries

anterior to Mahler's tables who has started them from

the year 240 A.D. But before we commence the work
of retrospective construction it must be noted that a

Hebrew cycle is not, despite all devices, equal to a

period of 19 Christian years, and that when we say,

for example, ten centuries, while meaning exactly one

thousand of the latter, we must not lose sight of the

circumstance that there is in the Hebrew calendar a

small fraction exceeding that number of years. So,

taking for convenience's sake a number of undivided

cycles, we will observe that, whereas the Jewish year

in 249 A.D. began on September 25th
, in 1256 A.D.

(i.e. after a lapse of 1007 years) it began on Sep-

tember 21 st
, similar differences offering themselves if

the comparison be carried into other periods. That the

variance was not considered impossible of being fixed

with a certain degree of precision will be seen when it is

borne in mind that the students of the Hebrew calendar,

just working back as we are doing now for our demon-

stration, give the 7th October as the corresponding day

of the Christian calendar to the first day of the year

in which the world was created according to the Syna-

gogue, and when one considers that its anniversary in

the first year (5987 A.M. = 2225 A.D.) of the last cycle

in Mahler's table will coincide with the 3 rd October.

13

These two dates, 7 t!l October and 3 rd October, indicate

the variance between the beginning of the world and

the end of its sixth millennium; but, as we must reckon

the 15 days of the leaps caused and to be caused in

our present calendar through the Gregorian reformation,

the apparent difference of 4 days between the above

dates will be brought up to 19 which represent the

real variance between the two calendars, Christian and

Hebrew, in the course of 6000 years, and yield a propor-

tion of a little upwards of 3 days per thousand years.

With these positive results at hand, the drawing up
of a calendar for the four cycles which enframe the

dates of the various documents under examination will

be a task offering no serious difficulties. The oldest (A)

of the papyri bears a date identified with the year

471 B.C. which corresponds with 3290 A.M., but in

order to start with the commencement of a cycle we will

go two years further back, i. e. to 473 B.C. = 3288 A.M.,

whilst for the sake of symmetry the fourth cycle will

be given in full.

Of the four cycles thus obtained the first two will

be the 12 th and 13th of the Higgul starting in 3079 A.M.,

and the other two the 1 st and 2nd of the Higgul starting

in 3326 A.M.; consequently the calendars for each of

them will be shaped after the following models

:

1st cycle 3288—3306 A.M. after the eyole 4276—4294 of Mahler's tables
2«i cycle 3307—3325 A.M. after the cycle 4295—4313 of Mahler's tables

3rd ycle 3326—3344 A.M. after the cycle 4314—4332 of Mahler's tables

4"" cycle 3345—3363 A.M. after the cycle 4333—4351 of Mahler's tables.

For the convenience of the reader we will copy here
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the calendar for cycle 4276-4294 from Mahler's tables

(pa^e 75), allowing ourselves only the substitution of

the°names of the months for the Roman numerals used

by the Viennese scientist, and the suppression of the day

Year

from

creation

4276

4277

4278

4279

4280

4281

4282

4283

4284

4285

4286

4287

4288

4289

4290

4201

4292

4293

4294

Tishri Hesvan

A.D. 515, 24 September

ii 516, 12 September

n 517, 2 September

„ 518, 22 September

w 519, 10 September

ii 520, 29 August

„ 521, 18 September

„ 522, 8 September

// 523, 26 September

// 524, 14 September

// 525, 4 September

i, 526, 24 September

,/ 527, 13 September

// 528, 31 August

// 529, 20 September

// 530, 9 September

,/ 531, 30 August

// 532, 16 September

,/ 533, 5 September

Kislev Tebeth Shebat

24 October

12 October

2 October

22 October

10 October

28 September

18 October

8 October

26 October

14 October

4 October

24 October

13 October

30 September

20 October

9 October

29 September

1 6 October

5 October

22 November

11 November

I November

20 November

8 November

28 October

17 November

fi November

24 November

13 November

3 November

22 November

II November

30 October

18 November

8 November

28 October

14 November

4 November

22 December

1 1 December

1 December

19 December

8 December

27 November

17 December

5 December

24 December

13 December

3 December

22 December

10 December

29 November

1 8 December

8 December

26 November

14 December

4 December

A.D. 516, 20 January

n 517, 9 January

30 December

„ 519, 17 January

// 520, 6 January

26 December

// 522, 15 January

ii 523, 3 January

// 524, 22 January

« 525,11 January

;/ 526, 1 January

,; 527, 20 January

// 528, 8 January

28 December

// 530, 16 January

// 531, 6 January

25 December

ii 533, 12 January

n 534, 2 January

15

of the week on which the first of the Hebrew month

fell as being of no service whatever to our purpose.

Mahler's original table will, therefore, be presented in

this modified form

:

Adar Veadar Nissan Iyar Sivan Tammuz Ab Elul

, 19 February — 19 March 18 April 17 May 16 June 15 July 14 August

i 8 February — 9 March 8 April 7 May 6 June 5 July 4 August

A.D. 518, 29 January 28 February 29 March 28 April 27 May 26 June 25 July 24 August

16 February — 17 March 16 April 15 May 14 June 13 July 12 August

5 February __ 5 March 4 April 3 May 2 June ] July 31 July

25 January 24 February 25 xMareh 24 April 23 May 22 June 21 July 20 August

14 February _ 15 March 14 April 13 May 1 2 June 11 July 10 August

2 February 4 March 2 April 2 May 31 May 30 June 29 July 28 August

21 February — 21 March 20 April 19 May 18 June 17 July 16 August

10 February _ 1 1 March 10 April 9 May 8 June 7 July 6 August

31 January 2 March 31 March 30 April 29 May 28 June 27 July 26 August

19 February - -- 20 March 19 April 18 May 17 June 16 July 15 August

7 February — 7 March G April 5 May 4 June 3 July 2 August

|
A.D. 529, 27 January 26 February 27 March 26 April 25 May 24 June 23 July 22 August

15 February 1G March 15 April 14 May 13 June 12 July 11 August

1 5 February — 6 March 5 April 4 May 3 June 2 July 1 August

|
A.I). 532, 24 January 23 February 23 March 22 April 21 May 20 June 19 July 18 August

I 11 February — 12 March 11 April 10 May 9 June 8 July 7 August

j
1 February 3 March 1 April 1 May 30 May 29 June 28 July 27 August
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This table, while showing the working of the Hebrew

Calendar in a period subject to no dispute or doubt,

will supply the means of checking the precision of

the other tables constructed by ourselves on the above

stated principles. It will be seen that the 1 st Tishri

in 4276 A.M. fell on the 24th September, but as our

first cycle starting in 3288 A.M. is separated from

the latter by a backwards running interval of about

1000 years, there will be in the variance between the

two calendars a diminution of 3 days which will cause

the 1 st Tishri 3288 to be identified with the 27 th Sep-

tember instead of with the 24 th
.

Going now to the Egyptian part of Mahler's tables

we will find on page 20 that in the year 473 B.C.

(= to our 3288 A.M.) the 15* September was the

1 st Payni, and an easy calculation will show that the

27* September was the 13th of that Egyptian month.

It remains now, with the observance of the usual

rules in the making of calendars with equivalences, to

build up one in which the identification of the Hebrew

dates should be.no longer with the Roman-Christian as

in Mahler's work, but with the Egyptian. This we

have done and here we produce the fruit of our labour

:

Hebrew-Egyptian Calendars

from 3288 to 3363 A.M. = 473 to 398 B.C.

ERRATA. A few oversights in the calendar tables, which do not affect any of
Ihe papyri, arc to bo corrected as follows:

In the correspondences of A.M. 3290, 10 Thoth is to be road instead of 17 Th;
in 3293, 11 Phamenoth, 10 Pharnmthi and 10 Pahhon instead of 10 Phain., 9
Pharm. and 9 Pa. — In 3315, 13 Athyr instead of 11 A. — In 3331, which is

Deficient, the Hgyptian equivalences from Tebeth to Ab, both inclusive, must be
reduced by one unit thus: 20 M.; 20 Th., I'll, and A.; 19 Oh. and T.; 18 M.
and Pham; 17 Pharm. — In 3343, 8 Phamenolb to be read instead of 18 Pham.
On p. 15, "A. I). 521" has to be added bofore "25 January" for the correspon-

dence of Adar in A. M. 4281 ; and on p. 40 1. 8, 23 Athir was printed instead of
23 Choiak.

On p. 8 it is stated that the embolismic month always consists of 30 days.
This is practically true, although in the inflated year the 30 days go to Adar instead
of its usual 29, which are then assigned to Veadar.

The Euting papyrus was bought at Luxor (p. 2) in 1899.
On p. 4. on is to be added after carried, and he before fell in the middle of

p. 117.

"Corresponds to" must be subsituted for "c. with" on p. 13; "an autograph
petition" for "an autographed p." on p. 119 ; "higher criticism" for "high c." on
p. 135, "and not of matter" for "a. n. o. materia/" on p. 101; needs Soy needing
on p. 177; la for la on p. 179; does for do in the middle of p. 185, and in the
footnote of p. 189 "in them" (the papyri) for "in it".
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TABLE

HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAR FOR THE CYCLE

Constructed on the model of Mahler's tables.

Utr Tishri He&hran Kislev Tebeth Sbebat Adar Veadar

3388 n. 13 Payni 13 Epiphi 13 Mesore 7 Thoth 6 Fhaophi 6 Athyr —
3289 r. 2 Payni s Epipiii 8 Mesore 2 EpagonenaJ

,
2G Tboth 26 Phaophi —

3290 R. 22 Pabhon 33 Payni 23 Epiphi 23 Mesorc 17Thoth 16 Phaophi lGAthyi

3391 (1. 12 Payni 12 Epiphi 11 Mesore 5Thoth 4 Pbaopbi 4 Athyr —
3298 n. 30 Pahhon 30 Payni 89 Epiphi 29 Mesore 23 Thoth 33 Phaophi —

3293 R. 19 Pahhon 19 Payni 19 Epiphi 19 Mesore 13 Thoth 13 Pbaopbi J3Atbyi

3294 r. 9 Payni 9 Epiphi 9 Mesore 4Tbolh 3 Phnnphi 3 Atbyr —
3295 D. 29 Pahhon 29 Payni 28 Epiphi 27 Mesore 21 Thoth 21 Pbaopbi 21 Atbyi

329G n. 17 Payni 17 Epipbi 16 Mesore 11 Tboth 10 Pbaopbi 10 Athyr —

3297 r. 6 Payni G Epipbi 6 Mesorc 1 Tboth 30 Thoth 30 Pbaopbi —
3298 R. 26 Pahhon 26 Payni 2G Epipbi 2G Mesore 30 Thoth 20 Phaophi 20Athy

3299 n. 16 Payni 16 Epipbi 15 Mesorc 10 Tboth 9 Phaophi 9 Atbyr —
3300 d. 6 Payni 5 Epiphi 4 Mesorc 3 Epagonenal 37 Thoth 27 Pbaopbi —
3301 R. 33 Pahhon 23 Payni 23 Epiphi 23 Mesore 1 7 Thoth 17 Phaophi 17Athy

3302 n. 13 Payni 13 Epiphi 12 Mesore 7 Thoth 6 Phaophi 6 Atbyr —
3303 r. 2 Payni 2 Epipbi 3 Mesore 2 Epagonenal 86 Tboth 36 Phaophi —
3304 D. 23 Pafalion 22 Payni 21 Epipbi 20 Mesorc 14 Thoth 14 Phaophi 14 A thy

3305 n. 10 Payni 10 Epiphi 9 Mesore 4 Tooth 3 Fhaophi 3 Athyr —
3306 D. 89 Pahhon 29 Payni 28 Epiphi 27 Mesore 21 Thoth 81 Phaophi 21Atby

A.

3288-3306 A.M. CORRESPONDING TO 473-455 B.C.

liasia: B.C. 473, l«t Payni = 15& September.

Nissan Ijar

5 Choiak

26 Athyr

15 Choiak

3 Choiak

23 Atbyr

1 1 Cboiak

2 Cboiak

20 Choiak

% Choiak

29 Athyr

19 Cboiak

8 Choiak

»G Athyr

Jfi Cboiak

5 Cboiak

85 Athyr

i:t Choiak

2 Choiak

20 Choiak

5 Tybi

35 Choiak

15 Tybi

3 Tybi

33 Cboiak

12 Tybi

2 Tybi

20 Tybi

9 Tybi

29 Cho'iak

19 Tybi

8 Tybi

3G Choiak

10 Tybi

5 Tybi

25 Cboiak

13 Tybi

2 Tybi

30 Tybi

Sivan Tammui

4 Mebhir 4 Pharnenotb

24 Tybi 24 Mchhir

14 Menhir 14 Phamenoth

2 Mebhir 2 Pbamcnotb

21 Tybi 21 Mebhir

llMcbbir 10 Phamenoth

1 Mebhir 1 Phamenotu

19Mehbir 19PbBmenoth

8 Mebhir 8 Pharaenotb

28 Tybi 28 Mebhir

18 Mebhir 18 Pharnenotb

7 Mebhir 7 Fbnmcnolh

25 Tybi 25 Mebhir

15 Mchhir IE Pharnenotb

4 Mchbir 4 Pharnenotb

24 Tybi 84 Mchhir

18 Mebhir 12 Pharnenotb

1 Mehhir
j

1 Phamenoth

19Mehliir 1 10 Phamenoth

Ab

3 Pharmuthi

33 Pharnenotb

13 Pliarmuthi

1 Pharmuthi

20 Phamenoth

9 Pharmuthi

30 Phamenoth

18 Pharmuthi

7 Pharmutbi

27 Phamenoth

17 Pharmuthi

6 Pharmuthi

24 Phamenoth

14 Pharmuthi

3 Pharmuthi

23 Phamenoth

11 Pharmuthi

30 Phamenoth

18 Pharmutbi

Ehti

3 Pabbon

33 Pharmuthi

13 Pal, lion

1 Pahhon

20 Pharmutbi

9 Pahhon

30 Pharmuthi

18 Pahhon

7 Pahhon

27 Pharmuthi

17 Pabbon

6 Pahhon

24 Pharmuthi

14 Pabbon

3 Pabkon

83 Pharmuthi

11 Pahhon

30 Pharmutbi

15 Pahhon

Total of

days

364

355

385

363

354

385

355

383

354

355

385

354

363

385

354

355

383

354

383

Total of days in the cycle 6939
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HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAR FOR THE CYCLE

Constructed on the model of Mahler's tables.

Year Tishri Heshvan Kislev Tebeth Shebath Adar Veadar

3307 d. 17 Payni 17 Epiphi 16 Mesore 10 Thoth 9 Phaophi 9 Athyr —
3308 r. 5 Payni 5 Epiphi 5 Mesore 5 Epagomenal 29 Thoth 29 Phaophi _
3309 N. 25 Pahhon 25 Payni 24 Epiphi 24 Mesore 18 Thoth 18 Phaophi 18 Athyr

3310 r. 14 Payni 14 Epiphi 14 Mesore 9 Thoth 8 Phaophi 8 Athyr —
3311 d. 4 Payni 4 Epiphi 3 Mesore 2 Epagomenal 20 Thoth 26 Phaophi — •

•3312N. 22 Pahhon 22 Payni 21 Epiphi 21 Mesore 15 Thoth 15 Phaophi 15 Athyr

3313 r. 11 Payni 11 Epiphi 11 Mesore 6 Thoth 5 Phaophi 5 Athyr —
3314 D. 1 Payni 1 Epiphi 30 Epiphi 29 Mesore 23 Thoth 23 Phaophi 23 Athyr

3315 r. 19 Payni 19 Epiphi 19 Mesore 14 Thoth 13 Phaophi 11 Athyr _
3316 n. 9 Payni 9 Epiphi 8 Mesore 3 Thoth 2 Phaophi 2 Athyr —
331711. 28 Pahhon 28 Payni 28 Epiphi 28 Mesore 22 Thoth 22 Phaophi 22 Athyr

3318 r. 18 Payni 18 Epiphi 1 8 Mesore 13 Thoth 12 Phaophi 12 Athyr —
:

3319 n. 8 Payni 8 Epiphi 7 Mesore 2 Thoth 1 Phaophi 1 Athyr —
3320 D. 27 Pahhon 27 Payni 26 Epiphi 25 Mesore 19 Thoth 19 Phaophi 19 Athyr

3321 r. 15 Payni 15 Epiphi 1 5 Mesore 10 Thoth 9 Phaophi 9 Athyr — I

3322 n. 5 Payni 5 Epiphi 4 Mesore 4 Epagomenal 28 Thoth 28 Phaophi —
1

3323 U. 24 Pahhon 24 Payni 23 Epiphi 22 Mesore 10 Thoth 16 Phaophi
j

16 Athyr

3324 r. 12 Payni 12 Epiphi 12 Mesore 7 Thoth 6 Phaophi 6 Athyr — |

3325 R. 2 Payni I 2 Epiphi 2 Mesore 2 Epagomenal 26 Thoth 26 Phaophi

!

26Athyr|

B.

3307—3325 A.M. CORRESPONDING TO 454—436 B.C.

Basis : B.C. 473, 1st Payni= 15th September.

Nissan Iyar Sivan Tammuz Ab Elul
Total of

days

8 Choiak 8 Tyb i 7Mehhir 7 Phamenoth 6 Pharmuthi 6 Pahhon 353

28 Athyr 28 Choiak 27Tybi 27 Mehhir 26 Phamenoth 26 Pharmuthi 355

17 Choiiak 17Tybi ISMehhir 16 Phamenoth 15 Pharmuthi 15 Pahhon 384

7 Cho'iak 7 Tyb t 6 Mehhir 6 Phamenoth 5 Pharmuthi 5 Pahhon 355

25 Athyr 25 Choiak 24Tybi 24 Mehhir 23 Phamenoth 23 Pharmuthi 353

1 i Choiak 14 Tyb i 13 Mehhir 13 Phamenoth 12 Pharmuthi 12 Pahhon 384

4 Choiak 4 Tyb 3Mehhir 3 Phamenoth 2 Pharmuthi 2 Pahhon 355

22 Choiak 22 Tyb 21Mehhir 21 Phamenoth 20 Pharmuthi 20 Pahhon 383

12 Choiak 12 Tyb 11 Mehhir 11 Phamenoth 10 Pharmuthi 10 Pahhon 355

1 Choiak 1 Tyb 30 Tybi 30 Mehhir 29 Phamenoth 29 Pharmuthi 354

21 Choiak 21 Tyb 20 Mehhir 20 Phamenoth 19 Pharmuthi 19 Pahhon 385

11 Choiak 11 Tyb 10 Mehhir 10 Phamenoth 9 Pharmuthi 9 Pahhon 355

30 Athyr 30 Choiak 29 Tybi ' 29 Mehhir 28 Phamenoth 28 Pharmuthi 354

18 Choiak 18 Tyb 17 Mehhir 17 Phamenoth 16 Pharmuthi 16 Pahhon 383

8 Choiak 8 Tyb 7 Mehhir 7 Phamenoth 6 Pharmuthi 6 Pahhon 355

27 Athyr 27 Cho'iak 20 Tybi 26 Mehhir 25 Phamenoth 25 Pharmuthi 354

15 Choiak 15 Tybi 14 Mehhir 14 Phamenoth 13 Pharmuthi 13 Pahhon 383

5 Choiak 5 Tybi 4 Mehhir 4 Phamenoth 3 Pharmuthi 3 Pahhon 355

25 Choiak 25 Tybi 24 Mehhir 24 Phamenoth 23 Pharmuthi 23 Pahhon 385

Total of days in the cycle 6940



TABLE

HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAR FOR THE CYCLE

Constructed on the model of Mahler's tables.

c.

.-,326-3344 A.M. CORRESPONDING TO 435—417 B.C.

Basis: B.C. 473, 1st Payni = 15th September.

|

,
,

'

.- -
I

|

Total

Year Tishri Heshvan Kislev Tebeth Shebat j Adar
\
Veadar Nissan lyar Sivan Tammuz Ab Elul 1

of days

3326 n. 22 Payni 22 Epiphi 21 Mcsorc 16Thoth 15 Phaophi 1 15 Alhyr 1 4 Choiak 14 Tybi 13 Mchhir 13 Phamcnoth 12 Pharmuthi 12 Pahhon 354

3327 d. 11 Payni 11 Epiphi 10 Mcsorc 4 Thotli 3Phaophii 3 Athyr _ 2 Choiak 2 Tybi 1 Mchhir 1 Phamcnoth 30 Phamcnoth 30 Pharmuthi 353

3328 R. 29 Palihon 29 Payni 29 Epiphi 29 Mcsorc 23 Tholh 23 Phaophi 123 Alhyr 22 Choiak 22 Tybi 21Mchhir 21 Phamcnoth 20 Pharmuthi 20 Pahhon 385

3329 n. 19 Payni 19 Epiphi 18 Mcsorc 13 Tholh 12 Phaophi
;
12 Alhyr 1 1. Choiak 11 Tybi 10 Mchhir 1 Phamcnoth 9 Pharmuthi 9 Pahhon 354

3330 r. 8 Payni 8 Epiphi 8 Mcsorc 3 Thotli 2 Phaophi ' 2 Athyr 1 Choiak
>

1 Tybi 30 Tybi 30 Mchhir 29 Phamcnoth 29 Pharmuthi 355

3331 D. 28 Palihon 28 Payni 27 Epiphi 27 Mcsorc 21 Thoth 21 Phaophi 21 Alhyr 20 Choiak 20 Tybi 19 Mchhir 19 Phamcnoth 18 Pharmuthi 17 Pahhon 383

3332 n. 10 Payni 16 Epiphi 15 Mcsorc 10 Tholh 9 Phaophi 9 Athyr S Choiak 8 Tybi 7 Mchhir 7 Phamcnoth 6 Pharmuthi 6 Pahhon 354

3333 It. 5 Payni 5 Epiplii 5 Mcsorc 5 Epatronicnal 29 Tholh 29 Phaophi 29 Athyr •8 Choiak 28 Tybi 27 Menhir 27 Phamenoth 26 Pharmuthi 26 Pahhon 385

3334 (1. 25 Payni 25 Epiphi 2-1. Mcsorc
|

18 Tholh 17 Phaophi
,
17 Alhyr i -- 1 6 Choiak 16 Tybi 15 Mchhir J 5 Phamcnoth 14 Pharmuthi 14 Pahhon 353

3335 r. ! 1.3 Payni 13 Epiphi 13 Mcsorc 8 Tholh 7 Phaophi 7 Alhyr 6 Choiak Tybi 5 Mchhir 5 Phamcnoth 4 Pharmuthi 4 Pahhon 355

333GN. 3 Payni 3 Epiphi 2 Mcsoro 2 Mpagomonal 26 Thoth
;

26 Phaophi :2fi A Ihyr 25 Choiak 25 Tybi 24 Mchhir 24 Phamcnoth 23 Pharmuthi 23 Pahhon 384

3337 r. 22 Payni 22 Epiplii 22 Mcsorc 17 Thotli 10 Phaophi 16 Athyr 1 5 Choiak 15 Tybi "14 Mchhir 14 Phamcnoth 13 Phamcnoth 1 3 Pharmuthi 355

3338 d. 12 Payni 12 Epiplii 11 Mcsorc 5 Tholh 4 Phaophi 4 Athyr 3 Choiak 3 Tybi 2 Mchhir 2 Phamcnoth 1 Pharmuthi 1 Pahhon 353

3339 N. i 30 Pahhon 30 Payni 29 Epiphi 29 Mcsorc, 23 Thoth 23 Phaophi |23 Alhyr 22 Choiak : 22 Tybi 21 Mchhir 2.1 Phamcnoth 20 Pharmuthi 20 Pahhon 384

3340 r. 1 9 Payni J 9 Epiphi 19 Mcsorc 14 Tholh 13 Phaophi 13 Athyr
j
— 1 2 Choiak

1

12 Tybi 1 1 Mchhir 1 1 Phamcnoth 10 Pharmuthi 10 Pahhon 355

3341 r. 9 Payni 9 Epiphi 9 Mcsorc
1 4 Tholh 3 Phaophi 3 Athyr — 2 Choiak 2 Tybi 1 Mchhir 1 Phamcnoth 30 Phamcnoth 30 Pharmuthi 355

3342 D. 29 Pahhon 29 Payni 28 Epiphi 27 Mcsorc 21 Tholh 21 Phaophi 21 Athyr 20 Choiak
!

20 Tybi 19 Mchhir 19 Phamcnoth 18 Pharmuthi 18 Pahhon 383

3343 n. 17 Payni 17 Epiphi 16 Mcsorc J 1 Tholh 10 Phaophi 10 Athyr j
— 9 Choiak 9 Tybi 8 Mchhir .1 8 Phamcnoth 7 Pharmuthi 7 Pahhon 354

334411. C Payni 6 Epiphi Mcsorc 1 Thotli 30 Thoth 30 Phaophi !.30 Athyr 29 Choiak 29 Tybi 28 Mchhir ! 28 Phamcnoth 27 Pharmuthi 27 Pahhon 385

Total of days in the cycle 6939



TABLE
(

HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAR FOR THE CYCLE KM 5-3363 A.M. CORRESPONDING TO 416—398 B.C.

Constructed on t' ie model c)f Mahler's tables.] bis: B.0. 473, 1st Payni= 15th September •

Year Tishri Heshvan Kislev Tebeth Shebat Adar Veadar iisai lyar Sivan Tammuz Ab Elul
Total

of days

3345 r. 26 Payni 26 Epiphi 26 Mesort 21 Thoth 20 Phaophi 20 Athyr _
j
Cltoiak 19 Tybi 18 Mehhir 18 Phamenoth 17 Pharmuthi 17 Pahhon 355

3346 n. 16 Payni 16 Epiphi 15 Mcsore lOThoth 9 Phaophi 9 A thy r — jlCho'nk 8 Tybi 7 Mehhir 7 Phamenoth 6 Pharmuthi 6 Pahhon 354

3347 D. 5 Payni 5 Epiphi 4 Mesore 3 Epagomenal 27 Thoth 27 Phaophi 27 Athyr IChoiak 20 Tybi 25 Mehhir 25 Phamenoth 24 Pharmuthi 24 Pahhon 383

3348 r. 23 Payni 23 Epiphi 23 Mcsore 18 Thoth 17 Phaophi 17 Athyr - lOioiak 16 Tybi 15 Mehhir 15 Phamenoth 14 Pharmuthi 14 Pahhon 355

3349 n. 13 Payni 13 Epiphi 12 Mesore 7 Thoth 6 Phaophi 6 Athyr —
IClio'iak 5 Tybi 4 Mehhir 4 Phamenoth 3 Pharmuthi 3 Pahhon 354

3350 D. 2 Payni 2 Epiphi 1 Mesore 30 Mesore 24 Thoth 24 Phaophi 24 Athyr
|
Cho'iak 23 Tybi 22 Mehhir 22 Phamenoth 21 Pharmuthi 21 Pahhon 383

3351 r. 20 Payni 20 Epiphi 20 Mcsore 15 Thoth 14 Phaophi 14 Athyr — ] '.Cho'iak 13 Tybi 12 Mehhir 1 2 Phamenoth 11 Pharmuthi 11 Pahhon 355

3352 R. 10 Payni 10 Epiphi 10 Mcsore 5 Thoth 4 Phaophi 4 Athyr 4 Cho'iak! 1 Tybi 3 Mehhir 2 Phamenoth 2 Pharmuthi 1 Pahhon 1 Payni 385

3353 n. 30 Payni 30 Epiphi 29 Mesore 24 Thoth 23 Phaophi 23 Athyr — Cho'iak 22 Tybi 21 Mehhir 21 Phamenoth 20 Pharmuthi 20 Pahhon 354

3354 d. 19 Payni 19 Epiphi 18 Mesore 1 2 Thoth 11 Phaophi 11 Athyr — iriioiak 10 Tybi 9 Mehhir 9 Phamenoth 8 Pharmuthi 8 Pahhon 353

3355 R. 7 Payni 7 Epiphi 7 Mesore 2 Thoth 1 Phaophi 1 Athyr 1 Cho'iak; leiti.iak 30 Tybi 29 Mehhir 29 Phamenoth 28 Pharmuthi 28 Pahhon 385

3356 n. 27 Payni 27 Epiphi 26 Mesore 21 Thoth 20 Phaophi 20 Athyr - Cliimik 19 Tybi 18 Mehhir 18 Phamenoth 17 Pharmuthi 17 Pahhon 354

3357 r. 16 Payni 16 Epiphi 16 Mesore 11 Thoth 10 Phaophi 10 Athyr — 1 < Jiio'mk 9 Tybi 8 Mehhir 8 Phamenoth 7 Pharmuthi 7 Pahhon 355

3358 D. 6 Payni 6 Epiphi 5 Mesore 4 Epagomenal 28 Thoth 28 Phaophi 28 Athyr

j

Dioiiik 27 Tybi 26 Mehhir 26 Phamenoth 25 Pharmuthi 25 Pahhon 383

3359 n. 24 Payni 24 Epiphi 23 Mesore 18 Thoth 17 Phaophi 17 Athyr - t'f.mak 16 Tybi 15 Mehhir 1 5 Phamenoth 14 Pharmuthi 14 Pahhon 354

3360 r. 13 Payni 13 Epiphi 13 Mesore 8 Thoth 7 Phaophi 7 Athyr -
! fclioVak 6 Tybi 5 Mehhir 5 Phamenoth 4 Pharmuthi 4 Pahhon 355

3361 R. 3 Payni 3 Epiphi 3 Mesore 3 Epagomenal 27 Thoth 27 Phaophi
|

27 Athyr fchuink 26 Tybi 25 Mehhir 25 Phamenoth 24 Pharmuthi 24 Pahhon 385

3362 d. 23 Payni 23 Epiphi 22 Mesore 16 Thoth
j

15 Phaophi 15 Athyr -
| fcfmmk 14 Tybi 13 Mehhir 13 Phamenoth 12 Pharmuthi 12 Pahhon 353

3363 N. 1 11 Payni
|
11 Epiphi 10 Mesore 5 Thoth

i 4 Phaophi 4 Athyr 4 Cho'iak fcyhi 3 Mehhir 2 Phamenoth 2 Pharmuthi 1 Pahhon 1 Payni 384

* A thing worth pointing out is that the 76 Hebrew years yield a total of 27.757 days, A
including 19 intercalary days for an equal number of leap years give an aggregate of 27.759 fc<

been explained; but what will strike more is the advance by 4 days of the Egyptian calendar at W
accounted for by the fact that in that calendar all years were equal in length, and no additions oi.i

Total of days in the cycle 6939 *

he same number of years in the Christian calendar (24 Sept. 515—23 Sept. 591)

,
thus showing in the Hebrew calendar a shortage of two days. This difference has already

conclusion of cycles A, C, and D, and of 5 days at the end of cycle B, which, however, is

il them, as in the other calendars, to slower at intervals their regular and even course-
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The moment has come to take up the documents

and consider them with the help of the two standards

now set up before us. We will see first if their chrono-

logy can be said to be in harmony with the primitive

system of the Jewish calendar which was based on

the principle of only twelve lunations per year, and

we will see next whether, this test failing to yield

the result expected, the application of the reformed

calendar as exhibited in the foregoing tables is capable

of supplying more favourable evidence about the correct-

ness of their dates.

Everybody will admit that when two deeds are

provided each with a double date, like the Hebrew and

the Egyptian in our case, the interval between the

two dates of the one system must necessarily be equal

to the interval between the two dates of the other

system, and that when this matter-of-fact condition is

not fulfilled there must be in those documents some-

thing of a suspicious nature. This much being granted,

let us pick out papyri D and E whose dates are

among those easiest to decipher. We will see that D
which is of the 6th year of Artaxerxes'reign exhibits

the Hebrew date 21 st Kislev, and E which is of the

19 th year of the same monarch's rule exhibits the

Hebrew date 3 rd Kislev. The interval between the two

is 4584 days which is the aggregate of 12 years (from

6 th to 18th
) of 854 days each plus 336 days which

elapsed from the 21 st Kislev of the 18th year to the

3rd Kislev of the 19 th
. Turning now to the Egyptian

dates we will see that papyrus D bears 1 st Mesore,

27

and papyrus E 10th Mesore, thus showing an interval

between the two of 13 full years of 365 days each

supplemented with 9 days running from the 1 st to the

10th Mesore, the total in days being

13X365 + 9 = 4754

as against the 4584 days of the Hebrew dates in the

same documents, which means a variance of no less

than 170 days between the two calendars.

This one experiment ought to be quite sufficient to

show that the hypothesis of the Hebrew year con-

sisting invariably of 12 lunations must not be insisted

upon, and that it is necessary to regard the chrono-

logy of the documents under examination as ruled by

a system built on some different principle. But there

is no lack of further and more striking evidence for

such a conclusion which receives immediate corrobo-

ration from papyri B, D, and E showing in the long

period of their 19 years the month of Kislev confined

in its advance within the extremely narrow space

of the two contiguous Egyptian months, Messore and

Thoth, whereas the yearly shortage of 11 days would

have yielded in these 19 years a total of 209 days,

and thus have brought Kislev into contact not only

with Mesore and Thoth, but with Phaophi, Athyr and

as far as with Phamenoth which is the seventh month

of the Egyptian calendar J
).

1) For a similar consideration one cannot conceive how the month of

Kislev ran parallel to Thoth in the first year of Artaxerxes (pap. B), and

then in the sixth year of his rule (pap. D), i. e. after a steady progress

totalising at as many as 55 days, it kept pace not with Athyr, as logic

and arithmetic would have us to believe, but with Mesore which in the

succession of months stands not further ahead of Thoth. but behind it.
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By extending this method of reckoning to papyrus
F we would find that in the twenty-fifth year of Arta-
xerxes'reign the same Hebrew month of Kislev must
have fallen in Pahhon, thus contradicting the statement
of that papyrus according to which the 19 th day of
the latter Egyptian month would be identic with the
13th or the 14th Ab, and showing between the written
date of the document and the result of our calcula-

tion a difference of at least three clear months: Elul,

Tishri, and Heshvan.

A similar investigation of papyri H, x
) J, and K which

are dated after Darius' reign would lead us to the
remark that the concordance of Elul with Payni in

the third or the fourth year of that king by the very
fact of presupposing the same year a Kislev in Thoth
precludes the concordance between these two months
4 years later, in the seventh or the eighth year of
Darius, as well as the identity of Shebat and Athyr
another ti or 7 years afterwards, in the thirteenth or
the fourteenth of that monarch; Kislev = Athyr, or at

least Kislev = Phaophi being required in the first case,

and Shebat = Phamenoth or at least Shebat = Mehhir
in the second.

Comparisons of a more complicated character could be
made, but they would do anything but alter the purport
of our inference which is to the effect that the uniform

1) Papyrus II which purports to have been written in the 3>'<l or 4th year
of Darius II's rule has not been included in the list of p. 2, because^ as
will be seen further on. its double date is imperfect. — Sayce and Cowlcv
were doubtful about the regnal year of papyrus K (13"> or 14(h), but
identified it with 410 B.C. as reproduced by us on p. 2.
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Hebrew year of twelve lunations cannot be used as a

standard to prove the chronological accuracy of the

documents.

In the verification of the dates by means of the equi-

valence tables of pages 18—25 we will leave out papyri

C and G whose gapes in the place of the dates no effort

of the imagination could fill up in a way approaching

satisfaction, and papyrus II which, strangely enough
and unlike all others, gives only the months of Elul

and l'a(yni) as concomitant and no specification of day
for either; but we will include the sandstone inscrip-

tion of the Cairo Museum which deserves all our

attention on account of its bold statement TPift 1H fVD-
In this test we will follow the Sayce-Cowley identi-

fication with the years B.C., and starting from papyrus.

A we will examine it after the four readings proposed
for its date which accordingly might be

either the year 471 B.C. with 17* Elul = 27* Pahhon,

and 18* Elul = 28* Pahhon.

or the year 470 B.C. with 17* Elul = 27* Pahhon,

and 18* Elul = 28* Pahhon.

Bearing in mind that 471 B.C. = 3290 A.M. l
) and

470 B.C. = 3291 A.M. we will look in our table A, and
find the following identifications

:

471 B.C. I s* Elul = 13* Pahhon,

17* Elul = 29* Pahhon,

1 8* Elul = 30* Pahhon.

1) Jesus Christ's birth occurred in 3761 A.M. of the Jewish calendar.
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470 B.C. l"t Elul = l»t pahhon,
17* Elul= 17* Pahhon,

18* Elul= 18* Pahhon.

We are prepared to accept cither of the two readings

of the first year as correct, we will pass over the

(trivial?) difference of two days, and declare the dates

to be exact.

Wishing to corroborate this optimistie conclusion

we will by a gigantic jump pass immediately to papyrus

K which compared with our table D (3351 and 3352
A.M.) supplies these concordances for the four different

readings proposed by the editors:

410 B.C. 1<* Shebat= 14* PhaophL
23rd Shebat = 6* Athyr.

24* Shebat = 7* Athyr.

409 B.C. 1* Shebat= 4* Phaophi.

23rd Shebat = 26* Phaophi.

24* Shebat = 27* Phaophi,

where again by taking either of the two days of the

month in the first year as correct we would make the

same allowance as for papyrus A, and so freely proclaim

the chronological accuracy of another document

So far, the current opinion that the papyri are authentic

would seem to find a certain amount of support in this

new test of ours, and should everything go on as smoothly
as hitherto the only course left to the sceptic would seem
to be to dispel away their doubts and join in the general

rejoicings for the precious discovery. But the final

judgment must be postponed until the other documents
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prove also to be somehow in agreement with the same
calendar tables. Unfortunately this is not the case, and

when we turn to papyrus D which purports to be of

459 B.C. = 3302 A.M., table A tells us that in that

year 1 st Kislev fell on 12* Mesore, thus indicating

that the 21 st Kislev which is the Hebrew date of that

papyrus must have fallen on the 2nd Epagomenal, and

convincingly showing the absolute impossibility of its

being identified with the 1 st Mesore as the papyrus

would have us to believe. Between the real correspon-

dence 21st Kislev = 2nd Epagomenal and the identifi-

cation 21 st Kislev =l at Mesore of the document there

is the enormous difference of 31 days, and nothing

could account for it, since the fluctuations of the Jewish

calendar which one might call for help never cause

variances exceeding the limit of 26 days.

The turn comes now of the sandstone inscription

which claims to be of the year 458 B.C. = 3303 A.M.,

and offers the sharp identification of Sivan with Mehhir.

Table A shows that in that year Sivan began on the

24* Tybi, so making at all events 23 days of it fall

in Mehhir and giving some colour of truth to the identi-

fication. But the fact must not be overlooked that not

very many years before that date, when Sivan set in

nearly two thirds of Mehhir (18 days) were already

gone, and that the gradual but steady progress of Sivan

towards Phamcnoth could not but make itself felt long

before the latter was reached in 3352 and 3363 when
l rt Sivan actually fell on 2nd Pharaenoth (Table D).

Under such circumstances the point-blank statement
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"ITID Ti JTD on the part of a contemporary will sound
not a little singular to a good many of us. We will for
a moment leave aside all the inferences which cannot
fail to be drawn from the admission that papyri A
and K are chronologically correct, and, in order to show
a curious imbroglio, we will in their stead regard as
accurate the identification 21 st Kislev = I s* Mesore
of papyrus D. Taking this as a basis for the calendars
of the remaining months of 3302 and of the whole
3303 A.M. we would obtain the following concor-
dances :

Year Tishri HesTan
j

Killer Tebetb Shcbat Adar

3302 n.

3303 r. 1 Pahbon lPayni lEpiphi

11 Mesore 5Tboth

1 Mesore 30 Mesore

5 Phaopbi

35Tbotb

Year
J

Nissan lyar
;

Sivan
\
Tammuz Ab El.. I

3303 n.

3303 r.

4Athjr

94 Phaophi

4 Choiak

24Athyr

3 Tybi

33 Cboiiak

3 Mehbir

S3 Tybi

2 Ph&menoth

32 Mcbbir

3 Pharmutlii

S3 Phttmenoth,

and it would appear from the above that in the
year 3302 only iioo days of Mehhir fell in Sivan,
while in 3303, i. e. the very year of the inscription
offering the unrestricted identification ")V?D t\ TTO
not only the whole of Sivan fell in Choiak and Tybi,
but after its close another 8 days had to elapse before
Mehhir was reached.

Serious and weighty as they are, we must not stop
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at the hitherto made observations and give a judgment
at once, but, coming back to tables A—D with which
we have consented to admit that papyri A and K keep
pace, we will see if by a similar leniency of treatment
any more documents can be saved.

Papyrus E is of 446 B.C. = 3315 A.M., and identifies

3rd Kislev with 10* Mesore. But according to table B
in the year 3315 the l"t Kislev fell on the 19* Mesore,
consequently 3"* Kislev must have fallen on 21 «* Mesore.
The difference is of 11 days which cannot be accounted
for since 3315 comes immediately after an embolism ic

year when, the balance between the two calendars being
practically re established, the shortage of the Hebrew
is at its commencement and aggregates to 11 days only
at the end of the year, i. e. ten months after the Z tA

Kislev. A further consideration to be made is that

3rd Kislev = 10* Mesore implies l»t Kislev - 8* Mesore,
but a look at our tables or at any Jewish calendar
will show that after an embolismic year the variance
as to the 1* Kislev of that year from the 1»* Kislev
of the year which follows is always 20, 19 or 18 days.

Papyrus E, however, would reduce this variance to

only 8 days, i. e. from 1* Kislev - 30* Epiphi in 3314
to 1* Kislev= 8* Mesore in 3315.

The chronology of papyrus F which is supposed to

be of the year 440 B.C. (=3321 A.M.) and 13* or
14* Ab m 19* Pahhon is no better than that of papyri
D and E. Our table B showing that in 3321 A.M. the
l Bt Ab fell on the 6* Pharmuthi, it follows that the
13* day of that Hebrew month fell on the 18* of

3

N
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the Egyptian corresponding to it, and the 14th of the

former on the 19 th of the latter. There is, therefore,

between the calendar and the correspondence supplied

by the document a variance of 31 days according to

one reading or of one clear month according to the

other.

The 31 days' difference recalls to mind papyrus D
where the variance is of equal length. But a very curi-

ous sort of similarity it is, because, whereas papyrus

D in exhibiting 21 st Kislev = 1
st Mesore shows to be

in an-ear of the calendar which identifies 21 st Kislev

with 2nd Epagomenal, papyrus F in giving 13th or

14th Ab = 19 th Pahhon shows itself in advance of the

calendar by which 14th Ab comes to be the equivalent

of 19 th Pharmuthi. And no one must believe that we

are wrangling here about trifles, as, after all reckoning

is done, it will be found that we are confronted with

a displacement of no less them fourteen months, and a

phenomenon of this description could not even be

thought of in a calendar based on the 19-year cycle

where the Hebrew and Egyptian dates attain an appre-

ciable degree of approximation every fourth or third

year, and only the absence of the Julian intercalary

day in the Egyptian reckoning might bring about a

discrepancy of that magnitude after the evolution of

seventeen centuries.

A displacement of this extent would admittedly be

possible with a calendar based on the principle of

twelve lunations per year, but even by that system

39 years would be required to make up by their
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shortages a total of 429 days which would include

the aggregate of one Egyptian year and 2 months,

365 + 60 = 425. It is unfortunate, however, that the

two papyri D (459 B.C.) and F (440 B.C.) should be

separated from each other by the meagre interval of

19 years only.

There remains now papyrus J to be scrutinised.

According to the different readings that document
would claim to be of one of the following dates:

416 B.C. = 3345 A.M.
)

3** Kislev = 11^ or

or 415 B.C. = 3346 A.M. 12*h Thoth.

But according to our table 1) in the year 3345 the

1 st Kislev fell on the 26 111 Mesore, consequently 3 rd

Kislev fell on 28th Mesore; from which there results

a difference of 18 or 19 days '). Again, in the year

3346 the 1 st Kislev fell on the 15^ Mesore implying

3rd Kislev = 17 t!l Mesore, and thus showing between

calendar and document a variance of 29 or 30 days 2
).

Giving in a nutshell the result of the second test,

we shall say that by applying the nineteen-year cycle

calendar we could save only the first and last papyri,

A and K, and even that not without exerting all our

sympathy and goodwill. We must consequently try

some other method which might have the power of

1) 28 th to 30th Mesore 2 days, plus 5 Epagomenal and 11 or 12 days

from Thoth.

2) 17 th to 30Hi Mesore 13 days, plus 5 Epagomenal and 11 or 12 days

from Thoth.
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redeeming them all alike from the impending doom,

and the advantage of propping up the faith which

by now must have sustained a terrific shake even in

the minds and hearts of the most devoted advocates

of their authenticity.

"We are willing to start a new trial, the more so

that we fully acknowledge the anachronism involved

in the foregoing test for which it was necessary to

presume that the nineteen year cycle should have been

in operation among the Jews as early as about half

a century before it was proposed by Meton to the

Athenians. But, while this would seem preposterous,

we cannot help admitting that, if in the fifth century B.C.

there were a Jewish community anywhere in Egypt

the striking conflict between their own lunar year and the

course of the seasons on the one hand, and the system of

the natives which offered only a slow, imperceptible dif-

ference on the other, must have made them feel both the

need for the settlement of their calendar and the

expediency of adapting to their own requirements and

customs the example set up to them by their hosts.

The latter had long before the Jewish immigration

rectified with something approaching perfection the

defect of their calendar by adding the five epagomenal

days; and had there not been the difficulty of the

monthly sacrifice which was bound to coincide with

the renewal of the moon the Jews would have gone

the easy way, and adopted the same process, innovating

in as much as in increasing to eleven the number of
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additional days. For this important reason they were

compelled, instead of an annual levelling, to content

themselves with an equilibrium which might come off

after a certain number of years, and the idea that

such a result could readily be obtained every eight

years must have sprung up in their minds immediately

they thought of the convenience of a reform. For,

eight Hebrew years offer, as against an equal number

of years in the Egyptian calendar, a total shortage of

88 days, for the filling up of which the intercalation

of three additional months, one of thirty days to the

lenght of the third year and one of twenty-nine days

each to the length of the sixth and the eighth, would be

the easiest and the most practical of processes. We
may add, that in speaking of a period of eight years

we are not perhaps wandering in the world of ima-

gination, but have lighted upon the first attempt

actually made by the Jews towards the establishment

of a regular calendar. In fact, an inspection of the

present system of the cycle will show that it consists

of two unequal parts, one of eight and another of

eleven years. This division makes almost certain the

conclusion that the first part represents an original

grouping which may well have been deemed satis-

factory up to the time of the Julian reform, but was

found to be defective when the new arrangement made

in the civil commonwealth introduced a more correct

calendar, with the result that the religious authorities

of the Jews came to the resolution of adding to the

original system another period of eleven years, thus

adopting the Meton cycle which brought them nearer
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to the possibility of eliminating at set intervals all

anomalies derived from the little disagreements between

the conventional SCS 1
^ clays and the real length of

the astronomical year.

But, be this as it may, one will admit that our

hypothesis of the eight-year period, while affording

the means of bridging over in the shortest possible

time the gaps of the Hebrew calendar, is the oxdy

plausible course left to try for the rescue from positive

perdition of the documents under examination. The
difficulty now arises about the fixing of the date at

which this period of eight years may have been intro-

duced in the Hebrew chronology, and in the absence

of all direct information on the matter it remains to

see whether the dates of the papyri are in such a rela-

tion to one another as to make it possible to deter-

mine which rank the year of each document occupied

in its own period. The absolute independence of each

such period from all those which preceded or followed

it renders it unnecessary to know the place of anyone
of them in the wide course of ages, and if we can do

as much as finding out the order in the succession of

the 25 years of Artaxerxes' reign over which spread

the papyri from B to F and the sandstone inscription

our object is fully attained.

We will start our work in this direction by taking

up papyrus D whose date, 21 st Kislev = l si Mesore of

the 6 tlx year of Artaxerxes is, as to the reading, subject

to no doubt or dispute, and we will construct as

follows the calendar for that particular year

:
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Tisliri

12

Heshvan Kislev Tebetk Shebat Adar

Pahhon llSPayni jll Epiplii PI Mesore > Thoth [o Phaophi

Nissan

•lAthyr

Iyar Sivan Tammuz Ab Elul

Clioxak !3Tybi ' 3 Mehhir |2 Pliamcnoth j2
Pharmuthi

then, continuing our operation, we will obtain this calen-

dar for the 7 th year of Artaxerxes reign :

Tishri !
Heshvan i

Kislev cbetli Shebat

1 Pahhon !l 1'ayni biO Payui ,30 Ppiphi [29 Mesore

Adar

24Thotk

Nissan Iyar Sivan l

Tammuz Ab Elul

23 Phaophi 23 Athyr 22 Ckoi'ak 22 Tvbi 121 Menhir J21
Phamenoth

If we come now to consider the so constructed

calendar of these two years we will notice at once

that in the sixth of Artaxerxes' rule only tAvo days

of Sivan, the 2!) tu and the 30th
,
fell in Mehhir, and

that in. the seventh year of that monarch Sivan had

disappeared long before Mehhir stepped in.

This result is in hopeless conflict with the sandstone

inscription which with no restriction or qualification

whatever indentifies Sivan with Mehhir just in that year.

But this discrepancy, serious though it is, far from

cutting here and now the ground under our feet has

merely to be taken as an indication that one of these

two years must be supposed to have been embolismic.
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In fact, if we regard the first as such their calendars

will offer the following correspondences

:

Y'car of

Artax.
Tisliri lleshvan Kislev Tebeth Shebat

VI 12 Pahhon 12 Payni 11 Epiphi 11 Mcsorc 5 Thoth

VII 1 Payni 1 Epiphi 30 Epiphi .'30 Mesore 21 Thoth

Year of, . j
a i i

Adar
Artax.

j

Veadar Nissan 1 lyar Sivan

VI

VII

5 Phaophi

24 Phaophi

1 Athyr 4 Choiak

23 Athyr

4 Tybi

23 Atliir

3 Mehhir

22 Tybi

Year of;

Artax.
!

Tammuz Ab Elul

VI

VII

3 Phamenoth

22 Mehhir

2 Pharmuthi

21 Phamenoth

2 Pahhon

21 Pkarmuthi

or, if we suppose the second to be embolism'tc the

correspondences will turn as follows

:

Year of!

Artax. i

Tisliri ] [eshvan Kislev Tebeth Shebath

VI
I
12 Pahhon

j 12 Payni 111 Epiphi

VII
\

1 Pahhon
j I Payni

11 Me Thoth

Year of|

Artax.
' Adar Veadar

30 Payni
;
30 Epiphi ' 29 Meson;

lyarNissa Sivan

VI

VII

5 Phaophi 4 Athyr

24 Thoth
I

23 Phaophi
j
23 Athyr

4 Choiak

23 Choiak

3 Tybi

22 Tybi
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Year of

Artax.

VI

VII

Tammuz Ab

3 Mehhir

22 Mehhir

2 Phamenoth

21 Phamenoth

Elul

2 Pharmuthi

21 Pharmuthi

which sketch shows that by either alternative in the

seventh year of Artaxerxes' reign as many as 21 days

of Mehhir did fall in Sivan and justifies to a very

great extent the statement of the inscription.

From the above calculations and sketches one thing

comes out in an incontrovertible manner, namely that

the data furnished by papyrus D and the sandstone

inscription point to the existence of the embolismic

year at the time when these monuments were written

or are supposed to have been written.

Papyrus E, which is next in date, seems also to

contain some implication of the same character, because,

if Ave simplify its date 3 rd Kislev = 10th Mesore into

1 st Kislev = 8*11 Mesore and compare the latter with

the calendars of years VIttt and VII* 11 both viewed as

common (p. ,59) we will find in the first case a diffe-

rence of 27 days, while in the second the difference

would be of 88 days. Jiut variances of such length

can only be the result of an inflation, and as in the

present case the variance manifests itself in the former

half of the year, i. e. before Nissan, the inflation must

have occurred in the previous year. In other words,

papyrus K which is dated from the nineteenth of Arta-

xerxes shows that the eighteenth year of that monarch

was embolismic.
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The couple of embolismic years will be increased

by one when we consider papyrus F whose equivalence

13th Ab=19 th Pahhon, simplified into 1 st Ab = 7 tJl

Pahhon would show by the same method and means

of comparison such differences as would more than

justify the belief in the intervention of an uncommon
year. This time, however, as the swelling comes about

the end of the year we infer that this very year, the

twenty-fifth of Artaxerxes which is the one of the

papyrus, was embolismic.

We have thus ascertained in the monuments bearing

the name of Artaxerxes the occurence of the following

three embolismic years during his reign:

the 6 th (papyrus D) or the 7th (sandstone inscription),

the 18 tlL (papyrus E),

the 25 Ul (papyrus F).

Unfortunately, as G (or 7), 18 and 25 do not stand

between themselves in the relationship of 3, (>, and 8

which would represent the embolismic years of the

period excogitated for the present test, nor of any of

their multiples, we cannot use the data furnished by

the monuments as a recognised basis for the construction

of one uniform calendar, and the only course left open

to us is the drawing up of four separate calendars,

three of which will have for starting-points the detailed

indications exhibited in each of the Artaxerxes papyri

now being dealt with, and the fourth the equally

detailed date which comes out from the reckoning based

on papyrus D in its close connection with the sandstone
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inscription. It is obvious that the ignorance in which

we lie as to the rank that each of these embolismic

years occupied in its respective period compels us to

consider each of them from a treble point of view

:

as third, sixth or eighth year in its own group; hence

the quadruple set of tables which are presented in

the following pages

:
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THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAE

constructed on the hypothesis that the 6' :

Basis: Papyrus D, 21st Kislev = l s:

ix *

I 'OR A PERIOD OF EIGHT YEARS

vear of Artaxerxes was the 3rd in its period.

Mesore; hence 1st Kislev =11^ Epiplii.

Tear

. -

i

of Tishri Heshvan Kislev Tebeth Shebat Adar
,

Veadar

period

1st 4 Payni •1 Epiplii 3 Mcsorc 3 Epagomonal 27 Tlioth 27 Phaophi I —
2nd 23 Pahhon 23 Payni 22 Epiplii 22 Mcsoro 16 Thoth 1 6 Phaophi '

—

3rd 12 Pahhon 12 Payni // Ityiphi
' 11 Mcsoro 5 Tlioth 5 Phaophi 1 1. Athyr >

4th 1 Payni 1 Epiplii 30 Epiplii 30 Mcsorc 24 Thoth 21 Phaophi
;
—

5th 20 Pahhon 20 Payni 19 Epiplii 19 Mcsoro 13 Tholh 13 Phaophi
;

—
J

6th 9 Pahhon 9 Payni 8 Epiplii
|

8 Mcsoro 2 Tholh 2 Phaophi J Athyr

7th 27 Pahhon 27 Payni 26 Epiphi 26 Mcsoro 20 Tlioth 20 Phaophi
,

— |

8th 16 Pahhon ] 6 Payni 15 Epiplii 15 Mcsorc 9 Tlioth 9 Phaophi 1 8 Athyr

lissan lyar Sivan Tammuz

' . , ! Total
v, , Last day „«.

Ab
!

EM
!

ofyea/
! d s

2G Athvr 26 Cho'iak 25 Tybi 25 Mchhir 24 Phamonoth 24 Pharmuthi 22 Pahhon 354

15 Athyr 1 5 Choi'ak U Tybi 14 Mchhir 13 Pliamcnoth 13 Pharmuthi ill Pahhon 354

-I Cho'iak 4 Tvhi 3 Mchhir 3 Phanionolh 2 Pharmuthi 2 Pahhon 30 Pahhon! 384

23 Athyr 23 Cho'iak 22 Tybi ! 22 Mchhir 21 Phamonoth 21 Pharmuthi 19 Pahhon 354

1 2 Athyr 12 Cho'iak 1 1 Tybi 11 Mchhir 10 Pliamcnoth 10 Pharmuthi 8 Pahhon 351

30 Athyr 30 Choi'ak 29 i'ybi 29 Mchhir 28 Phamonoth 28 Pharmuthi 26 Pahhon 383

19 Athyr 19 Cho'iak 18 Tybi IS Mchhir 17 Ph.amenolh.il7 Pharmuthi 15 Pahhon 354

7 Cho'iak 7 Tybi Mohhii ! 6 Pliamcnoth 5 Pharmuthi 5 Pahhon 3 Payni 383

Total of days in the 8 years 2920

= 8 Egyptian years of 365 days each.

Distribution of the 25 years of Artaxerxes' reign in cigbi

\eair periods according to the above hypothesis:

12 20

4
13 21

;) 14 **w
«

15 23

7
16 24

S IS 3*»

I !l
1.8

2 JO l»
3 111

N.B. By this distribution the year 18th of Artaxerxes which ought (p. 42) t|

bo ombolisniic is not.

1) Only in the 3rd year of the period Veadar has 30 days, iu the 6th and 8th the iutcrealai'y month being ol '

;!'J *•(>



Tear

of

period

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Oth

6th

7th

8th

TABLl k

THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDA1

constructed oq the hypothesis that the rj

Basis: Papyrus D, 21st Busier = 1*

Tishri

1
Heshvan Kislev

7 Payni

36 Pahhon

15 Pahhon

4 Payni

23 Pahhon

IS Pahhon

30 Pahhon

19 Pahhon

7 Epiphi

2G Payni

15 Epiphi

1 Epiphi

83 Payni

18 Payni

30 Payni

19 Payni

6 Mcsore

25 Epiphi

14 Epiphi

3 Moaoro

99 Epiphi

u Epiphi

39 Epiphi

18 Epiphi

Tebeth Sliebat Adar read a:

1 Tholh

25 Mosore

14 Miisore

3 Kpagomena]

22 Mcaoro

I ! Mcsoro

29 Musoro

13 Mcsoro

30 Tim! I) 30 Phaophi

19 Tholh

8 Tholh

37 Tholh

10 Tholh

5 Tholh

19 Plwophi —
8 Phaophi 7 Alhj

27 Phaophi —
10 Phaophi —
5 Phaophi

23 Tholh ' 23 Phaophi

18 Tboth' 18 Phaophi

I, A Hi

11 At

FOR A PE1UOD OF EIGHT YEARS

year of Artaxerxes was the 6tl> in its period.

Mesore; hence l"t JiisleY= lleA Mpiphi.

JTUsan lyar Shan Tammui Ab
jUBtdaj ^
|

**" daya

29 Athyr 20 Choiak
\
38 Tybi 28 Mohhir 37 Pliantonolh 27 Pharmuthi 35 Pahhon 354

18 Athyr 18 Choiak
j

17 Tybi 17 Mohhir 10 Phamonoth 16 Pharmuthi 14 Pahhon 354

7 Choiak 7 Tybi 6 Mohhir G Plwmcnoth 5 Pharmuthi 5 Pahhon 3 Payni 384

26 Athyr 36 Choiak 25 Tybi 35 Mohhir 24 Phamonolli 24 Pharmuthi 32 Pahhou 354

15 Athyr 15 Choiak 14 Tybi 14 Mohhir 13 Phamonoth 13 Pharmuthi 11 Pahhon 354

3 Choiak 3 Tybi 2 Mohhir 2 Phamonolb 1 PliarmuUii 1 Pahhou 29 Pahhon 383

22 Athyr 22 Choiak 21 Tybi 21 Mohhir ;!Q Pbamcnoth 20 Pharmuthi 18 Pabbon 354

10 Choiak 10 Tybi 9 Mohhir PhamcDoth 1 8 Pharmuthi 8 Pahhon 6 Payui 3S3

Total of daya 2920

= 8 Egyptian yoare of 365 days each

Distribution o[ the 25 years of Artaxones'

1 9 17

% 10 18

s ii 1»
4 13 20

5 13 31

• 14 ii

7 15 23

i e M
K.B. By this distribution both 18th and 95th of Artaxorxcs which ought (p.

in eight-year periods according to the above hypothesis:
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to be emboli smie ate not.



I TABLE A
8

> •

THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAR FOR A PERIOD OF EIGHT YEARS

contracted on the hypothesis that the 6* rear of Artaxerxes waa the 8th in He period.

Basia: Papyrnfl D, 2 1st KialeT = l»t lesore; hence 1®* Kielev = il« Epiphi.

Tew
of

period

Tighri HeshTan Kislev Tebeth Sheb.it Idar Veadar Nissan Iyar Si van Tammuz lb EU1 Lartday *f
of y e" days

!

1st 30 Pahhon 30 Payni 29 Epiphi 39 Mesore S3 Thoth 33 Fhaophi — !3 Athyr 22 Choiak '< 21 Tybi 21 Mebhir 80 fhamenoth 20 Fharmuthi 118 Fahhon 354

2nd 10 Pahhon 19 Payni 18 Epiphi 18 Mesore 13 Thoth lSPhaophi — 11 Athyr 11 Choiak
;

10 Tybi 10 Melihir 9 1'liamenoth 9 Fharmuthi 7 Fahhon 354

3rd 8 Pahhon 8 Payni 7 Epiphi 7 Mesore ITholh 1 Phaophi 30 Phaophi SO Athyr 30 Choink 20 Tyhi 39 Mebhir 33 Fhamenoth 28 I'harmutlii ^0 Fahhon 384

4th 37 Fahhon 87 Payni 36 Epiphi 36 Mesore 80 Thoth 30 Phaophi — 19 Athyr 19 Choiak 18 Tybi 18 Mebbir 17 I'hamcnoth 17 I'harniutlii 1 15 Fahhon 354

5th 16 Fahhon 16 Payni 15 Epiphi 15 Mesore 9 Thoth 9 Phaophi — S Athyr 8 Choiak 7 Tybi 7 Mebhir 6 1'liamenoth G 1'harmuthi I 4 Fahhon 354

6th 5 Fahhon 5 Payni 4 Epiphi 4 Mesore 3 Epogomcnal S3 Thoth 87 Phaophi !6 Athyr 26 Choiak 25 TyW 35 Mebhir 34 Fhamenoth 21 ['linniiuthi 21 I'ahhon 383

7th 33 Fahhon 83 Payni 33 Epiphi 23 Mesore 16 Thoth 16 1' lino phi —
1 5 Alliyr 15 Choiak

j

14 Tybi 14 Mebhir 13 I'hnmenoth 13 1'harmuthi 11 I'uhhoii 354

8th 12 Pahhon 18 Payni // Epiphi 11 Mesore 5 Thoth 5 Fhaophi 4 Athyr i Choiak 3 Tybi I
SMebJiir 2 Fhamenoth 1 Fharmuthi 1 Fahhon '29 Fahhon 383

Total of days in llie 8 years 8920

— 8 Egyptian years of 365 days each.

Distribution of the 35 years of Artaxerxes' reign in iight-year periods according to the above hypothesis:

7 15 23

8 16 34

i a 17 as

8 10 18

3 11 19

4 IS 2f»

6 13 21

a 14 33

N3. By this distribution the 18th year of Artaxerxcs which ought (p. 43) to k embolism io is not.

4-



TABL1

THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAl

constructed on the hypothesis that the 71

Basis: Sandstone inscription T>nQ lil |1

Year

of

period

Tishri Heshvan Kislev

1st 23 Pahhon 23 Payni 22 Epiphi

2nd 12 Pahhon jl2 Payni 11 Epiphi

3rd 1 Pahhon
|

1 Payni 30 Payni

4th 20 Pahhon :20 Payni
;

19 Epiphi

5th
;

9 Pahhon
;
9 Payni

j

8 Epiphi

6th

7 th

8th

22 Mcsorc

11 Mcsorc.

30 Epiphi

19 Mesoro

S Mesorc

28 Pharmuthi |28 Pahhon; 27 Payni '27 Epiphi

Tebeth Shebat Adar Veadar

16 Pahhon 16 Payni

5 Pahhon 5 Payni

15 Epiphi j]5 Mcsorc

4 Epiphi ' 4 Mcsorc

16 Thoth

5 Thoth

29 Mcsorc.

13 Thoth

2 Thoth

26 Mcsorc

9 Thoth

I 6 l'hiiop

5 I'haop

24 Thoth

13 I'haop

2 I'haop'

21 Thoth

9 I'haop

3 Mpagooienal 28 I'haop

23 I'liaopt

20 IT;

li
I 27 I'liaopt

Distribution of the 25 years of Artaxerxcs' reitni

1(1

II

ft IS

N.I5. By this distribution the 25fh year of Artaxerxcs which ought ("p. 4

1) This calendar is linsnl mi the supposition Unit the (ll.li year "I" Arlavrixcs «a, mil

result ol' our calculation as cxhihitcd in pp. II) and II ulirrofnnu they Imvo liecn copied here.

2) (My li'-o days of Mclihir in Sivan just in I lie year preee.linr; thai <jI" I lie TH?- V
li) No day of Mcliliir in Sivan, anil Unit only two years after Hie inscription.

Mill:

ipliull

B 1
.

I OR A PERIOD OF EIGHT YEARS

year of Artaxerxes' reign was t lie 3rd in its period,

combined with the data of papyrus D J
).

Nissan Iyar Sivan Taramuz Ab Elul

T . , F Total
Last day of

,

f

year ! days

15 Athyr: 15 Chmak It Tylii

4 Athyr

23 Athyr

12 Athyr

I Athyr

4 Choiak 3 Tyhi ')

23 Choiak 22 Tyhi

12 ChoTak 11 Tyhi

14 Mchhir 13 l'hamcnoth
i

I 3 I

3 Mchhir j 2 l'hamcnothi 2 I

22 Mchhir 21 I'hamcnoth 2] I

II Mchhir .10 I'hamcnoth 10 I

Choiak 50 Chmak ') 30 Tyhi 29 Mchhir 29 1

19 Athyr 19 Choiak IS T\ hi

S Athyr S Choiak 7 'tyhi

20 Athvr 20 Choiak 25 1'yhi

IS Mchhir 17 I'hanienolli 17 I

7 Mchhir 6 I'hanicnoth 6 I

25 Mchhir 24 Phamenoth 24 V

'harnmlhi 1 1 Pahhon 354

'harnuithi 30 I'harnnithi 354

'harnuithi J9 I'ahhon 38 |.

'harnuithi 8 I'ahhon 35 1.

'hamenoth 27 I'liarmiiUii 35 1.

'harmiilhi 15 I'ahhon 3 S3

'hariniil.hi I I'ahhon 354

.'harmuthi 22 Pahhon 383

Total of days in the 8 years 2920

— 8 Egyptian years of 365 days each.

cisht-vear periods according to the above hypothesis:

13 21

14 22

15 2:*

16 2 1.

17 25

l«

19

30

to be embolismie is not.

necessary (pp. I eelendars for vers (!lii id Till



TABL1

THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAI

constructed on the hypothesis that the ?

Basis: Sandstone inscription "PCIO 1H |1

Tew
of

period

1st

2nd

3rd

Mb

5th

Gib

7th

8th

Tishri

30 Pahhon

15 Pahlmn

4 Pali ho 1

1

33 Pahhon

12 Pahhon

1 Pahhon

19 Pahhon

8 Pahhon

Heshvan

26 Payni

15 Payni

4Payai

33 Payni

12 Payni

1 Payni

19 Payni

S Payni

Kislev Tebeth Shebat Adar Veadar

25 Epipbi

14 Epipbi

:i K|)i]ihi

22 Epipbi

11 Epipbi

30 Payni

18 Epipbi

7 Epipbi

25 Mean re

14 Mesore

3 Meaoro

19Thoth

8 Ttinth

S Epagomonal

33 Mesorc 16Thoth

11 Mesore I 5 Tbolh

30 Epipbi 129 Mesorc

18 Mesore
\
12 Tbotb

7 Mesore !

1 Thotb

19 Pbaopbi
|

—
S Pbaopbi

[

27 Tbotb

1(1 Pbaopbi

5 Pbaopbi

3J Tbotb

13 Pbaopbi

1 Pbaopbi

Ba
.

FOR A PERIOD OF EIGHT YEARS

year of Artaxerxes' reign was the 6lh in its period,

combined with the data of papyrus D ').

Nissan lyar SiY.in Tamruui

18 Athyri 18 Choiak 17 Tybi

lAthyrj 7 Choiak | 6 Tybi

17 Mobbir

6 Mehbir

m Phaopt 36 Alhyr- 20 Choiak 25 Tybi 35 Mehbir

Ab EM Last day

or year

Total

of

days

10 Phamonoth 16 Pharmulh

5 Pbamenoth 5 Pharmulh

24 Pbamenoth 84 Pharmuth

23 l'baop.

:ji) Plinopi

Distribution of the 25 years of ArUxerxcs' reign

N.B. By this distribution the year 18th of Artaxerxes which ought (p. 1!

15 A thyr 15 Choiak It Tybi

4Atbyrj 4 Choiak j 3 Tybi*)

32 AthyJ 38 Choiak 21 Tybi

11 Athyr 11 Choiak 10 Tybi

SBAtbyr 29 Choiak 88 Tybi

It Mchhir l:> I'liiniifimtli |:( Ph:inmilh

ii Mehbir 2 Pbamenoth 3 Pharmuth

21 Mchhir
I
20 Pbamenoth 20 Pharmulh

10 Mchhir

28 Mehbir

9 Phamenothj 9 Pharniuth

27 Pbamenoth 27 Pharmulh:

14 Pahhon

3 Pahhon

22 Pahhon

11 Pahhon

30 Pharmulhi

1 8 Pahhon

7 Pahhon

25 Pnhhon

354

354

884

354

354

383

354

383

Total of days in the 8 years 2920

= 8 Egyptian years of 365 days each.

eight-year (>erinds according to the above hy pottle

2 10 18

:i n 111

i IS Ml
;. 18 21

ii 14 23

3 1.1 a;i

a 16 H
ii 17 as

to be cmbnlismic is not.

1) Tin «knd« for ihr. 7th jcv in Ibii Ublo, • wall u in ih« fallowlnit. !>» b«" «>pl"l '™i ['?* »:„i 11 u> in lulih HI, Uir nnly diSoTL-nev bting that Vr«d»r owing lo the ne* puriliun uf ttie je*r in Urn pMi»u

bu 2» itayt inrtwil dT SI).

2) Oufj ttm ilap uf Mchhir in Sitan Juil in Ihr jrent funding 1hat ..f It.n TlfTO VI ^D inwripW



TABLE) B8
.

THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAR FOR A PERIOD OF EIGHT YEARS

constructed on the hypothesis that the 7tl year of Artaxerxes' reign was the 8th in its period.

Basis: Sandstone inscription lipO Y\ |Vt combined with the data of papyrus D.

fur
or

period

Tishri Heshvan Kislev Tebeth j Shebat

I

Adar Yeadar Nissan Iyar

1

Sivan

1 1

M. Bl„l USt daJ
Tammos Ab Elul „

f Jear

1

Total

of

days

1st 19 Pil III Kill 19 Payni IS Epiphi 18 Mcsorc
1
12 Thoth 13 Phaophi — 11 Athyr 11 Choiak lOTybi lOMehhir 9 Phamenoth OPharinuthi 7 Pabhon 354

2nd 8 Pahhon 8 Payni 7 Epipiii 7Mcsore 1 Thoth 1 Phaophi — 30 Phaophi 30 Athyr 29 Choiak 39 Tybi') 38 Mehhir 28 Phamenoth 26 Pltnrmulhi 354

3rd 37 Pharmuthi 37 Pahhon 36 Payni 36 Epiphi 35 Mesore 20 Thoth 19 Phaoph 19 Athyr 19 Choiak ISTybi -18 Mchhir 17 Phamenoth 17 Pharmuthi 16 Pahhon 384

4th 1G Pahhon 16 Payni 15 Epiphi 15 Mcsorc 9 Thoth 9 Phaophi — 8 Athyr 8 Choiak 7 Tybi 7 Mcbbir 6 Phatnenoth 6 Pharmuthi 4 Pahhon 854

5th 5 Pahhon 5 Payni 4 Epiphi 4 Mesore 3 Epagomonal 28 Thoth — 27 Phaophi 27 Athyr 26 Choiak 30 Tybi ') 25 Mchhir > 25 Phamenoth 23 Pharmuthi 354

6th 24 Pharmuthi 34 Pahhon 23 Payni 33 Epiphi 28 Mcsorc 17 Thoth 16 PhaopW
{
15 Athyr 15 Choiak 14 Tybi 14 Mehliir 13 Phamenoth' 13 Pharmuthi 11 Pahhon 383

7tb 12 Pabhon IS Payni 11 Epiphi 11 Mcsorc 5 Thoth 5 Epiphi — 4 Athyr 4 Choiak 3 Tybi*) 3 Mchhir 2 Phaincnoth 3 Pharmuthi 30 Pttarmuthi 354

8th 1 Fahhon 1 Payni 30 Payni 30 Epiphi 29 Mcsore 34 Thoth 23 Phaophi S3 Athyr 33 Choiak 21 Tybi 21 Mchhir 20 Phamenoth 20 Pharmuthi 18 Pabhon 383

Total of days in the 8 years 2920

= 8 Egyptian years of 365 days each.

Distribution of the 85 years of Artaxerxes' reign i eight-year periods according to Hie above hypothesis:

8 16 24

1 « 17 25

3 to IS
3 11 19

4 13 20

& IS 91
a u 32

7 IS S3

NJB. By this distribution the yew 25th of Artnxerxcs which ought (p. (3j to be eniltolisuiic is not.

1) AW our liny

2) CWy ftre d»)

of Sinn in 1

1 of liflbhir

riclihir, ant) 11

b Si tub Jnnt

*1 iir, and tli ree }«« BKFQltE tlirbnlil ilntemeanTlO V1]TK
litis III ill of 1 In- :il-[Ti]i>l'HL.

(if ilif uucrlpUun.

1

4*



•

TABLE C
1
.

THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAR FOR A PFRIOD OF EIGHT YEARS

constructed on the hypothesis that the 18* year of Artaxerxes was the 3rd in its period.

Basis: Papyrus E, 3rd Kislev = 10th Mesore (in the 19& year of Artaxerxes) ; hence 1 st Kialer = 8'* Mesore.

leu
of

period

Tishri Heshvan Kisiev Tebeth Shebat
|

Adar Yeadar Sissan Ijar Shan Tannani Ab Elnl
Last day

of year

Total

of

days

1st 12 Payni 12 Epiphi 11 Mesore c rnioih 5 Pbaopbi 5 Athyr — 1 CbuTak 4Tybi 3 Mebbir 3 I'ii :u in' until 2 Pharmuthi 3 l'ahhon 30 Pahhon 354

2nd 1 Payni 1 Eprphi 30 Epiphi 30 Mesore 24 Tboth 24 Pbaopbi |3 Athyr 23 Choink 22 Tybi 32 M i lili ir 21 1'bmnenoth 21 Pharmuthi 19 Pahhon 354

3rd 80 Fahhon aoPajni 19 Epiphi 19 Mesore 13 Tboth 13 Phmiphi 12 AlWlSCiioiak 12 Tybi 11 Mebbir 11 Phamennth 10 I'liarmulhi
1

10 Pablion 8 Payni 384

m 9 Payni 9 Epiphi S Meters 3 Tboth 2 Pbaopbi 2 Alhyr — 1 f.'hoiuk 1 Tybi 30 Tybi 30 Mebhir [39 Phamennth 39 Phnrmutbi '27 Pahhon 354

5th 38 Pahhon 28 Payni -21 lljiiphi 27 Mesore 21 Thoth 21 Phaophi — !() Alhyr 20 Ohniak 19 Tybi ]!l Mi-litiir IN I'lmimmntli 18 Pharniuthi 10 ['allium 354

6th 17 Pahhon 17 Payni 16 Epiphi 16 Mesore 10 Tliuth lOPIiaophi 9AlbjJ
((
8Cboiak 8 Tybi 7 Mebhir 7 Pliameriolh 6 Pharmuthi 6 Pah lion 4 Payni 383

7th 5 Payni 5 Epiphi 4 Mesore 4 Epagomenal 28 Tboth 38 Pbaopbi
[

—

;

1 Athyr 37 (ttolak 26 Tybi 26 Mebbir 25 Pbnmunoth 25 Pharmutiii 23 Pahhon 354

8th 34 Pahhon 24 Payni 23 Epiphi 23 Mesore • 17 Tliuth 17Pliaopbi!lOAtbji 5 Cboink 15 Tybi 11 Mebhir It l'hamcnoth 13 Pbamenolh 13 Pahhon 11 Payni 383

1
Total of days in the S years 2920

= 8 Egyptian years of 365 daya each.

Distribution of the 25 years of Arlaxurxca' reign i light-year periods according to the above bypothosis:

8 16 24

1 17 85

3 IO 18

3 11 "?

I 13 20

ft i.-i SI
r> li 22

7 IS M

N.B. By this distribution the 25lh year of Artaxerxes' reign wliieli might (p. 4Q :b be embolismic is not, and 1 hi- 7th is embolismic in»1<»d of the Rlli.



TABLE j c
a
.

«

THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAR rOE A PERIOD OF EIGHT YEARS

constructed on the hypothesis that the 18th year of Artaxerxes was the 6th in its period.

Basis: Papyrus E, 3rd Kislev = 10th Mesore (in the 19th year of Artaxenes) ; hence l 8t Kislev = 8'* Mesore,

Tear

of

period

Tishri Ileshvan Kislev Teneth Shebat

1

Adar Veadar Nissan lyar Sivao
i

Tammuz Ab Hal
Last day

of year

Total

of

daja

1st 16 Payni 16 Epiphi 15 Mesore lOThoth 9Phaophi 'JAthyr — SChoiak S 'l\ hi 7 Mehhir 7 Pbamenoth 6 Pbnrmnthi 6 Pahhon 4 Payni 354

Sod 5 Pajni & Epiphi 4 Mesore •iEpagomcnal 28 Thoth 28 Phaophi — 27 Athyr 27 Glioink 36 Tv i.i 26 Mehhir 25 Fhamenoth 25 Pharmuthi 23 Pahhon 354

3rd 24 Pahhon 34 Psyni 23 Epiphi 23 Mesore 17 Thoth 17 Phaophi lOAlbyjIGChoiak IGTybi 15 Mehhir 15 Phnmcnoth 14 rbarmutbi 14 Pahhon |18 Payni 384

4th 13 Payni 13 Epiphi 13 Mesore 7 Tboth 6 ] 'ii: Mi] ill i Athyr — 5 Cho'iak S Tytt 4 Mehhir 4 Punmcnoth 3 Pharmuthi 8 Pahhon j 1 Payni 354

5th 2 Payni 2 Epiphi 1 Mesore 1 Epagomcnal 25 Thoth 25 Plwopbi — 24 Atbyr 24 Cho'iak 23 Tybi 23 Mehhir 22 Phiwncniith 22 Pharmuthi 20 Pahhon 354

6th 21 Pahhon 31 Pajni 20 Epiphi 90 Mesore 14 Thoth 14 Pbaopbi 13 Atbjil2CbaVak h.'Tvl.i 11 Mehhir 11 Plitunenolh 10 Pharmuthi 10 Pahhon 8 Payni 383

Till 9 Payni 9 Epiphi i? Mexore 3 Thoth 2 lli.fj.li: 3 Albyr — | 1 nil... ink 1 Tybi 30 Tybi 30 Mehhir 29 1 'hrillKill.jl.il 29 Pharmuthi 27 Pahhon 354

8th 28 Pahhon 88 Puyni 27 Epiphi 27 Mesore 21 Thoth 21 Phaophi aOAtbyJ 19 Cboiak I9Tybi 18 Mehhir 18 Phanienoth 17 Pharmuthi 17 Pahhon 15 Payni 383

Total of days in the 8 years 2920
s 8 Egyptian years of 36a days each.

Distribution of the 25 years of Artaxcrxes' reign is
eight-year periods according to the above hypothesis;

1

3

6

6

7

8

9

IO
II

a
N,B. By tbia distribution the 25tb year of Artaxerxes' reign which ought (p. 41 I* he embolismic is not, and the 7th is cnibolismic instead of the 6lh.

13

14

15
16

17

IB

'9

an

21

23

3.1

U
85



TABLE C
8

.

•

THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAR FOR A PERIOD OF EIGHT YEARS

constructed on the hypothesis that the 18th year of Artaxerx.es was the 8*h in its period.

Basis; Papyrus E, 3rd Kisley = 10th Mesore (in the 19^ year of Artaxerxes) ; hence l*t Kislev = 8 (k Mesore

Tear

of Tisiri Heshroi Klsle? Tebeth Shebat Adar Veadar

1 1

Nissan Ijar Sivan Tammni lb Qui
l^^J

! of year

Total

of

days
period

1st 9 Payui j
9 Epiplii '. & Meter* 3Thoth 2 Phaophi 2 Athjr 1 ChoTak ITybi 30 Tybi

!

30 Mehhir 29 Phamenolh
l

29 Pharmutlii 27 Pahhon 354

2nd 28 Pahhon 28 Paynl i
27 Epiphi 27 Mesore 21 Thoth 21 Phnnphi — 20 Atbyr 20(lhmak 19 Tybi HI Mehhir 18 Phamenoth: 18 Pliarmtithi 16 Pahbon 354

3rd 17 Pahbon 17 Payai 16 Epiphi 16 Mesore 10 Thoth 10 Phaophi 9AthjJ Ckoi'ak <) Tybi S Mehhir 8 I'bamcnoth 7 Pharmutlii I Pahhoti 5 Payni 384

1th 6 Payni 6 Epiphi 5 Mesore 5 Epagomenal 29 Thoth 29 Phaopbi
|

— 28 Atbyr 28 Obobk 27 Tybi il Mehhir 26 Phamenoth 26 Pharmutlii 24 Pahhon 354

6th 25 Pabbon 25 Payni 21 Epiphi 24 Mesore 18 Thoth 18 Phaophi — 1? Atbyr 17 Cboi'ak 10 Tybi 16 Mehhir 15 Pliamenotb 15 Pbnrmiilhi 13 Pahbon 354

6th 14 Pahhon 14 Payni 13 Epiphi 13 Mesore 7 Thoth 7 Phaophi ; 6 A thji 5 Cholak 6 Tybi 4 Mehhir 4 Phamenoth 3 Pharmutlii 3 Pahhon 1 Payni 383

7th 2Payni ! 2 Epiphi 1 Mesore . 1 Epagomenal 25 Thoth 25 I'haophi _ UU Atbyr 24 Cboi'ak 23 Tybi 123 Mehhir 22 Pliamenotb 22 Pbarmutbi 20 Pahhon 354

8tk 21 Pahhon! 21 Payni 20 Epiphi 20 Mesore 14 Thoth 14 I'haophi ISAthjl 12 Cholak 12 Tybi 11 Mehhir' 1 1 Phamenoth 10 Pharmutlii 10 Pahhon 8 Payni 383

Total of days in the S years 2920

= 8 Egyptian years of 365 days each.

Distribution of the 25 years of A rlaxcrxes' reign ii
eight-year periods according to the above hypothesis

:

3 I 11 IQ

12 B0

1 13 91

I n 22

1 15 23

Mi i 141 SI

] 9 17 25

s to IS

N.h*. This hyitothesis precludes the possibility not only of the 25lh, butSj

(p. 39) tiro data of papyrus D were taken as a basis for the construction of the calrndajj

as is the ease with tbe above distribution, considered common, the identification TDD VIm
tbe result of the plain calculation of p. 3D and the equivalence 1—30 Mivan= lu Tybi

IlioMi 6th and 7th years of Artaxerxes being cmbolismic To be remembered that when
for years 6tb and 71h of Arlaxerxea* reign it was noted that, if both these years were,

l>f the inscription would be lost. There is nothing to account for the contradiction between

15 Mehhir indicated in the present table.



table[d\

THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAlW A PERIOD OF EIGHT YEARS

constructed on the hypothesis that the 25th year of Artaxerxes was the 3rd in its period.

BaBiB : Papyrus F, 13th Ab = 19» I
Jahhon ; hence 1 st Ab = 7'* PakAo*.

Tear

of

period

Tlshrl HMfrfU mm Tebeth Shebat Adar Veadar

!

Nissan Iyar

1

Sivan Tammuz Ab Etui
L«tdayi

To

f
of y«r

!days

1st 9 Epiphi QMcsorc 3 Tin i.h 3 Hi ;iu] ili i 8 Alhyr 2 Ohoiak — lTybi lMehhir'}30 Mchhir 30 Pbamenoth 39 Phnrmulhi '29 l'ahhon 27 Payni 354

fed 28 Payni 28 Epiphi 27 Mcgorc 33 Thoth 31 1'hnopbi 21 Athyr __ 30 Choiak 20 Tybi ,19 Mchhir III I'luitncnotb 18Pharn)ulhi|18 l'ahhon 16 Payni 354

3rd IT Payni 17 Epiphi 16 Mcsoro 11 Thoth JOPhaophi lOAthyr 9 Ohoiai 9 Tybi HMehliir 1
) 8 I'linmeuiiUi 8 Pharimithi 7 Fakhtm \ 7 Payni 5 Epiphi 384

4th 6 Epiphi 6Mesore a Epagomonnl 30 Thoth 29 I'lmophi 20 Albjr .
!S Chunk 28 Tybi 27 Mchhir 27 Phamenolh 86 Plinrtnulhi 36 l'ahhon 24 Payni 354

5th 85 Payni 35 Epiphi 84 Mesoro 19 Thoth 18 Pbaophi 18 Athyr I |7 Choiak 17 Tybi 16 Mchhir 16 I'hamenoth 15 I'luiri nil tin" 15 l'ahhon 18 Payni 354

6th 14 Payni 14 Epiphi 13 Mesore 8 Thoth 7 Phaophi 7 Athyr II nim.it 5 Tybi 5 Mehhir*) 4Phamcnoth 4 I'lirinmitlii 3 Pahbnn
\
3 Payni 1 Epiphi 383

7th 3 Epiphi i Meson: 1 Epagomennl 96 Thoth 35 l'liiin|ilii 85 A ili > r
_ • >4CboInk 21 Tybi M Mchhir 83 Phamonoth 22 I'barinuthi 22 Pahhon 30 Payni

r

354

8th SI Payni 31 Epiphi 30 Mesoro 1 15 Thotli 14 Phaophi i 14 Athyr iSChoiitk [3 Tybi laMdiliir")!! I'haiiifiiiulliU J'harmntlii lOPahhon HO Payni 8 Epiphi 383

Total of days in the 8 years 9930

1
= 8 Egyptian years of 365 days each.

Distribution of the 85 years of ArtaxcrW reign tight-year periods according to the above hypothesis

:

7 15 83

8 16 24

i n 17 25

9 10 18

3 11 19

4 IS SO

5 IS 21

e i« pa

NJJ By this distribution the 18th year or Artaxenes which ought (p. 4 lit be embolismic is not.

1) This III

I> In the

r is tin) catr

tan Srd, eth

ni .r for :!.! /nr <

iini hi 1: of 1 Ilia |in

If the 1TID in JVD inaorip'

iod mil only Mnhliir It catirrfj'

ion: yet, It wniild tbiiw M
iirer lirfiircSiinii, tint 78

Lu day of Mebhir to lie in Klrin.

Ind 10 iltTi of PtMunoqolli h»o to rlup* wnpeeliielif bbUI Sitm U reached, C r. titles I is anil l'i



TABLE I
J)

2

1THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAR

constructed on the
i

hypothesis that the 25th

Basis: Papyrus F, 13th Ab = 19th

Year

of Tishri Heshvan Kislev Tebeth Shebat Adar Veadar

period \

1st 13 Epiplii 13 Mesorc 7 Thoth 7 Phaophi Athyr 6 Ohoiak

2nd 2 Epiphi 2 Mesorc 1 Epagomenal 26 Thoth 25 Phaophi' 25 Athyr ' —
3rd 21 Payni 21 Epiphi 20 Mesorc; 1 5 Thoth 14 Phaophi

l

It Athyr 13 Cho'ia

4th 10 Epiplii 10 Mesorc 4 Thoth •! Phaophi 3 Athyr ] 3 (,'ho'iak. —
5th 29 I'ayni 29 Epiphi 28 Mesorc 23 Thoth 22 Phaophi

i
22 Athyr —

6th 18 I'ayni 18 Epiphi 17 Meson: 12 Thoth ' 11 Phaophi 11 Athyr 10 Ohoiai

7th 6 Epiphi Mesorc 5 Epagomenal 30 Thoth 29 Phaophi 29 Athyr — 1

8th 25 'Payni 25 Epiphi 24 Meson: 19 Thoth IN Phaophi 18 Aihyr 17 ChoTali

FOR A PERIOD OK EIGHT YEARS

year of Artaxerxes was the 6th j n its period.

Pahhon ; hence l st Ab = 7^ Pahhon.

Nissan lyar Sivan Tammuz Ab EIul
Last day

of year

Total

of

days

5 Tybi 5 Mehhir 1

) 4 Phamenoth 4 Pharmuthi 3 Pahhon 3 I'ayni 1 Epiphi 354

24 Choiak 24 Tybi 23 Mehhir 23 Phamenoth 22 Pharmuthi 22 Pahhon 20 Payni 354

13 Tybi 13 Mehhir
') 12 Phamenoth 12 Pliarmullii 11 Pahhon 11 Payni 9 Epiphi 384

2 Tybi 2 Mehhir') 1 Phameuoth 1 Pharmuthi 30 Pharmuthi 30 Pahhon 28 Payni 354

21 Choiak 21 Tybi ,20 Mehhir 20 Pliamenolh 19 Pharmuthi 19 Pahhon 17 Payni 354

9 Tybi
:

Mehhir') 8 Phamenoth 8 Pharmuthi 7 Pahhon 7 Payni 5 Epiphi 383

2S Choiak;28 Tybi ,27 Mehhir ,27 Phamcuoth 26 Pharmuthi 20 Pahhon 24 Payni 354

16 Tybi 16 Mehhir'^ 15 Phamenothil5 Pharmuthi 14 Pahhon 14 Payni 12 Epiphi 383

Distribution oi" the 25 years of Artaxerxes' reign ii

4
„ 12 20

13 21
<;

i-i
14 »»'»

15 23

16 24
il

19 2ft
LI)

18
11

19

N.B. By this distribution the 18lh year ot Artaxerxes which ought (p. 14

1) Cf. *rnD 111 )*PD ()i iiiHcriptiini, and our footnote 2 in table ill.

Total of days in the 8 years 2920

= 8 Egyptian years of 365 days each.

eight-year periods according to the above hypothesis:

to be cmbulismic is not.



TABLE b8
.

THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN CALENDAR
constructed on the hypothesis that the 25th

Basis : papyrus F »), 13th Ab m 19^

Tear

of

period

Tishri Beshvan Kislov Tefceth Shebat Adar Veadar

1st 6 Epiphi n Mesorc 5 Epagomenal SOThoth
|

29 Plmoplii 29 Athyr —
2nd 25 Payni 25 Epiphi 84 Mesore ]9Thoth jlSPhaoptii 18 Athyr —
3rd 14 Payni 14 Epiphi 13 Mesore 8 Tlu.it li 7 Phaoplii 7 Athyr Cholak

4th 3 Epiphi 3 Mesore 2 Epagomenal 27Thoth 26 Pbaophi 20 Athyr —
6th 22 Payni 28 Epipbi 81 Meaore lBTboth 1 5 Phaophi 15 Athyr —
6th 11 Payni 11 Epiphi 10 Mesore 5 Tiiot.li 4 Plmoplii l Athyr 3 Cholak

7th 29 Payni 29 Epiplii 28 Meaore 23Thoth 22 Pliaoplii 28 Athyr —
8th 18 Payni 1 18 Epiphi 17 Mesorc ISThnth 11 J'huophi 11 Athyr 10 Cbotiik

Distribution of the 85 years «f Artaxcrxca' reign in

1

3

4
5

6

*

8

NJ1. liy this distribution the 18tb year of Artaxcrxcs which ought (p. 42)

FOR A PERIOD OF EIGHT YEARS

year of Artaxerxes was the 8th in its period.

Pahhon ; hence l«t Ab = 7<* Pahhon.

Nissan Iyar Sinn Tammuz Ab ElDl
Last day

of year

Total

or

days

28 Choluk as Tybi 27 Mcbhir 27 Phamenolh 2GPharmulhi 26 Pnhhon 21 Payni 354

17 Choiak 17 Tyhi 1 G Mchhir Ifi rtlillin-linlll 15 Pbarmuthi 15 Pahhon i:s l':i v ni 354

GTybi GMehhir1
} 5 Phatncnoth 5 Pbarmuthi 4 Pahhon 4 Payni 2 Epiphi 364

25Cho'mki25Tybi 84 Menhir 24 I'll ;n in-] id tb 83 Pharmuthi 83 Pahhon 21 Payni 354

It Choiak 14 Tybi 13 Mebbir 13 i'bamenoth IS Pbarnnithi 18 Pahhon 10 Payni 354

8Tybi SMehhir*)' 1 t'hamenntli 1 Pharmuthi 30 Pharmuthi ;30 Pahhon 28 Payni 383

31 Chnink 9 1 Tjbi 80 Mehhir 80 Phamenolh 19 Pbarmuthi 19 Pahhon 17 Payni 354

9Tybi 9 Mchhir') 8 Phamenolh 8 Pbarmuthi 7 Fakhon 7 Payni 5 Epiphi 383

Total of days in the 8 years 2920

= 8 Egyptian years of 365 days each.

eight-year periods according to the above liyjKithesis:

10 18

11 19

la SO
13 21

14 22

IS M
16 24

IV M
to be embolismic is not, and the 7 th is embolismic instead of the 6th.

1} Fw papyrus V no Boliea hu burn Ul.cn of tba rmriint 1-Uk Ah, m it h nf no importance and implh
S) Tb» whole of Malihic li tw before Sinn acta in. Cf. "VrjQ 1H ITD and laid™ III mi,: IIS.

quilt- iu»i((iiiflttat dileienM in eorrcipondencra.
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A glance at this table will suffice to persuade the

most hopeful of readers that no benefit can be derived

from the eight-year system for the support of the

authenticity of the documents. There occurs in this

table not a single instance of agreement in the date

correspondences between those alleged in individual

documents and the various calendars which owe to them

the debt of their own existence. The correctness of the

first line in each group is of no consequence and only

conventional, as in each case this line was purposely

taken from a document and we have by way of con-

cession admitted it as accurate for the sake of building

upon it the calendars that follow; nor do the two

similarly correct lines in the groups BJ
, B', and B1

carry greater weight, since at the outset of the present

test we have combined papyrus D and the sandstone

inscription in order to obtain with the joint help of them
both the data on which the construction of these parti-

cular calendars would be rendered feasible, and for

this very reason the two monuments together offer no

more than one identification of dates.

Only one inference can be drawn from this extra-

ordinarily enormous display of discrepancies, but we
do not want yet the champions of the authenticity

to give up their position, as we are prepared to grant

the documents a refugium peccalomm in the hypothesis

that at the time they claim to belong to Jewish chrono-

logy was still in an erratic condition, that nothing

had been done with a view to the introduction of a
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settled calendar, and that only at irregular intervals,

when the disagreement between the twelve-lunation count-

ing and the atmospheric phenomena exceeded all tolera-

ble limits, provision was made to effect some reconciliati-

on, leaving it to the future to take anew transient measures

of a similarly narrow compass. In doing so, however,

we will not neglect our duty of considering whether there

is in the documents anything able to convince us that

such a course has really been adopted, and that with

the result of truly restoring the disturbed order.

Mahler's tables J
) will help us once again in carrying

out this last part of our demonstration. We find on

p. 20 that in the year 471 B. C, which is that of

ptipyrus A, the 1 st Pahhon fell on the 16th August,

from which we gather that the 28th Pahhon exhibited

in the same papyrus corresponded to the 12th Sep-

tember. But, 28th Pahhon being alleged in the papyrus

to be the equivalent of 18th Elul, it follows that 18^

Elul= 12th September, or, if we go a little further, we

will find that the l Bt Tishri in that year fell on the

24th September. By applying the same process to all

papyri whose dates are legible we will come to the

establishment of the following correspondences for the

l»t TishrL

Year B. C. 471 24"> September *),

465 8*h October,

459 24th August,

1) Chroxolagixche yergUUhungt-Tolelle* etc., Vienna, 1889.

8) for lot: sake of brevity no notice has been taken of the double

manner of rending the dates in some documents, because the variance,

consisting of one unit only, is not such as to lead to a different conclusion.
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446 16*n September,

440 12*° October,

416 15t!l October,

410 22nd September J
).

Of these dates, 24th August is too early for the be-

ginning of a Jewish year which in Palestine as well

as in Egypt or Mesopotamia had to coincide with the

close of the gathering of fruits, and is never to be

found in the established calendar.

16th
, 22od, and 24th September are frequent corres-

pondences for 1 st Tishri after embolismic years, and it

is perhaps unnecessary to inquire whether circumstances

were favorable to the years connected with them
being such.

But no reckoning could prove the 15ln and 12 th

October to be good equivalences for the 1 st Tishri,

and even for the acceptance of the 8tB October as such

one should, according to the principles of the calendar

now in operation, go as far back as three centuries or

so before the creation of the world *). But, leaving all

other considerations apart, we will take the last men-

tioned equivalence as the best fitted example for a
benevolent application of the erratic calendar test. We
will thus say that, in the same way as every late coin-

cidence is the result of a delay as against the Julian

months which originates from the intercalary Jewish

1) Id making these reductions we have always moved within the limits

of the year of each document, except in the Inst case when, the Hebrew
month being She bat, we were obliged to retrocede to 411 B.C. in which
the Jewish year had its commencement. For reference see p. 3.

2) See pp. 12—13.

i
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month of the previous year, so the Hebrew year which

preceded 465 B.C. was embolismic, and accounts for the

equivalence 1st Tishri — 8th October. We will go one

step farther and observe that, our calculation showing

that in 466 B.C. 1st Tishri would accordingly coincide

with lO*'1 September which is also a late coincidence,

another positive inference to be drawn is that even the

year before it, 467 B.C., was embolismic in the Jewish

calendar. To the objection one could make that the

occurrence of two embolismic years in close succession

after each other seems rather a strange fact, we would

oppose the reply that the event could be accounted for

by the hypothesis that up to 467 B.C. no provision what-

ever had been made in order to smooth away the

irregularities of the twelve-lunation calendar, and that

only in that year a decision was taken for the purpose,

but, as the distance between calendar and seasons had

been allowed to become too great, it was thought wise

that their junction should be brought about by means

of two jumps in two consecutive years instead of a

double jump in one and the same year.

But why, one would say, after that salutary measure

was taken, should not the authorities prevent a relapse,

but allow instead at so short an interval the difference

to grow so large as to necessitate about 43!) B.C. the

making again of two consecutive embolismic years as

is implied by the correspondence l Bt Tishri = 12th Octo-

ber? And how, one would say again, after the hard les-

son they had been taught twice, the authorities were

so poor in foresight as to let the same inconvenience

afflict their community for the third time, and with even
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greater trouble, about 416 B.C., when the l rt Tishri was

allowed to come no earlier than on the 15th October?

When the Cairo papyri were published one of the

numerous hopes to which they gave birth was that we

might obtain through them the light about the state

of the Jewish calendar in olden times. Prof. E. B.

Knobel, trying to make the general wish become a

reality, took up the matter and on March 13*h of this year

read to the London Royal Astrouiical Society a paper

on the subject 1
). We are sorry to find ourselves in the

necessity of pointing out some fundamental errors into

which he unfortunately fell.

First of all by accepting the year 464 B.C. as the

first of Artaxerxes' reign in lieu of the 465 which is

generally recognized as such he was bound to give

459 B.C. as the sixth of the same monarch's rule, but

instead of that he identifies the latter with 460; and

when he comes to the nineteenth and the twenty-fifth

years of Artaxerxes he again disagrees with himself

in making those years correspond to 446 and 440 B.C.

He observes subsequently that papyri E and J, being

both provided with the Hebrew date of Kialev 3rd
,

show that they cover exactly the period of the 30 Jewish

years running between the 17 tJl November 446 B.C.

and the IS* December 416 B.C. which are the equi-

valents of the dates expressed in the documents by

the days of the Egyptian months in the nineteenth

1) The lecture waa published iu the March number of the Monthly Nolieet

of the Society, pp. 'A'ii—346.
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year of Artaxerxes' and the eighth of Darius II.'s reigns

respectively. But he finds that this coincidence cannot

be obtained without the admission that the first and

the last years of this period were both embolismic.

Then in order to adapt everything to this necessity he

makes of 446 B.C. the seventeenth year of the cycle

it belongs to, whereas in reality and as shown by our

table B the year 446 B.C. corresponding to 3315 A.M.

occupies the position of ninth in the cycle. Knobel

considers this distortion imperative, because any different

collocation of the year in question would destroy the

coincidence revealed by the papyri. He is perfectly

right in making this remark, and where we do not

fall in with him it is about the inference to be drawn

from his excellent observation.

Then, passing to the calculation of years and months

he finds that from the 17th November 446 B.C. to the

16^ December 416 B.C. there elapsed 10987 days,

while 30 Jewish years starting from n°. 17 in one cycle

and ending in N°. 8 inclusive of the cycle beyond next

yield a total of 10986 days. According to Knobel the

difference of 1 day would be accounted for by the cir-

cumstance that by the Julian system the day has its

commencement in the morning, and by the Hebrew in

the evening before. Against this matter-of-fact argu-

ment there is nothing to say, but one cannot help

observing that the 30 years of papyri E and J con-

sisting, after Knobel's collocation, of

12 of 384 days each

4 „ 355 „ „ and

14 „ 354 „ „
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drawn up a document on that day; but argument is ab-

solutely unnecessary since the crease from which Knobel
derived his inspiration covers only a little dirt sprea-

ding in various degrees of intensity from the first line

to the last in this part of the papyrus, and nothing

justifies the belief that between the word Q"p and the

solitary stroke standing to express one unit there is

a trace whatever of writing. (See plate I ').

At this point of our demonstration we must be allowed

a word on Mahler's opinion about the existence in

Babylonia of a pre-Metonic cycle of 19 lunar years.

When he propounded this theory 2
) Father Strassmaier

opposed it by affirming that there seems instead to have
been a cycle of 18 years. In retorting Mahler furnished

the proof that his opponent's position was untenable, but

we cannot feel convinced that his own is correct. All

he found in the cuneiform tablets is the mention of a

second I lulu and of a second Adaru which obviously

were inserted in order to bring about the desired har-

mony of the civil with the astronomical year. We say,

1

)

The first line of this plate whieli reproduces ;i portion of Pap. I) reads thus

:

mono idk joto PDiynmx vi n:^ jmDsi> i av )~ t^oib xxi 3.

To .sum up. Knobcl's endeavours have caused the displacement from their

right positions in the cycles of the years of the period he dealt with,

by which process he gained one month; then the unwarranted surmise

that the crease in papyrus 1) covered an out of place figure wherethrough

he secured another month; and finally the lengthening of a cycle beyond

its ordinary duration for the honest purpose of obtaining the requisite

balance of two days. J'rof. Knobel was one of the most naive victims of

the welcome extended to the Egyptian imposture.

2) tiit.:u>i(jsb. (I. K. A lead. d. Wissenscli.^ mathem.—nat. Classe CI, Abth.

II. a. pp. 1685—93.



however, that this was not done after an established

system, but was only an occasional measure which

owing to its frequency has in our eyes the appearance

of something denned by rules. We cannot possibly be-

lieve, as Mahler is inclined to, that the existence and

operation of an officially recognized cycle is compa-

tible with the omission he himself noticed of the inter-

calary month in a year which according to the calen-

dar he constructed ought to be embolismic, and that

such omission should be repeated over and over again

in several years and in various periods through forget-

fulness, as Mahler suggests, caused by important events

of a political or a military character which must have

absorbed the attention of the authorities. Such collap-

ses of the memory might occur only among uncivilized

tribes who do not possess the art of writing, but never

in countries like Babylonia enjoying the benefit of an

organized administration where the Government would

draw up their calendars for decades and centuries in

advance and refer thereto for a number of purposes

in public life.

We maintain therefore for the Athenian astronomer,

Meton, the privilege of the authorship of the nine-

teen year cycle which is testified to by the distinct

statement of Diodorus of Sicily in XII, 36. If the cycle

existed in Babylonia at all the tablets which are sup-

posed to indicate it, being of the Seleucian period,

would show only that the Persians copied it from

Athens after the Macedonian conqueror introduced into

their country the Greek civilization.
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We have arrived at the end of our experiments. The
chronology of the Assuan and Elephantine documents
can be proved to be correct neither by the original
length of the Jewish year uniformly consisting of twelve
lunations, nor by the present Hebrew-Julian calendar
retrospectively applied to a period long before the
reform of the Roman ruler; nor by a snorter system
which must have suggested itself to such Jews as
might have settled in Egypt during the Persian,
Pharaonic, Greek and early Roman dominations and
which in all probability was the first step in the arran-
gement of the national calendar as we see it in opera-
tion to-day; nor at last by the admission that the
Hebrew measuring of time used to be done with no
set rules aiming at precision but only with occasional
attempts to obtain equilibrium. It is hardly credible
that any other system of calendar could be thought
of, and we feel ourselves fully justified in declaring
the documents infected with the monstruosities we have
been showing to be nothing else but the product of
fraudulent speculation. If anything can make us nervous
it is the fear of the readers' rebuke because we have
adopted so minute and complex a process of argument
when a simple reference to page 21 of the first edition
of those papyri would have placed all students in a
position soon to convince themselves that there is not
the slightest warrant of soundness in their chronology.
They would, for example, have seen that in the space
of the 6 years which elapsed between

(Pap. B.) Chislev 18^ 4G5 B.C. and
(Pap. D.) Chislev 21st 459 B.C.
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the difference could by no system aggregate to as

many as 325 days which represent the interval between

the Egyptian dates Thoth 6th and Mesore 1 st exhibited

by the same documents; they would themselves have

objected that the accumulation of shortages in the six

years could by no means have exceeded the G6 days

if we were to reckon by the uniform standard of the

twelve lunations for all years, or it would be reduced

to an insignificant remnant if the present system of

calendar had to be applied by which just every three

or two years the discordance in correspondences between

the Hebrew and the Julian calendars dwindles into an

extremely small number of days.

But we are entitled to our readers' forgiveness in

consideration of the enormous avalanche of learned

essays, lectures and articles in all sorts of periodical

publications wherewith we have been overwhelmed

from the summer of 1906 to the beginning of this year,

and which have made it advisable to inquire into this

crucial point of the matter with all care and in such

an exhaustive manner that no room for hesitation

should be left to the disappointed who would see by

our demonstration their happy belief in the existence

of an unexplored mine of historical and philological

information vanisli to smoke, and so much industrious

scholarship wasted on an unworthy subject.

One must not wonder at hearing that even before

we investigated so minutely the machinery of the

Hebrew calendar in its relations to the Egyptian it
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was for us a foregone conclusion that the dates of

these documents originated from the fancy of a forger.

We could not possibly assume that, while in Palestine

the Rabbis of the first, second, and even third century of

the Christian era were taking so worrying pains in their

efforts to establish a permanent calendar, and disputes

were rife, and nearly were declared >) outlaws all per-

sons who, although being through their mathematical

learning able to offer for the purpose the contribution of

their lights, abstained from so doing out of indifference,

we could not possibly admit that during such an intense

strain on the intellects of the nation no one in Palestine

ever thought of turning ^an eye to his brethren of

Egypt, in order to see whether they had found or tried

a way out of the perplexity. It was impossible for

our mind, even before the publication of the papyrus

dealing with an alleged temple of Jahu in Elephantine,

to admit that there was no intercourse between the

Jews settled on this island or in Assuan and those

of Judaea, considering that the presence of Jews in a

place means commerce and that the navigation through

i)3Wi uw rnfei niDipro iwrb jnivi b -«* rraiB -n *ox i -ionWH ~)BDb TDK. Talmud, Shabbath 75.

A classical illustration of how hotly the calendar problem was discussed

among the Rabbis even in the second century of the Christian era is

supplied by the Talmud, "Rosli Ashana, 25a, b, relating a controversy be-

tween the Ruler of the Jews, Gamaliel II, and Joshna ben Hananiah who
had serious reasons to disagree with the former as to the beginning of

Tishri but nevertheless, after consulting Akiba and Dosa ben Harkinas,

submitted to his angry command, and on the day which according to his

own reckoning ought to be the Day of Atonement reluctantly went to the

Ruler's residence, carrying stick and money which was against the prohi-

bitions attached to the observance of the great fast.
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the Nile to the eastern coasts of the Mediterranean

was never interrupted.

Nor could we acquiesce in the absurd, although

inevitable, admission that, while residing in a country

whose monuments show that the reasoning faculties of

its inhabitants were guided by strict mathematical

principles, and where — to remain within the limits of

our subject — the calendar had attained a degree near-

ing perfection, the Jews not only suffered their own

calendar to continue in the unsettled state to which

traditon kept it bound, but to become so ridiculously

erratic as is shown by the ludicrous instance we have

illustrated in pp. 73—4.

II.

A rather minute survey we have made of the Ara-

maic papyri *) which were brought to Europe during

the last century and of the opinions expressed on their

character has enabled us to find out the circumstan-

ces which favoured the forgers in perpetrating so auda-

cious a fraud, and caused prominent scholars of great

learning and repute to be led so far away from the

right understanding of the whole matter.

In No. 13 of the Diario di Roma, 1826, we find the

earliest mention of papyri covered with Semitic writing.

They were the two fragments Nos. CVI, A and CVI, B

now preserved in the British Museum whereto they

passed as part of the JBlacas collection purchased by

its trustees, and a reproduction of which our readers

will see in our plates II, III, IV, and V. Their itine-

rary was from Egypt to Rome, and thence to Naples

before they landed on the British shores.

1) Until farther developments in the pursuit of our independent research

we will consider this class of papyri authentic, as we do not feel justified

enough to include them in a common ruin with the others.
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On their first appearance in Europe the alphabet

in which they are written was considered Phoenician,

and the Abbate Michelangiolo Lanci who set forth

this opinion presumed that the papyrus volume of

which these fragments were only a small portion con-

tained the history of some kings of Egypt. He said

also that these were perhaps the fragments of one of

the lost works of Sanchouniathon. The following year

in his booh „La Sacra Scritlura illustrala can monu-

menti femco-assirj ed e.giziani' ') he maintained his

original view but, placing himself on an ambiguous

ground, pointed out the similarity offered by some

sentences of the fragments to the fine style of Daniel

and the influence of the Hebrew grammar in the for-

mation of the third person of the future (the i instead

of the Aramaic J). He added that nobody should be

misled by these words of his into the error that he

would assign to these fragments a very remote anti-

quity; on the contrary, he believed that they could

not be placed further backward than the Ptolemaic

period. As indications of their comparatively modern

age he took the blanks separating the words from each

other, the fine distribution of light and shadow in the

shaping of the letters, and the constant use of the

matres lectionis which, being already a well-established

rule, caused the copyist to write over the seventh line

of CVT, B reverse a i which had by oversight been

omitted in the spelling of the word t£^N- Tllis last

portion of his remarks is the most important of all,

1) rp. 7—20,
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and deserves the serious attention of the student who

wishes to form a sound judgment of the period to

which these fragments belong.

If Lanci had not willingly refrained from a detailed

study of their text he would have perceived that the

Hebrew does not confine itself to a paltry influence

as to grammatical forms, but so thoroughly permeates

the train of thought exhibited therein as to betray

their Jewish origin and purport. A disadvantage which

prevented Lanci from seeing the true nature of the

alphabet was the scarce materials placed in his day

at the disposal of students of Hebrew palaeography.

No specimen of the Oriental style of Hebrew writing

was known in Europe at the time, and none of the

manuscripts which had theretofore engaged the atten-

tion of scholars hailed from places lying at any distance

from the shores of the eastern part of the Mediter-

ranean. Had Lanci come across any texts written by a

Hyemenite scribe he would at once have noticed their

close approach to the kind of writing exemplified by

the fragments subjected to his investigation. But, besides

the want of means for a comparison able to lead to

the right conclusion, the material on which the frag-

ments are written contributed in a large measure to

the sensation created by their appearance, and although,

as we have seen above, Lanci disclaimed any share

in the excitement aroused by the novelty among

Orientalists, he did not succeed in keej)ing entirely

free from the fascination which so archaic an article

as papyrus is was bound to exercise on everyone's

imagination.
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No wonder, therefore, that he never thought of

bringing the date of these fragments as low down as

the fifth century of our era to which we believe they

belong.

The reader who will follow us in setting forth the

remarks we have made on these two papyri will see

on what ground is based this new contention of ours

which differs alike from the Achemenides theory ad-

mitted during the last ten years or so and from that

propounded by the Librarian of the Vatican at the

threshold of the second quarter of the last century.

At the outset of our handling in the British Museum

the originals of these papyri we have, like all others

before us, noticed that No. CVI, B presents two written

sides on the one of which the lines run continuously

from end to end, whilst the other side exhibits a few

remnants of a column and then, after a blank of consider-

able width, another column which in its lower part may

be regarded as nearly complete. But nobody on consid-

ering such a remarkable variance has even suspected

that the writing of the two sides might not he part of

one and the same text, and that this one small piece of

papyrus might have preserved fragments of two different

works. Yet, the thing appeared very probable to us at

once, and further examination proved that we had hit

upon the mark.

We observed that on the undivided side of the

papyrus there are to be seen seven lines and a few

fairly distinct traces of another, whereas the other

I

m
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side shows nine clear lines. The space between the

lines in the former is more regular than in the latter,

and its writing also exhibits a lightness of touch which

is in evident contrast with the heavy appearance of

the other. Nothing, for example, in the second can

compare with the neatness of the last three lines

ww wa Ttw * KWi * •

-ffcBi bw pnm fed itahii •— jofro wx ^y •

of the first. It is true that there is no deep change from

the characters of the one to the characters of the other,

but the 3. n» 1. Oi and ty are visibly finer in the

former than in the latter, the nicely curved Nun in fc^D

and its sharp vertically in pfHT of the former being

additional evidence for its superiority.

We owe a word of explanation for assigning the

first place to the undivided side of this fragment

contrary to the practice which has hitherto prevailed

of regarding it as a back column. In our innovation

we have acted in perfect accordance with the sound

principle adopted by all papyrologists that the fibres

arc horizontal in the obverse and perpendicular in the

reverse. For exactly the same reason in fragment CVI,

A we must regard the side beginning with the words

PSf\ lO^D as obverse, and the one beginning JHJ1
"*T

VTON rb as reverse. The same differences in the num-

ber of lines, distribution of space, and quality of writing

that we have pointed out in the examination of the

other are also noticeable in this papyrus, and, if need

were, would come to support our view.
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The difference in the state of preservation gave
Lanci and all students afterwards the impression that,
when the manuscript was complete the position in it

of what is now the larger fragment preceded that of
the smaller, and all attempts at an interpretation of
the text were made on this basis. But, whilst in reality
no evidence whatever justifies such an arrangement, the
signs MIIXXXX p£> which cover what remains of the
last line on the back side of the larger fragment
afford a sufficient indication about the respective place
which each of the two pieces originally occupied in
the roll. That line contained the date at which the
writing of the manuscript was brought to completion,
and the signs we see at present give the last part of
the date, i. e. the forty-third or forty-fourth year of
some era to be determined by further research. When
we pass to the elucidation of the text we will see
that the meaning of the three final words in the last
line but one of the same column is such as to allow
the belief that they form a very suitable sentence for
the conclusion of a tract. This is the view we take of
the matter with the natural consequence that we place
the smaller fragment before the larger, and consistently
with the considerations we have been setting forth we
make the following arrangement of the four written
parts contained in the two pieces ; ')

1) Our argament being not on palaeographical minutiae, we have adopted
the transliteration of the Marquis de Vogue in Corpus Imcnptionum Semiti-
earum, II, torn. I, No. 145, whose rendering as well we have mostly accepted.

j
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CVI, A reverse
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CVI, i: reverse
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respond to parts I., II., etc. of our transcript.
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I.

(British Museum No. CVI, a obverse).

n^DT pyn *c£>d

mp it hjt

>nu:fr rrray vd p ru^ncri]

topi D"> nnNn i&b
[D]njDi ^oro Diny^ •

•

ntom inn ~\ • • •

nny kt6i jrftK oy n
3|

ii.

(British Museum No. CVI, b obverse).

• • • yD£>i aoto •>? Ninon by^
*oto my nn^ in ras nn

[rulyi n^N NDto i wto kwb id
• • m n>n mra inn ion ntofp]

Nnjp nd rraty i N-»2fisn n> pfrr> n, •
•

• • • • -£toi ^>w jinm *6 -pDnji "pND • •
•

mon Koto ^n by £>[jid id!

hi.

(British Museum No. CVI, a reverse).

w Nnpm ™m no
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• • • • fcr« pBJntfl ID • •
•

w? rraD in -jty
•

^1 jllTI [Tl

-nys rb po^i
^i -j^n jto nru

IV.

(British Museum No. CVI, B reverse).

[Dlrfc DrU£D3 fcto N^l • •
•

DiTrfrN 'Q'O t^N • •
•

[mhp |1J3"> iy DiWp
toNi p-m jdtqi

[jiDn "'HD^ npiu

[vnfr e»n top^i n^a vu^prm—moo jd to mm min
p-iuo *>n^N inborn an!? naw

m 43 p^

P
y

vn

T

As to the purport of the texts, it will be noticed

that it is of a military character in parts I and 11,

whereas it sounds ethico-religious in parts III and IV,

a distinction which tallies to a point with what we

have already observed about the diverse material appear-

ance of the two sides of the fragments.

Between parts I and II there may as well as not

have been one or more intermediate columns, but what

makes the common characteristic of both is the abun-

dance of verbs in the past tense "1DN, rfrtDpi VTOW

pVh n^D(?). N"ip» yop» my. mjn which give to the

1
'I

j
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text the tone of a narrative where a king and Bar

Punas are represented as carrying on a conversation,

while the terminology shows that the subject was some

warlike operation in which the latter had taken part.

The sentence $}#& jiniT i& "PD131 was addressed to

someone mentioned in the tale, and expressing, as it

did, that his bones would never be allowed burial

constituted the most terrifying threat that a person in

authority could utter against a subordinate. Bar Punas

is described as likely to obtain the command of the

battalions of the king Oc£>D "©^N ^ tMID "ID)
l
)-

The number of words necessary to complete the

sentences where gaps occur would justify one in think-

ing that if the line were to be restored to its original

fulness, it should be increased by one-half of its present

length. About the total amount of columns in the roll

it is absolutely impossible to make any conjecture,

but it is safe to say that it contained on its front side

a story or a series of stories of military or sundry

subjects. In other words, it was a volume of D^^D
such as the Middle Ages were so fond of.

1) Needless to say that nobody after a eool-minded consideration will

accept for the two sentences contained in II 6, 7 the rendering Tet os ne

descendrord point dans le Cheol ... ton ombre (s'etend) sur mille rois proposed

in the first footnote of p. 27 of Revue Archeologique XXXVII by Clermont-

Ganneau who believed that they conveyed a tribute of homage in the

Oriental style offered by a high official to his king. It would be bad taste in a

wish for a long life to use expressions waving before one's mind the image

of a skeleton, while owing to its grammatical form iD^N signifies a

plurality of thousands, and tf&Q being singular means one king only. Our

rendering of the first of these two words by battalions has its foundation

in the acknowledged fact that often enough in the Bible it has the meaning of

a body of armed men as well as of a group of persons forming a civil association.
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If we turn now to parts III and IV the controver-

sial character of their contents will be easily perceived.

The repeated occurrence of piJD vfrN> the wail over

the vanishing of justice (Nnp"?S IDNm), the word -)$)*,

the very probable clause mp jU^ IV which sounds

like a lamentation over the progressing welfare of the

unrighteous, then the words piriN |DTQ1 wherewith

begins a sentence changing in tone and describing the

new state of things which will be introduced on the

expected day of judgment, and will culminate in the

extermination of the false gods who are the cause of

every present evil; all these are expressions which

could only flow from the pen of a man crushed

under the burden of the prevailing depression but

having faith in a final rescue from heaven.

The suppression of idolatry we have referred to is

distinctly mentioned by the words ^~))X2 T^K jlfcttDm

which close the text of part IV, and which, far from

signifying a solemn gathering of the gods, prophesy

their total disappearance when the triumph of justice

will come and the sufferings of the race to which the

writer belongs will cease. This little sentence is nothing

else but a different expression of the idea conveyed

by the clause HOD D^atfTI pNH ]D D^J "T^rfr

firro^ in tne very last section of tne tnree daily ser"

vices of the Synagogue, and, as we said before, makes

a suitable conclusion for a tract. We know of nobody

having up to the present put a construction of this

kind on the words at issue, but we can say that the

interpretation now proposed is based on the fact that

the verb fci^D, besides the ordinary meaning of collect-
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ing, carries, although examples are very rare, that of

sweeping away. Buxtorf quotes HTlD^ ND2D Kp mil

KITS "DTI of Baba Meziha 85a to which Rashi wrote

the exegetic note JTQn rVDDD, and in Brockelmann's

Lexicon Syriacum we find a number of references to

various authors who have used the verb fc^D in the

same sense, while the living Syriac vernacular of the

present day is in possession of the verb Wft, to

sweep, and of the noun tW2!D to denote the sweeper

(Maclean's Dictionary, p. 136).

From these remarks it follows that the clause

fHUD V6is* WJDm may be regarded as the faithful

echo of the above quoted pNH p DWj TG5?r6

where the idols are expressed by a word denoting

litter and rubbish. Ezekiel in XX, 7, 8 and elsewhere

casts this epithet on the gods of Egypt, while in XXXVII,

23 DiT^"ta Tiy IKDtD" 1 *6l alludes to the moral dirt

to be caught by one's coming in contact with the idols.

Our interpretation disposes of all possible doubts

not only about the Jewish purport of these fragments,

but as to theirs howing the train of thought which char-

acterises post-biblical literature in a very advanced

stage, while the intermingling in the composition of

Hebrew with Aramaic is another mark of late Jewish

origin.

When Wright published his fac-similes (Palaeogra-

phical Society, Oriental Series, II, pi. 25—26), he mani-

fested a propensity to believe that these fragments are

an Haggadah on Exodus I, but, lying under the spell

of Land's statement, he lost sight of the fact that the
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Haggadah is a kind of literature which up to the cap-

ture of Jerusalem by Titus in 70 A. D. had not come

into existence yet, and so contradicted himself by giving

the late Ptolemaic period for their date. In Zeitschrift

cler Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, XXXI, 794,

reviewing Wright's work, Prof. Euting took a good step

towards the truth by suggesting that these fragments

might be of the early Roman-Egyptian period, and it

is obvious that had this path been kept to scholars

would have long before now found out the real age of

these literary monuments.

But in stepped Prof. ClermontGanneau with a novel

theory, and caused scientific investigation to be misled

into the wrong track. His field of action was the Revue

Archeologique of 1878 and 1879, and his chief battery

consisted of the two imperfect lines preserved by

the Drovetti Aramaic fragment which was brought to

Europe immediately after the Blacassiani and is known

under the name of Turin papyrus. We have repro-

duced it in our plate VI, and the following is the

transliteration of it:

dyid -pay nwrrnno "*n» 5x
pi iirr hod tcmw mn nti-

Gesenius 1

) had seen in this couple of lines the beginn-

ing of a Jewish hymn written in the Aramaic langua-

ge, and rendered the two first words God my Lord. We

may add that NTIfcn mn tf>n also refer to God who

1) Scripturae linguaeque phoeniciae monumenta, pp. 233—6.

"1 W"

* '•H6*«.-SJ
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is described as living, unique, and permanent by the

Aramaic equivalent of CPipi lilN T\ which, although

in a somewhat different order, occur so often in the

Hebrew prayers. The words ^N> TD$?> KT1> nTb and

SOII^I are so clearly written that any student who has

his eye trained in the reading of ordinary Hebrew

characters can decipher them without effort. The word

nCWTnriD offers some difficulty both in reading and

understanding, while the derivation and meaning of

Qir© is also a real puzzle. In the absence of a plau-

sible solution the riddle ought to have been left wait-

ing until some incontrovertible text came to disen-

tangle it. But it was the time when Clermont-Ganneau

was getting more and more familiar with the Greek

classics, and he was delighted at noticing some simi-

larity between the first of the above mentioned words

and the Persian name MidQaiartiQ- He thought he had

made a discovery, and his vision was unfortunate

for science which not very long before that date

he had so meritoriously saved from a serious blunder

by detecting the Moabite pottery forgery. That suppos-

ed, but not in the least certain, identity led him

to nothing less than the conclusion that the Turin

papyrus as well as all other Aramaic papyri in public

and private librairies were monuments of the time of

the Achemenides rule in Egypt, and in no way con-

nected with Judaism. Henceforth everything was bent

in the direction of procuring support for this view.

*?# could not possibly have denoted God even in

the mouth of a Jew who might have chosen to call

the Almighty in a form consonant to the religious
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traditions of his race; but was the equivalent of the

preposition to, notwithstanding the fact that the Ara-

maic for the latter is the inseparable % and ^ occurs

nowhere in this sense. btt = to, Clermont-Ganneau

said, will be a precious addition in the Aramaic dic-

tionaries of the future. ')

To think that ifrOD could apply to God was absurd

in Clermont-Ganneau's opinion who might, and ought

to, have been reminded that in an Aramaic prayer

which is recited on the opening of the Ark of the

Law for the taking out of the scroll God is called

ND^y i"l"HD the Lord °f the worK and that in tne

supplications which are chanted in the weeks preced-

ing the Day of Atonement a paragraph starts with

thl words prron n-d$d piro i? Nwm Nno
iTHOb where ~]D is used first to express the Lord of

heavens in the invocation, and secondly the master

of a slave in the body of the sentence. In the Turin

papyrus this word was asserted to stand as a form

of address placed before the supposed name of the

Persian dignitary, Midqavaxns-

This being granted, what should prevent one from

taking DYIB for the name of an humble petitioner who

would style himself a servant, -pOS?? It is true thai

the name is not to be found in any of the Persian

texts, nor in the Egyptian; but Clermont Ganneau

quotes about a dozen proper names slightly differing

1) Mr. Stanley Cook in his Glossary of 1898 complies with Clermont-Gan-

neau's wish, and quoting this very passage ijOD *?N renders ^ by^o, hut

not without adding immediately afterwards „or rather God my Lord".
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from each other and eventually crystallising into one

which became famous as that of a Saint, Jla^cbfiiog,

and which, according to the new doctrine, should no

longer be thought to signify the man with replete

shoulders, but, as is fully demonstrated by the Turin

papyrus, to be derived from the language which was
spoken either by the natives of the valley of the Nile

or by their rulers in the fifth century before the Chris-

tian era.

As to JO'H&yi i~nn Wft, they were a greeting phrase,

a wish. When the new theory sprang up in its author's

mind fr^n was taken for the equivalent of life with

an allowance, of course, for the final J* which must
have taken there the place of a i; ,-nfj was supposed

to express joy, although we know that the equivalent

of the latter is TiT\T\ in Hebrew and "HPl in Aramaic;

and NTH^l was considered to be an adjective, notwith-

standing its disagreement in gender with the second

noun, and in number with the first, while the 1 would
be a conjunction serving no purpose. All this, however,

except the remarks passed by ourselves, seems to have

been put on record only with the object of showing

the progress of the author's philological investigation,

his ultimate conclusion being that JOIfcyi NIP! NT!
are all adjectives, although it is still hard to conceive

how rnn was made to come from yjn and to ex-

press joyful.

But these are trifles, and the essential would be that

the Turin papyrus should have preserved to us the com-

mencement of a letter similar in texture to that insert-

ed in Ezra IV, 11, and, inter alia, should be a surviv-

1
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ing specimen of the material form in which official

despatches used to be written at that far distant date.

The resemblance in the introductory formula could

hardly be questioned, and everybody can see it, it was

said. The petition in the Bible begins with the words

mm nsy twa -psy *oto Nrwnma by. and in

the same place the papyrus bears nStfiTTinD ">&OD ?N

DYIQ "]13V ; then to the Biblical rUJOl, for the explan-

ation of which the old versions and modern schol-

arship afford no effective assistance, correspond in our

papyrus the words NTHSSn iTin NTH

It having thus been "established" that the two im-

perfect lines of the Turin papyrus are the remnants

of an administration document of the time of the Per-

sian rule in Egypt, the other papyri were to be exam-

ined with the object of seeing whether they could

supply any support to the new theory. This was done

by Clermont-Ganneau who in a Vatican papyrus (Cor-

pus Inscriptionuin Semiticarum, II, torn. I, No. 147)

found the word HD^ID , in another of Berlin (ibid.

No. 149) the term NUJ, and in a third one of the

Louvre (ibid. No. 146) the letter-group ITO coming

after something which was read ~Q by some palaeo-

graphists, but cannot be deciphered according to others.

These words would conclusively prove the national

character and the age of the documents. NrWD and

NNJ being words of the Persian language could be

found only in Persian documents, and riFID was the

title of a dignitary of that monarchy. This was Clermont-

Ganneau's argument to which, however, it ought to
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have been opposed first, that if DPiD is really preceded

by ""Q it can be nothing else but the last in a series

of words giving in extenso the name of one of the

many persons to whom the money mentioned in the

papyrus was issued, and secondly, that if HI1D meant

a dignitary it could by no means be used in the list

without the addition of a final ^ , the absolute form

nnD being insufficient in an account to express the

recipient of something, and the emphatic &nfflD being

the one required for the case.

One more remark which ought to have been made

is that the Persian origin of the other two terms proves

nothing in favour of Clermont-Ganneau's contention.

i"D
,HD, or J^nj'HD in its Aramaic form, has been used

by Jewish writers in all times from the period of the

Persian influence onward, and the word occurs in

the Mussaph prayer of the New Year where it signi-

fies the various countries of the world, rWTOn byi

nbtih 1PN1 mnb 'TN "lOW ID , as well as in the cata-

logues of to-day's second-hand booksellers when the

country in which a work was printed is indicated,

HDmin fWD etc. As to the other word, not only

the noun j^JJJ but the stem from which it has origin-

ated appears in all its multifarious forms both in

Aramaic and in late Hebrew. fJJ is the verb used in

all cases where reference is made to the apocryphal

literature, and j"|DJ is a word which nowadays is too

often in the mouths of all Hebrew students to call for

explanation. To think that a document was drawn up

during the Achemenides domination for the sole reason

that it contains a term or two derived from the Per-
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sian is tantamount to believing that England is still

under the Roman rule because in talking and writing

we use a certain number of Latin expressions, or to

the assumption that the relations between the British

Isles and France have undergone no change since Wil-

liam the Conqueror because some French mottos and

terms have not been dismissed yet from official phrase-

ology.

Under the illusion of his supposed discovery Cler-

mont-Ganneau was led to declare that the four columns

of the Blacassiani papyri are a report from a Persian

official on a mutiny which it would have been his

privilege to quell; but we have already in our foot-

note of page 91 disposed of the construction put by

him on the two clauses which in his opinion supported

that view.

We have thus dealt in some way or another with all

the important Aramaic papyri which were known in the

nineteenth century, and the only thing in connection

with our inquiry which remains to be said is that

Clermont-Ganneau, while duly noting how regular

are in the Turin papyrus the spaces dividing the words

from each other, entirely forgets that in palaeography

this is an unmistakeable indication of late age. Separ-

ated words are not to be found in any of the Greek

epigraphic monuments which extend down to the eighth

century nor in the Greek papyri of even the fourth

century of our era *), and if Hebrew can be taken as the

1) A little more than one yard separates in the Neues Museum at Berlin

the Sachau papyrus from a Greek one of the third or the fourth century
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representative of all Semitic languages let us bring to

our mind the unexisting geographical name OvlaftXov^

(Gen. XXVIII, 19) and the expanded form 2ovaaxstfi

(I Kings, XI, 40 ; XIV, 25 etc.) which found their way
into the Septuagint through the erroneous grouping

made by the translators of the continuously written

letters which formed |^ Q^J^l and owing to the wrong
partition, coupled with a dittography, of the elements

of "]^D p^ttf in the original.

We are going now to inspect the Aramaic inscrip-

tions of Egypt which have played a conspicuous part

in Clermont-Ganneau's error. It is to be regretted that

the mystery in which the provenance of the Carpen-

tras slab is wrapped up should prevent us from giving

a sharp judgment about its inscription; x
) but we cannot

of the Christian era in which the writing is closely continuous and offers

no blanks through the whole length of the lines. It is a reading exercise

for school-boys, and the end of each word is marked by a long slanting

stroke over the line. — In the same row a fairly large sheet of blank

papyrus dug up in Egypt is exhibited, and is a suggestive sample of the

material used by the forgers for manufacturing purposes.

1) At the commencement of the eighteenth century when the Carpontras

slab was landed at Marseilles, „afe' vera et a quo . . . inventa . . . ignoramus"

(C. I. S, II, torn. I, No. 141) archaeological frauds were not a novelty. In

a talk with Mr. A. Smith of the British Museum, he kindly pointed out to

us the book in which Curtius Inghiramius in the year 1637 illustrated

scores of Etruscan antiquities alleged to have been discovered by himself

near Volterra. — In the course of an historical research of ours we came

across a shrewd dialogue between Buonaparte and a Greek patriot, DimO
Stefanopoli, who, wishing to induce the IVench General in 1797 to under-

take a war against the Turk for the freedom of his country, presented him

with a statue of Liberty purporting to have been found in the vicinity of
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dispel from our minds some doubts arising from the

state of separation in which its words are from each

other. Our position, however, is quite clear in the case

of all other texts of this class which contain more

evidence than is required to show that they are the

products of forgeries.

The first Aramaic inscription, if one may call it so,

which exercised the ingenuity of scholars in the last

century is the one consisting of a single word, TPDttf,

which is cut in the Salt slab reproduced by our plate

VII. Our opinion about the character of this word will

be illustrated best by the consideration of the whole

sculptural representation, which as an Egyptian monu-

ment is sure to satisfy the most fastidious of critics by

the beauty of its design, the neatness of the lines, and

the skilful treatment of all details. No doubt can be

entertained as to the set purpose of the artist to try and

do something by which he might win the esteem ofjudges

whose taste was above the common. Keeping within the

limits of our investigation, we will observe that after the

winged Uraeus at the top the design shows two main

parts with figures, the third, at the bottom, consisting of

a symmetrical representation of doors and pilasters such

as are entirely missing in all similar slabs, which exhibit

this lower compartment unprovided with any ornament

but either bare or covered with inscriptions of whose

character it will presently be said what one should think.

Sparta. Buonaparte said: „Elle a l'air d'une sainte", to which the other

with immediate repartee: „Vous no vous trompez point; c'est la premiere

de toutes les saintes".

Plate VII.

The Salt slab with one Aramaic (?) word

In a private collection at Dorking.

to face pa^e 102
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In the picture-covered sections of the slab three

tablets had been reserved for some lettering which, how-

ever, was never sculptured. Now what we want our

readers to consider is whether it can be supposed that

after such an amount of talent spent on his composi-

tion the artist would have spoiled his work by so

clumsily assigning to the Aramaic (?) word "ifi"©^ the

position it was seen to occupy when Salt came in pos-

session of the slab. We do not doubt for a moment
that they will agree with us in thinking that this word

has as a later addition disfigured the beautiful monu-

ment either through a vandalic hand serving a mer-

cantile purpose or — which does not seem probable

enough — in consequence of the removal of this stone

from its original place in order to cover the grave of

a person belonging to an Aramaic-speaking community.

Visitors to the British Museum will notice on the

left hand wall of the Egyptian Gallery a goodly num-
ber of slabs which all on their lower part, notwithstand-

ing its considerable dimensions, show no signs what-

ever of chisel work. If we compare these with the

monument just described — which, according to Prof.

Maspero, is of the second century 13. C, and betrays

the influence of Greek art — we are quite naturally

led to the conclusion that the latter by its linear

representation of architecture reveals an intentional im-

provement on the others whose utter blank in the place

under discussion had begun to hurt the eye and taste

of ordookers anxious to part with tradition. In all these

slabs the lower part was never intended for an inscrip-

tion, and the fact that on the opposite wall of the
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same gallery are affixed so many of them with Greek

inscriptions of the Coptic period covering what is blank

in the others will hardly disprove the view we take of

the matter. Some gross errors of grammar and syntax,

often coupled with obscurity or lack of taste, and the

quaint dating after the first, third, thirteenth indiction J

)

and so on with no thought whatever for a precise

1) The Mictions were an institution connected with the fiscal system of

the Roman Government, and consisted of one year each. Since Constantine

I.'s reign they used to be counted up from the first to the fifteenth when,

the cycie having reached its end, they were repeated again in the same

order and in an uninterrupted succession, although with no care for keeping

on record the number of the fiscal periods which had evolved. Thus the

indiction formed no essential part of the date, to whose definition, so far

as historical chronology is concerned, it did not contribute in the least. In

fact, all documents where the indiction occurs give it alongside with the

year from the creation of the world, that of the Christian era, or with the

names of the men who held at the time the consular or some other office.

The reckoning by indictions would have been practicable and useful in

history if, as is the ease with the Olympiads or could be with the Hebrew

periods, the number of the particular cycle of which the indiction, i. e. the

year, formed part were also given.

While waiting for the proof, we made an excursion through the Greek

and Coptic epitaphs illustrated in Mr. H. R. Hall's book of 1904, and we

came to the conclusion that in No. 604, although singled out on account

of its unusual wording, we have the standard formula for the dates of all

genuine epitaphs and a clue to the meaning which was at the time attached

to gravestones. The object of a sepulchral inscription was not history, but

a reminder for the surviving of the day on which prayers had to be offered

up for the rest of the deceased's soul. Therefore, the words „The day of

the remembrance of the blessed brother Georgios the Monk, Thoth 17" with

no further addition fully served the purpose. Other inscriptions of exactly

the same form-are Nos. 404, 1339, 1256, 26791, 622, and 607, the extreme-

ly faint traces at the end of the latter as well as those at the end of

No. 604 affording no • reasonable ground for the hypothesis that they are

the remnants of the word hhxr,&vot. No. 1299 is very instructive inasmuch

as it shows that for „Rebeka the good nun, the virgin -who ended (her life)

well" no prayers were required, and consequently bears no date whatever.
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determination of the time at which the death took

place are serious puzzles which cannot but make one

sceptical about the character of these inscriptions and

raise suspicions in one's mind.

Until further information we feel bound to regard

these epigraphic texts as late encroachments on origin-

No. 1208 gives the year of the Martyrs' era, and alongside with it the

indiction, which was the 10*1*. No. 1336 gives two dates which can be

verified, but makes no mention of indictions. The last inscription but one

substantiates the remark we have made above, and so do the obverse and

reverse of No. 1196 which give the indiction but not without some names

of persons then discharging public functions.

No. 400 cannot be taken seriously, and one will never understand how
Johannes, who was a child when he parted from his mother on his flight

heavenwards, was invested with the dignity of deacon. The other epitaphs

exhibit literary flaws of so great importance that they cannot, according to

the prevailing habit, be ascribed to slips of the chisel. In No. 1046 m
tortiSijit; sounds excessively modern for a sepulchral inscription anterior to

the Middle Ages. "Tirif , , . avuTrauc-sat TaXa-fa of No. 407 and, even worse

than that, vn-ep . . . kvavaia-tuc, Tife fiuxctflas Nixea of No. 824 look extremely

strangej those accusatives in iea-To^onot %Hvtz$ xat vexpoi$ of Nos. 409 and

823 would find no support in any authentic texts of any period. The

unnecessary as well as unaesthetic double article in t&v xylm r&v Txrepwv,

the ridiculous form, coupled with the quaint spelling, of exet{j.<j3i<nv, and the

very clear but meaningless letter-group HAPAATXl are great puzzles and

induce in one's mind the suspicion, nay, the belief that No. 408 comes also

from a similar factory which the Diocletian year 482 appended to the

indiction could not save from detection. "EvSa: is not an indifferent blot in

Nos. 602 and 1360, where we find also sit k6mwov and eh xShwait both of

which are wrong phonetically, grammatically, and syntactically. That &pi)v

following no form of prayer in Nos. 1335, 1326, 1338, and 1350 could

hardly be accounted for, and in the last two instances the evil is aggravated

by terrible misspellings and by a letter-group with no meaning.

It is noteworthy that some of the stones bearing these objectionable

inscriptions were the property of the already mentioned Salt whose purse

seems to have been more than once a prey to impostors used to defile

genuine works of art with obtrusive writing, while some others were sent
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ally uninscribed slabs, and do not hesitate to include

in this class of objectionable documents the' Berlin

.Museum inscription (reproduced in our plate VIII
s

) which

was placed on the market and purchased by the Ger-

man Consul of Egypt, Travers, in the year 1877, i. e.

about the time when Clermont-Ganneau achieved a

from Nubia to the Earl of Mountnorris during the second decade of last century.

It remains to say that to Nos. 9110—9137 of Boeck's G. I. G. has. to

be applied the same as above method of investigation, and attention must

be drawn to the inaccuracy in most labels of the British Museum inscriptions

of the Coptic period where, for example, ^alm&r^ IvSixTtuvos is rendered by

„the twelfth year of an Miction" which is not correct, and means nothing.

It is not correct, because if any noun were understood after the numeral

that should be sToug or hviavroS, either in striking disagreement with the

termination of SaSsxceTtn; and it means nothing, because Miction, far from

expressing the whole period of fifteen years, always stands to connote one

fifteenth of the period, for which latter there does not seem to have existed

an established term.

further on in Mr. Hall's book there are more dated pieces and, although

it is a rather awkward task to know the chaff from the wheat in archaeo-

logical collections, one may feel nearly sure that the tax-receipts illustrated

there are genuine and furnish undoubted examples of documents where

dating could with no fear of insufficiency be limited to the month and

indiotion or even to the indiction alone, their purpose being exclusively of

a fiscal character and their interest only transient. Special notice deserve

Nos. 19954 and 14107 where delayed payment is acknowledged in the

4th and the 5'h year of taxes due in the 3^ and the 4th- while, if all

numerals in No. 18722 have been deciphered correctly, we would have in

it the very instructive instance of taxes due in the 15th year but paid in

the 1st indiction, i. e in the P' year of tie following period.

One must not, however, consider all these pieces authentic; No. 25676

is dated „twenty-third indiction" which it is to be hoped will cause no

scholar to undertake inquiries and build up theories about periods stretch-

ing beyond the recognised length of fifteen years, as grammarians should

not be tempted to extricate new rules of phonetics, morphology and syntax

from the very singular text of No. 5853 for the condemnation of which

those accents and spirits — to say nothing about their faulty nature —
covering capital letters afford superabundant evidence.
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well-deserved fame by detecting the well-known huge

impostures, but failed to realise that the forgers were

apt to display as much disrespect for the land of Osiris

as they had shown for the sacred inheritance of Jehovah,

and that for unscrupulous money-making Cairo and

Alexandria was as suitable a ground as Jerusalem and

Jaffa. Like all sensible industrials the forger studies

the fancies and wishes of the people in whose circles

he expects to find an outlet for the products of his

factory, and the above mentioned article of the Revue

Archiologique reechoes the then fashionable talk in the

circles of Semitic scholars who found it absurd that

Egypt, in which archaeological labour had obtained so

large a harvest of monuments of all native dynasties

and foreign dominations, should have preserved nothing

relating to the Persian rule whose duration had extended

for about 200 years. The impostors were not unaware

of the generally adopted view that Aramaic was the

official language ') of the Achemenides in their relations

with the subjected peoples, and the inscription of the

Berlin slab is the fruit of what could have suggested

to them the craze and taste of the time.

When Lepsius edited the text of that inscription,

having in view the Blacassiani papyri he observed not

without surprise that up to that moment no Aramaic

1) This theory had found among its propounders no less an authority

than Ernest Renan (llkioire generale et systeme compare des langues

siniiiiques, III, 1), but it is not without interest to note that Esther I, 22;

III, 12; and VIII, 9 speaking of the decrees of Ahasuerus states distinctly

that they were severally wxitten for each part of the Empire in the partic-

ular script of each country and in the special language of each nation:

imfro D*n Djn raroD m-noi runo-
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texts were known anterior to the latest part of the

Ptolemaic period, and took worrying pains in his endea-

vours to restore the text of the other inscription, the

hieroglyphic, the elements of which were scattered

with no sense of artistic propriety here and there

among the figures sculptured on the monument. He

noticed a strange confusion in the signs representing

the name of the woman mentioned in the inscription,

the absence of the name of the man who was indicated

only by his surname, and the faulty shaping of many

a hieroglyphic. Professors Euting and Noldeke helped

him for the Aramaic text which latter was subsequently

studied by other scholars, and the result of all this enor-

mous toil and moil was summed up in C. I. S., II, torn. 1,

No. 122 with this Latin translation of the Egyptian text:

Oblatio Osiridi data, principi Amenii, deo magno,

domino Abydi, ut det sepidturam bonam (genio) fidelis

apud deum magnum matronae Ahitobu, — Peregrinus,

cognomen (ejus) Hitop,

and the following rendering of the Aramaic :
')

Benedicti Aba, filius Hor, et Ahaibu, jilia Adaya,

ambo perfecti et divino favore adjuti, accedentes coram

Osiride deo. Abseli, filius Aba, et cujus mater Ahaibu,

1) Our plate VIII was taken from Tab. XI of C. I. S., II, torn. I ; and

122 b exhibits an enlargement of 122 a which has been read thus:

armp nonon ->) 2 bo my rra •onrwi iin -o ro« -p~o

•anna nm ma -a "tea** m?n nDia mp -

CtfoblD 1 icba ehkwi tto rrr> 4 rmo -\m id

. • • • pa tq

:

i

I

I
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sic am?, anno 7F, mense Mehir (regni) Xerxis, regis

regum. Manu Pamen . .

,

which texts a consensus of scholarly opinion pronounces

to be like each other and identic in purport, but which

we beg leave to observe offer no items approaching

similarity, except perhaps the name Ahalbu and the

extremely doubtful form Ahitobu which, as stated above,

is the female's name restored with great pains and

considerable hesitation by Lepsius to whom a good

deal of objectionable assistance was obviously tendered

by the name of the Aramaic text lying there before

his eyes.

After these remarks we will leave the reader to

draw his own inference about the value and weight

of this inscription.

In 1903 the field of Semitic palaeography was in-

vaded by the inscription (plate IX)

ana nn

nay jid v *&r\ m
nriD in }td rrra

rrnn Nrfr« ">n.ru6]

which has been confided to the jealous custody of the

Cairo Museum, and illustrated by a report of the

Marquis de Vogue to the Acad^mie des Inscriptions et

Belles-lettres on July 3rd of that year. It professes to

be only twenty-four years later than the Berlin in-
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scription, but the forms of their respective alphabets

reveal such a distance in their development as could

be covered only by a long series of generations. We
have already seen in the first part of our demonstration

the absurdities implied by the date of this funny

document, and without doing it the honour of a

further discussion we will proceed to consider the

papyri not yet investigated in the present discourse.

In 1898—99 was purchased at Luxor with the Prince

of Hohenloe-Langenburg's funds a papyrus which went

to enrich the stock of the Strassburg Imperial Library

and after a considerable length of time, in 1903. was

transliterated and with a translation and notes sub-

mitted to the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres by Prof. J. Euting who, however, distinctly

said that he had failed in his efforts to make up from

the text any sentences with a coherent meaning, that

he had long been unwilling to present to the public

a shapeless mass of disconnected limbs, but eventually

decided to edit the text in the hope that twenty eyes

might see better than two, and that fellow-students

more fitted and keener than himself might elucidate

the sense of many a passage which had remained

obscure to him *).

1) Quoique je jsois encore intimement convaineu que ma faeon de d4-

cliiffrer et de traduire est encore incomplete, je ne veux plus tarder a

ptiblier cet essai. La* consideration qui me guide surtout en publiant le

fae-simiie, o'est l'espoir que vingt yeux sauront seru'ter avec plus d'effieacite

que deux yeux seuleraon.t, et que des confreres plus oompetents et plu-

sagaces sauront decouvrir le sens de maints passages restes obscurs. CMes

moires presentee par divers savants, l^ro s&ie, Tom. XI, pp. 300—301.)

Ill

Here is the text as deciphered by Prof. Euting:

A.

jjno p rumN raa *onaD n pi p rurua pin i

wivr? i up ruEo p rnriEw [*£] i^no oruoi 2

rftN rrun v n^dd ^ wrDtsm put x±n by bm 3

Nn-o 3^3 ray
nrr jddji HD3 mn mn Tims v jjm ny n\nDri *

nap tpn rb

***Ti *W\ ??Bnj Nni^D IDT v x±n t
T witf p s

ir mo ny>«BD3

B.

mn -1N2 tpn Nn^3 ny>sD»3 ma -jt xrw jvdi 1

|h to k^yi 'wpwrb rnon t& po-j xn^D U3 2

pint p-;jn

itod -|t nto -fw nun it wivd
jw jro it nto3 3

mt-j^D pjoo t| ^3ty|j Ntnstn wj-n p ^ynt *

Dnto^n

ruruN jamo in p»N mmN >? put bopb prd? yrrp 5

Ten very legible and continuous lines would in the
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ordinary way be more than is required for a man of

Euting's learning and intelligence not only to make

out the general purport of a text, but to get deeply

at every minute detail of its contents. Philological science

makes a just estimate of the value and kind of work

done by ancient Greek authors through such scarce

remains thereof as, put together, do not equal in extent

the above fragments, and since the latter are supposed

to be part of an autograph they ought to offer none of the

difficulties of interpretation which are the usual lot of

all literary monuments that have been transmitted to

us through a succession of copies made in a long course

of ages. We claim no encomiums for this observation

which it is beyond doubt that Euting himself would

have made had he not been under the spell of the

theory propounded in 1878 which, alas! before affecting

him, already in 1889 had won the adhesion of another

epigraphist, the celebrated Marquis de Vogue, who is

so well-known not only as a first class erudite, but for

exquisite charms of style both in his French and Latin

writings.

Euting as well as Clermont-Granneau x
) first took the

chronological indication in the second line of part A
as the actual date of the fragment, but on further

consideration it was found that it gives only the date

at which the historical event alluded to in the docu-

1) Clermont-Ganneau in Comptes-rendus, August 14th 1903 „en toutes

lettres". The conclusion arrived at afterwards robbed this indication of all

the importance that it had been supposed to possess. A document in which

allusion is made to something which occurred during a king's rule may

have been drawn up in his immediate successor's time as well as in any

Subsequent period of history.
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ment had occurred. Euting noticed the striking differ-

ence in the scripts of this papyrus and the Berlin

inscription, but thought that the seventy years inter-

vening between them were the lapse of time required

for the change they show.

The script of the Euting papyrus does not differ in

the least from that of the papyri reproduced in our

plates, and a comparison of any of the latter with

plate VIII will be quite enough to arouse scepticism

about the idea that so short an interval would do for

the far-stretching evolution in the forms of the alphabet

which is represented by the characters of the two texts.

But there is more conclusive evidence than that, because

by widening the field of observation one will see that

the comparison can and must be made no longer be-

tween the Berlin slab and the Strassburg papyrus

which are separated by at least seventy years from

each other, but between the Berlin and the Cairo

(plates VIII and IX) slabs which according to their

dates stand from each other at a distance of no more
than twenty four years. The critical student cannot

help asking which way in one and the same province

or district, the Phoenician-like letters of the fourth

year of Xerxes (482 B.C.) evolved into the half-square

characters of the seventh of Artaxerxes (458 B.C.)

We are going now to draw the reader's attention

to a point which is raised by the chronological indi-

cation fourteenth year of Darius. The document speaks

of a rebellion, YT10, and Euting rightly observes that

there is no record of a mutiny in Egypt in the year

8
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508 B.C. which was the fourteenth of Darius I. We are,

therefore, bound to resort to the hypothesis that the

event occurred in the year stated but of Darius II.'s

rule, i. e. in 410 B.C. But if we have to abide by the

hitherto accepted chronology for the vicissitudes of the

Persian domination in Egypt a mutiny at the above date

would sound like a paradox, as we have been taught

(Smith-Marindin's Greek and Roman Biography etc.,

Darius II.) that the effeminate Darius Nothus lost

entirely hold of Egypt in 414 B.C. when a local leader,

perhaps Amyrtaeus by name, became the sovereign of

the country over which he ruled up to 408 B.C., being

the sole representative of the twenty- eighth dynasty.

Having long ago regained her freedom and indepen-

dence, Egypt on assuming a hostile attitude towards

the monarch of Persia in 410 B.C. could not be said

to be in a state of rebellion as the papyrus would

have us to believe, but in a condition of regular, and

international warfare.

That the position was such we gather from Diodorus

of Sicily XIII, 46 who relates that Tissaphernes, being

in need of apologizing to the Lacedaemonians for not

having, as per agreement, ordered the imperial fleet

to sail against their foes, the Athenians, argued that

he had to attend to more serious business such as

was the danger sprung from the Arab and the Egyptian

kings' conduct who had been contemplating a joint

attack on Phoenicia : cag tovto inqals nvvdavofievog tov

re rcbv 'AQtxftcov (Saoilia xal rbv rav Aiyvmicov ini-

fiovXtdeiv TOig nsql 4>oivi'xnv nqay/xaaiv.

For the corroboration of his view Euting refers to
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Thucydides VIII, 35, but we are afraid the reference

is altogether erroneous with regard to Amyrtaeus who

is mentioned only in I, 112; 3, in connection with the

outbreak which took place in Libya and western Egypt

in the year 450, i. e. in a quite different period, and

of which our historian must have a personal and trust-

worthy recollection. Euting's reference is also erroneous

with regard to the meaning of the words rag an At-

yijjivov oXxddag x

) which signify nothing else but mer-

chant ships coming from Egypt, and in all probability

being laden with corn of which at that moment the

Lacedaemonians were sorely in need. Part of the flotilla

which had just arrived from the Peloponnesian waters

was asked to watch off Triopium the passage — and to

effect the capture — of these vessels which were neutral

and had nothing to do with the war. This is the only

construction that can possibly be put on Thucydides'

words, and a perusal of the whole book VIII will show

that the object of all transactions between the two

Satraps, Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus, on the one hand,

and the Spartans on the other was the securing of

provisions and salary for the latter and the weakening

of Athenian influence in Asia Minor to the advantage of

the master of the former; while Egypt remained wholly

outside the range of negociations because in the year

412 B.C. she formed no part of the Persian dominions.

We know that for the past three decades Egypto-

1) In the whole of Greek literature there is not a single example of

dhxki; signifying a warship, whereas the qualifioative <riTayuyo$ is often to

be seen alongside with it, and the case is not rare of the mercantile Stouts

standing in sharp contrast with v*e«, the man-of-war.
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legists, putting aside time-honored notions with not

even an appearance of reason, have spoken of a sup-

posed Amyrtaeus II, and have tentatively altered the

date of Egypt's independence into 404 B.C., but all

their efforts ended in V. L.'s sensible advice (Grande

Encyclopedic, II, Amyrtie) that „l'histoire de cette courte

dynastie de six ans a grand besoin d'etre 4tudiee de

nouveau dans ses details". For the sake of science's credit,

we hope that in pursuing this task it will take into

no account the mock evidence offered by the concocted

document under examination. We need not point out

that when the fever of novel theories is rife the quack

is too shrewd not to realize that nothing would stimu-

late so much the interest in the stuff he dispenses

as the inclusion in it of some ingredient which would

lend strength to a dwindling imagination and prop

up tottering opinions.

After Euting it was the turn of Prof. Halevy to take up

this papyrus, and in the Revue Semitique, 1904, pp. 67—78

he tried with no result whatever to explain away its

lexical difficulties, while Clermont- Ganneau beaming

with joy spoke of this precious discovery at the Aca-

demie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres on August 13 th

1903, and again, on the re-opening of the College

de France after the vacation, he spent the whole first

semestre of 1903—4 eulogizing and extolling the im-

portance of this wonderful document. Clermont-Ganneau

was the most fitted person to detect the imposture

and denounce it, everyone would have listened to his

authoritative voice, and by so acting he would have
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rendered a fresh great service to science. But the

forgers had adopted a policy which could not fail to

bear fruit, and hypnotised the most dangerous of their

enemies by including in their new fraud the word

JfrOD with the meaning he had ascribed to it in

illustrating the Turin papyrus, and by coupling it

with Dt£HK as the name of a high Persian official

which sounds so alluringly like the stem of ^Ag^avng

once conjectured by Clermont-Ganneau to be the addres-

see of the report he presumed to have identified in

the Blacassiani fragments (Revue Archeologique, Vol.

XXXVII, p. 25, footnote 3).

Never trick was played with greater skill, and never

succeeded so nicely. Clermont-Ganneau's happiness in

finding unexpected support to his generally discoun-

tenanced theory of a quarter of a century ago was
too great to allow him the coolness of mind necessary

to notice the lying trap, and fell into it magnificently.

His communication to the Institut de France was a

song of victory, and the tune was subsequently am-

plified in the lectures which have been summed up

for us in the Recueil d''Archeologie Orientate, VI, pp.
221—246. But all notes in the song are not sufficiently

clear, nor equal in soundness ; a good deal in the

composition still remains beyond comprehension, nor

does the author claim to have accomplished anything

able to stand to the end the test of a serious critique,

although by a foible inherent in human nature he

wants the audience to declare itself fully satisfied.

That word n^IDH of A 4, for example, is to him the

source of much uneasiness, and his recourse to Iranian
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instruments does not help him in creating finer strains.

Again, Persian art and Arabic artificiality with the

accompaniment of sweet-voiced Polymnia utterly fail

to let us grasp the bearing of that fHjn in B 2, and,

whilst we are treated to the hitherto unknown homo-

phony of 2"» and Elephantine, a thick wall of dots

bars the way to the catching of the harmony in A 5

where the same 31 puts in a fresh appearance engaged

in a full, although ill-defined, performance amidst a

bold party of stalwart dancers.

But leaving all metaphor apart, we will say that,

after the squeezing of all dictionaries, the appeal for

help to all available historical sources, and all the con-

jectural interpretations he allowed himself, Clermont-

Ganneau's translation

A .

que les Egyptiens se

sont revoke's, nous, nous n'avons pas abandonne (le parti)

de notre seigneur, et Yon n' a trouve rien de mal a nous

(reprocher). En lannee 14 du roi Darius, alors que notre

seigneur Archam s'en fut vers le roi, void le mifait des

pretres de Khnoub. lis ont fait une machination (?) dans

la ville forte d'Elephantine, avec Wi . . . . g (?) qui etait

la (en qualite de) [ ] ; Us hi ont donne de I' ar-

gent et des richesses. II y a une partie du [ ] du

roi qu' [il a . . . .?] [ ] de la fortresse, et il a [ . . . ]

un mur dans la breche (?) de la fortresse dElephantine
B. Et maintenant il a construit ce mur dans la breche (?)

de la forteresse. II y a un puits construit a Tinterieur de

la forteresse, ne manquant (jamais) d'eau pour abreuver
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la troupe; alors mime qiiils seraient (un?) handiz, (les

soldats) pourraient boire a ce puits. Cespritres de Khnoub

ont bouche ce puits. Si une enquete est faite par les juges,

les chefs et les auricularii qui sont en fonction dans la

province de la region meridionale, notre seigneur sera

renseigne par le controle de ce que nous avons dit

et expose

no better than Euting's and Halevy's assists one to

get at the bottom of the matter, and the want of

cohesion between the sentences remains as hurtful and

hopeless now as it was when noticed by the first

editor of the papyrus. It is impossible to imagine the

existence of a human brotherhood whose leaders might

have conceived and expressed their ideas in the lower-

than-childish manner which is exhibited by the lines

under discussion, and we should be grateful to the

student who could show among the avowedly genuine

papers written in any language or dialect of the world

not an autographed petition like the one of this Strass-

burg papyrus, but even a far distant copy from an

old original lost in the whirlpool of ages which would

be fraught with half the difficulties that have in this

supposed document so scandalously and so fruitlessly

overtaxed the intellects of so many scholars.

In his unbridled, although quite explicable, enthu-

siasm Clermont-Ganneau became unaware of the tre-

mendous change of front he was making by consid-

ering the Strassburg papyrus a memorial of the Jews

to a Persian authority, whereas in 1878 he made a
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distinct statement that his object was to show that

the Turin, the Blacassiani and the other papyri of the

same class had nothing to do with Jeivish history or liter-

ature, but were documents interchanged between Gentiles

in the service of the Achemenides dominators of Egypt.

But, while science derived anything but benefit from

these inconsistent conclusions, the forgers soon thought

of making good profits from the fresh fallacy. When
they were busy forming their plan for papyrus A l

) they

never dreamed of any mention to be made of Yeb or

of Jews in any part whatever of Upper Egypt, but

contented themselves with representing the business

recorded therein as transacted by Aramaeans, j^D")^

and in Syene. It was not till after Clermont-Ganneau

Plate X.

1) The script of this papyrus which is reproduced in our plate X supplies

a most convincing proof about its impure origin. One sees here a quaint

medley of ancient-like and modern characters, the latter being predominant

in places. No special training in Hebrew palaeography is needed to enable

one to read in the ninth line the words jTHpl bil by2 pTTll 3^p; the

only difficulty in the following J^)"p is caused by the use of a final *] in-

stead of the medial 3; and in nD!*lc6 which comes next one letter, the D»

appears in its archaic shape; the words rb "\^b IN offer nothing uncommon,

but are followed by HiDD^. where the 2 was copied from the Blacassiani

and after which i^y was written with no great effort for imitation.

Passing to line 14 we read nriDD^ tD"^tt> flUNl with only one letter, the

in the last word, written after the Blacassiani, which same letter occurs

again in the group pDJD^l ]1 tfjnn. while before it and up to the end of

the line nothing stands to tire the eye and brain of the unskilled, the only

noteworthy item in pi;} 1| Np^D being the mixture of ordinary round

(rabbinical) with square letters.

Attention deserves the last word of line 18, JOT!, in which the letters are

one and all late Phoenician and undoubtedly were copied from the Aramaic

plates of Corpus InscripMonum Semiticarum. The imitation was tried in a few

more places of this very line and in other parts of this papyrus, but the

forger soon lost patience and thought the trouble unnecessary.

¥*f>~*

^0WfWV^>^:^'^9^

Papyrus A in the Sayce-Cowley edition.

BODLEIAN LIBRARY.

to (ace page 120.
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started his lectures in 1893 that Lady William Cecil

purchased papyrus B in which the contracting parties

are called Jews, pTin\ and their residence is said to

have been Elephantine. The newest theory created new

circumstances, and the manufacturers who were only

too glad at seeing a wider field with greater possibilities

opened to their industry proceeded to innovation in their

turn. Hence the changes, and the fact that line 17

of the last named papyrus gives DDN ID ]VPX as

notary public of Syene is of no consequence, considering

that, the latter being the town or the capital of the

province, the inhabitants of the fortified island lying

opposite it were likely, if not bound, to have recourse

to the services of a man of Syene. Papyrus B is not

the only document offering these characteristics, but

papyri C, D, and H where also the contracting parties

are Jews show them domiciliated in Yeb, whereas in

papyri E, F, and G which give Syene as the abode

of the parties the latter are all Aramaean for the

simple reason that no scholar has ventured yet a hint

that there might have been Jews in the mainland as

it was conjectured that there had been a number of

them on the island within the Nile. Papyri J and K
putting Aramaean landowners in Yeb do not disprove

our remark which, far from being to the effect that

in the forgers' mind the inhabitants and proprietors

at Yeb were all Jews, does not go beyond pointing

out that all persons mentioned in the papyri as Jews

have been described as being settlers in that stronghold.

The forgers are too astute not to perceive the danger

of the suspicion which might arise, from a suggestion
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that the whole of Yeb was in the exclusive possession

of the Jews, and they are too well acquainted with

the national vicissitudes of the latter to overlook the

easy process of transferring to the fifth century before

Christ the social circumstances of the Middle Ages,

when Jewish communities used to take up their abodes

in districts placed under the immediate guardianship

of the public force and, on that account, promising

prompt action every time that the need of protection

would make itself felt.

Quite in keeping with the trick was the reference

in line 6 of papyrus J to a temple or altar of Jehovah

(Ni"6n 1(T V K1))iii) in Elephantine, which was in-

tended not only to increase the importance of this

particular deed, but to pave the way for the intro-

duction to the public of the most famous among this

lot of falsehoods. We mean the Sachau papyrus which

on its appearance last autumn left no organ of the

Press innocent of foolish admiration, the most pro-

minent member in the choir being „Le Temps" with

the article Jehovah en Bgypte (October 29 th 1907) from

the pen of Clermont-Ganneau who

sublimi ferit sidera cervice,

because this time the document brought to light had been

made to contain not one or two but all available words

of the Turin papyrus in perfect accord with his inter-

pretation of 1878. What stronger evidence could be

expected in support of his hithertofore questioned

view? nrmm rw yinv tiit nno m:o jjod ^
ftm*Q 3"Q 1 N^i""D of the papyrus picked up in
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1906 could not be a different thing from ^fffi 5*1

OTID "|"l3y nt^imrilO, and — which is more edify-

ing still — the words TIP! \TiB reappear here once

a^ain in exactly the same meaning he ascribed to

them at the final stage of his labourious excogitations.

The theory is borne out by a dated and official docu-

ment, and the time for controversies on the subject

is over.

Many a reader will certainly object that the Sachau

papyrus is not a purchase, but the fruit of excavations

carried out by a pupil of the German school in Egypt

and, therefore, stands above all doubts or scepticism

about its authenticity. To which we will reply that

we have been among the first to read Dr. Ruben-

sohn's report, but not without a careful consideration

of all circumstances described in it. We have observed

that he dug up this and some other papyri in a place

which the diggers had pointed out to him as being

ike one where the Sayce, Lady William Cecil, and Robert

Mond papyri had been found, this being the first time

that the Fellahs doing away with their circumlocutions

and contradictions of the past showed a precise spot

for their alleged discoveries of 1901 and 1904. We
have compared the Sachau papyrus reproduced in

our plate XI which is supposed to have been left for

upwards of twenty-three centuries in direct touch with

rubbish (im Schutt) with the Cairo papyri which were

taken out from a wooden box, and we cannot possibly

account for the striking fact that the former notwith-

standing its exposure is in so good a state of prescr-
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vation, whereas the latter in spite of the efficient

protection they have always enjoyed are so roughly

damaged and in many important places hopelessly muti-

lated. We have found it strange that such a long

period as the one stated above should have laid scar-

cely twenty inches of dust over the treasure which it

was Rubensohn's chance to discover. We have learnt

through his interesting report that the remains of the

building among which he found these papyri did not

afford him the means of discerning any characteristics

of the Aramaic house he expected to find, owing to

the chaotic condition of the ruins all over the place,

which state of things, he adds, was not the result of

decay caused by time, but ascribable to diggers' inter-

ference whose traces were quite visible, and so fresh

as to make one believe that it had occurred but

a very short time before he set to work for his

exploration. We have also seen that the two most

important papyri of the lot were found outside the

chamber investigated by Rubensohn and to the west

of it; but after this enormous heap of observations,

instead of agreeing with him that they had been left

behind through an oversight or neglect of the sebah-

seekers, we have asked ourselves, as certainly all our

readers will do, whether the Fellahs might not be

guilty of having thrown thither the documents on

purpose and in compliance with instructions they

might have received from some employer of theirs.

One will tell us now that, if the Sachau papyri

Avere a forgery, the cohcocters would have preferred
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to put them on the market and thus pocket their

price, instead of hiding them in the earth and by a

friendly suggestion letting an archaeologist enjoy the

honour of an inexpensive success. This remark, however,

would carry no weight if one would take the trouble

of considering that, as Prof. Sayce stated in his intro-

duction, immediately after the purchase of the Bodleian

papyrus every effort was made by archaeologists to

find more Aramaic documents on the same spot, and that

the utter failure in this direction of the scientific re-

presentatives of three great nations, England, France,

and Germany could not but make the impostors alive

to the expediency, nay, the necessity of volunteering a

sacrifice in order to beguile the vigilance of scholars.

All business-like people understand the utility of

wilful losses, and the manufacturers of our docu-

ments did not certainly feel disappointed on seeing

that this wise contrivance of theirs was followed upon
by the outburst of the sanguine hopes to which

Clermont-Ganneau gave vent in the aforesaid article

of the „Temps". He had long before that date ex-

pressed the wish that the sands of Egypt might give

out some text of the Old Testament offering all those

guarantees of authenticity which he had so brilliantly

proved to be missing in the concocted fragments

offered for sale in 1883, and the contents of the

Sachau papyrus kindled his desire to fever heat. In

his honest ambition of preventing Rubensohn from

making such a remarkable discovery with no co-oper-

ation or contest, he hastened to go to Egypt in order

to start himself a campaign of exploration, although so
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far as our means of information go, he has not seen

yet the accomplishment of his dream by which "so many

problems now hotly debated in the field of Biblical

criticism would find a conclusive solution, bringing

us nearer to the truth about the rise and growth of

Holy Writ". But it is more than probable that what

mother Earth has refused, and shall always refuse as

a reward to explorers it may be the care of the

manufacturers to whom we are indebted for the present

disorder in the field of Semitic scholarship to supply

for money from their works. We have already seen

somewhere stated that the Berlin lot of papyri includes

some Jewish-Aramaic literature of the liturgical kind

the publication of which is said to be in course of

preparation, and, if the statement be confirmed ;
it will

cause no surprise to us who in our observation of

the forgers' generalship have admired the success of

their tactics based on the safe principle of advancing

by slow steps. But when the moment of the appari-

tion of the Pentateuch comes, be it brought out by

the Fellahs far away from the watching eye of the

scientific searcher or under circumstances similar to

those described by Rubensohn, it is an earnest expec-

tation of ours that Clermont-Ganneau will be blessed

again with that clarity of vision which oftentimes marked

his work in connection with Semitic antiquities.

Prof. Noldeke remarks in „Zeitschrift fiir Assy-

riologie" of January 1908 that, the petition having

been sent to Palestine, the Sachau papyri must neces-

sarily be copies, but, as the script of the latter is
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similar to that of the Sayce-Cowley deeds which are

of about the same date, reasonable ground is offered

for the belief that Noldeke means transcripts made in

the usual way for the needs of the office before

the originals were despatched, and not copies derived
from other copies which in their turn would be separ-

ated from the originals by a great interval of years
or generations. But if so, shame to the men in charge
of the official correspondence of the Elephantine Jews
for keeping in the service of the community clerks

who were so ignorant or so careless as to make copies

which not only are disgraced by omissions and ditto-

graphies, but teem with obscurities that will for

evermore baffle the searchlight of the most persevering

investigator. For, we feel sure that no text of indisputable

authenticity will be found to shed true light upon
the difficulties offered by the Sachau papyri or to

confirm any of the numerous conjectures proposed for

their elucidation, and they will always puzzle the

students unless, as it has unfortunately been clone up
to the present, a new wrong be taken as surety for

an old one, and we content ourselves with such help

as might be procured from fresh monuments of the

same value and character as those forming the subject

of this discussion.

What for want of an appropriate term we must call

palaeographical identity of the Sachau papyri with

those published by Sayce and Cowley dispenses us

with the duty of seeking further evidence in order to

establish -their spurious nature, and the conclusion

arrived at in our chronological argument about the
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latter applies by analogy to the former. We will not,

however, keep from our readers a few remarks we

have made and which will help in tracing the method

of work followed by the impostors when they forged

the papyri of the Sachau lot that follow

:

Saciiau's Papyrus II.

^nm Kpto our) P^ l

;rm fttv nya py ba3 ^n T-mn mm i> ]rw 2

aabo . . bmi psi msn* ^ ^bo itnnm V//"i rw »

b mn nan ^t to-imo mmib lam pDaii no3 wrra 4

t ma cro^ ^ nbw n"^ *°n^ ^ MTri nan p ""^ °

yD -^ |[i:b3 -m« vtrw wrra 3'3 1T sn^ irp n 6

a ^ tf-iw svw "V "•niani ? imo iby Dims? 7

^ n-i[13n]3 Tin ^ pa ^ mra pa ///// P"Q"i ijnn 8

^ oy tin w? ppy aba ? miM ^di?> ^B^ OTi "^ 9

«nDyh2]Di ndd3 ^n tan? ^i ayiTDi id-w Nrnwa io

a^a ^ ntun i» proa pso ^abo w pi ray n

2D ww . . • to] tnsD Wnb« maw naa>n ma ^i ia

^ pin pab ppa> paai pw: ay mma may is

ai nftn p ^mbaa pen tfote ^ xnra joti ^

na oina pm ib^p «ba ? n""^ isroa ran is

pmm by [F)«] jn-i» by pb# pbw mi by mas
I

1

? 1G

mn m-a» *mim nm ^y ^ vnrw pdin byi 17

pp^ roroK ndv nit nyi aabo wnm V//-i row "

. nyi dm: i? i'ld F)3i« pnw «b nam ]mt>D *sb nwD 1 9

pa -p «iiao nay *b mbyi miab nn:o 20

n« 3B ][kTi» by in pDN p a^ ^bya xb? ^nrpi 21

nan ^ T»n-n ^raa fyn vn m33Db p iparc 22
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bapb an-ra rra maaob «n^ irr> v «-)«« ^y 23

sii p'jn nd^ im n xnano by anp: «n^j?i 2^

an1 -p N"iu« ny "'T nayri p p nan n «^a KTirvi 25

^ Fj^ P323 n^3 ^t inam ni^j? n^ aip^ ^ naa |D «i»^ 26

2 rra'wi n^i ^ ]n^ p^a mn max n^d 27

///n ni^ ii^niD^ xx^ y-p ^^ q^-i^ ^ ^ay 1 *&a 3«

Saciiau's Papyrus i
l
).

obtt' Mnn^a a^a 11 a-ona nniiai niiT ^najr tw nria Tiua inid ^ 1

Nate winm mp ^:d^i prn^i py baa nt^ b«^ nw nbx i^na 2

iin -nun mm ^b ina1 ian« prn 1^ nn pa 11 id -itt' Nnia ^ai s

py baa

«abD ^inim 1 i//n ni^ nan n^a iidn p nrrwi miT may pa 4

D^n« vs

11 33-nii py n^ian Nm^a a^a v aun n N^oa xabo by bwi pa: b

n:n mmo
i]T iimii nn^ nan id nym ^m^a a^a >! Nnbx w n n*ii3n ob mn 6

nDKb nhto ]iD3 mn b^nan v ma poa by nbtt> max N^nb 7

aia ^ NniaN

31 miab inN pina id^n ay NnsD nan pea nn« 11m? m^ »

ombn Dy

p]N'inan nan Yin n ^i3N v vrmm Kjna ny vnana ^i NTUta lby 9

jyin mn

1) A comparison with our plate woald show that the occasional points

have not been reproduced faithfully in the transcription which we have

borrowed from the German edition. — But what is their meaning and

function in a manuscript supposed to bo of the fifth century B. C. ? Has any

theory been built up yet on this extraordinary phenomenon?

9
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wp orwii wia ? *ntuo Tin ^ pa n rfrao p» 1/ 1// p« ^ 10

Dni^i

prwi aai^K rvT» oy ^ »&> n« Ppy ^boi wu tf>« «W3 1 "

nan 1

*oia>a mn it anoyiaai *p3i *an' •>? ^pi?oi ibiw n^«3 aba mn 13

inpl? ata ["Jt

wrra 3-a ij «tijn 123 pma pso ^d w pi nay DTOoabi is

«TU«a oyiao bwi nm to ps» vito -nia^i nraOT raa ? *rmri 14

"?nn a
1

? i,r

ptei po^i pin p^ jppw p»i ptw oy nanaa ray na?3 to 15

frnv kid rrb

nap v poD3 bi into p ate ipDin wate 11 aaiTn pinn ^ i«

p-lDJ ^31 113tf

n pjo nit noip n« aira pni frap ^3 ij *nu«b Eraa ijq ^ 17

1 *rorD nmaai *ai wro pnim tyi i>nD )rfw mas p Tay w

^nina |riDW ^>yi obmra

naa> non dv p n^ P^ in^ *6 mn mas* *nvr mi ">aay ^ 19

vobn mrn i///i

nwn pTaj? nteijo i^t swa pD^i psob ppv nanas* ndv na? lyi 30

pro s*b

nroo rate m-m 1/// ///i naty ot iyi ^? p ^« I

1™ ^ "icm 21

mbyi nQGiabi

p 31 fya ta anm nrvi»i rvm T"°y po ? muto ray ^ 22

piDN

rvxxb p |p3a> *& ">?3 na3D^ 11 mm by nvym 3D \mn by p 23
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•>] snias* ty ain^y n^n^ ^d max piitD3 nan 11 T^nm Tjnab 2*

xn^N 1-1

Nni^yi Knai3^i s*nnoi ?mp mn na3 n b-2pb sm3 313 n^aaDb 25

imp"1

jityai nanax py ^2 ^% n^ai pra «n!?H in"» •>? ansna ^j> 26

«nin ,

«i paai

Dip ^ mn"1 npiai nasni ^ niw ^ nj? ray p p nan >» b 27

n^ ini

bj?1 rf?l \r-aa rpo iD13 pi fDTl TViby n^ 31pi
""I 13a ]D N^DK? 28

nai by an?

, , P^3
vo TO n^i ^y jnw mn ma«3 n^o n'pd ^n iyiin \r\bv 29

vnrm \HI ///i naa> ymrxb . a j>t> n^» Dtt'ix p Tay 11 na?3 ^ 30

«d!?[d]

We have put II before I, because in this inverted

order we consider them two successive proofs of one

and the same concoction which derived inspiration

from the welcome accorded first to the Euting papyrus

and next to papyrus J of the Sayce and Cowley

volume. The success obtained by the former suggested

to the forgers the convenience of including in their

newest manufacture a reference to the fanciful event

placed in Darius' s fourteenth year of reign, and in the

composition of the first draft (II) of the document they

thought for a moment of doing something more by

copying jiDDJI ^DD from the fourth line of Euting's,

but they left these words out when the definite text

(I) was resolved upon.
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The proper name um which Euting proposed for

the same line, but so half-heartedly that he substitutes

for it dots in his Latin translation was supported in

Recueil d'Archeohgie Orientak, VI, 236-7 by Clermont-

Ganneau who allowed a free option between a dozen

Persian names with which it could be identified. The

forgers availed themselves of this generous offer, picked

out jrm, and put it in clear characters in H and

J which, as seen above, were sold after Clermont-

Ganneau's lectures on the Euting document. Once

granted the freedom of the city, jriTl did not

delay the exercise of its superior rights, sought for a

seat in Sachau's II and I, and obtained it without

The same be said about -pmD which Euting thought

to denote „edit, decree", but Clermont-Ganneau con-

tended to be a title wherewith Vidrang was provided.

The second interpretation having, as was to be ex-

pected, found favour with our masters, the forgers,

they put it with that meaning in Sayce-Cowley H 4

whose date of appearance on the market is known to

us, and again in 114 and 15, of the Sachau lot.

The latter very distinctly says in one of his notes

that -pmB, as emendated by Andreas, is to be found

only in these four papyri among all Aramaic texts of

all ages and lands, so that if our remark has any

originality it lies in the fact that it traces the pedigree

of the word. . . , .,-t_w»

tfW rbX which clashes with the post-bibhcul OT«

Wm causes no surprise ; it was simply copiedta^
The abs« ;ce in these papyri of an indispensable »

,

W_or_,
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is accounted for by the leniency shown on the appe-

arance in the Cairo inscription of the group JQjy HJttf

iO^D D&tfnmN which had passed nearly unnoticed and

now has repeated itself in the form feyinvm V//1 rOStf

N3i5D of Sachau II 3 and 14, 19. We have called

leniency the apathetic attitude of the scholars in face

of the first example of this syntactical monster, but

our thought will find its full expression when we
say that they are responsible for having allowed a real

mistake due to the forgers' poor learning to become

the fashion in their further productions.

We shall give* no more time to a discussion from

the vocabulary and grammar stand-points of the hideous

texture of these documents which pretend to be direct

and contemporary copies from originals; nor to the

exposure of the absurd presence of such Hebrew
words or Hebrew-like expressions as inpS i"DD^»

nruo. rw dt> iv> y> ?^ya. *p? mrp npi)n and

others in a paper of the time when the Jews in writing

Aramaean used to take a scrupulous care to keep their

texts pure from any influence or admixture of their own
language. The Aramaic chapters of Daniel, Ezra, and

Nehemiah notwithstanding the corruptions they may
have gone through before being fixed in the Massoretic

text are excellent models of the prevailing style, and

everyone will admit that all writings of the same
period ought to be up to that standard.

We feel quite positive that, had not their minds

been prepossessed, men of such intellectual and scien-

tific power as Noldeke's, Euting's, Sachau's and Cler-
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mont-Ganneau's would have detected the trick of this

interspersing among an Aramaic text of broken mem-

bers of Hebrew sentences, and traced its motive to an

attempt of imitating an outstanding feature in the

composition of the Gremara and the Zohar in which

books, however, there lies ample reason for an en-

croachment of this kind in the fact that all Hebrew

clauses are either Biblical quotations or passages

taken from the Mishnah, the Baraithoth, and such

Midrashim as were written in the national language

of the Jews. Free from prepossession, they would have

noticed that in the Gemara and the Zohar our taste is

satisfied and delighted at the nice and altogether natural

setting of the Hebrew in the middle of the hetero-

geneous mass, whereas nothing more horrid could be

imagined than the wanton raid of the uncouth Hebrew

into the wild Aramaic orchard of the Berlin papyri.

Preposession is also responsible for the only transient

attention given to the all important passage of Sachau

I 16—17, that stumbling-block at which all critical

minds ought to have stopped, and pondered seriously

before they decided to proceed any farther. These two

lines, freed from the obscurity in which they were

purposely wrapped by the insertion of the clause lpDJH

Tnin |D fr^CD- signify, as ail scholars are agreed

upon, that the promoters of, and participants in the

anti-Jewish riots got their deserts, lost all the booty

they had plundered, and were killed. The word "l^nfcDp

points to death brought about by human hands, which

implies the intervention of some paramount authority

in defence of the persecuted and a punishment in-
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flicted on their foes. But how the redress of the wrong
did not extend to a permission for the rebuilding of

the temple the destruction of which had for a long

succession of years caused men, women, and children

to put on sackcloth, leave their hair undressed, never

drink wine, often fast, and always melt in groaning

prayers instead of enjoying the spiritual delight of

offering up to Almighty God their holocausts and

frankincense — how those in power, after indulging for

their gratification in bloodshed without remorse, did

not grant to the Jews the easy and harmless satis-

faction of letting them replace in their original array

a few dozen stones of a demolished edifice is a puzzle

that should be explained away by those who might

still care to maintain the authenticity of these

papyri.

On the forgers' side we will observe that in wil-

fully making this confusion they continued the above

indicated process of imitation, this time taking as

a model the Bible whose conflicting propositions have

for the last sixty years engaged the thought of

scholars and given rise to the school of high critic-

ism. But here also as in the concoction of their ridicu-

lous idioms and style they speculated on the excess

of condescendence meted out to them on previous

occasions, although failing to consider that what is

quite natural in books which are the outcome of texts

of different authors and periods grafted the one upon

the other would sooner or later be found to be an

absolute impossibility in a document which is said to

have come direct from the office of a community
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and to describe the actual position of the latter at the

moment of its being drafted.

In the first part of our examination we have shown

the alarming absence of accord in the double dates of

the documents. The script disagreeing with all rules

and facts of palaeographic evolution, the confused

chronology in the events of the Jewish as well as of the

Egyptian history, the wording which stultifies every

principle of correctness, lucidity, and style — all these

serious defects which pervade the whole lot of the

papyri acquired or otherwise procured during the last

decade in Upper Egypt are strong evidence confirming,

if need be, the judgment we have given about their

character and provenance.

The factory of this spurious literature, which seems

to have been established early in the nineteenth cen-

tury, must be under the direction of some person or

persons who do possess a certain amount of Semitic

learning, but who thus far have taken no pains to

free their products from all flaws which might betray

their impure origin.

Hampstead, July 1908.

PAST CRITICISMS.



This book has not been written in order to serve

or attack any clique, nor for the purpose of promot-

ing the material and social interests of its author who

understands perfectly well that, by opposing the unan-

imous view of the highest authorities who have dealt

with the subject, he cannot gain the favour of those

who wield the power in the field of scholarship and

are in charge of its destinies.

But he has decided to publish his independent examin-

ation with the sole object of rescuing science from

the frightful errors in which it has been allowed to

disport itself during the last few decades and of saving

it from the further dangers by which it is menaced.

In the pursuit of this crusade he is not making now

his start. While a lively discussion about the meaning

of a few words in the preface to Berakhya's fables

was on between Mr. J. Jacobs who maintained that

the fabulist was a resident in this country when the

massacres of the Jews in 1189—90 took place and Prof.

11. Gollancz who denied it but would express no opinion

about the meaning of the words on which his oppon-
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ent' s argument rested was on, the author of this book

showed in the „Athenaeum" of December 20th 1902

that not the remotest allusion to that or any other

historical event is made in the passage at issue, and

that DY1 ^iO) which had been taken to signify the

British Isles, was used by Berakhya jointly with other

words which all together denote the whole of our globe

wherover the wheel of Fortune by the unfair dispen-

sation of her gifts has wrought the moral havock form-

ing the real and only subject of the complaint of the

writer in the couplets

ohm •foitf vpyo -raw ab)yn Wj pta bv

om rbm rran r6a dti vjq ^feinon

po md by po yr\ab pa -amm awm
DDin iy onwri Don irfaiy W^m

ivniranro "isnnD vrvDnD jsini

•aywi own by) ayim D"oian ty

The geographical allusion having thus been disprov-

ed, the remark was made that ^jfcj was never used in

the Middle Ages to express the planet on which we live,

and that the motion of the earth was not included

in the astronomical knowledge of the twelfth century.

Therefore, the view that DTI ^JO in the above text

means the islands which as an appendix to the earth

follow her in her rotation is groundless.

The article of the „Athemcum" concluded with the

following paragraphs:

„Towards the end of the angry introduction a distinct

statement of the author makes one expect to read orig-

inal compositions of his, which should be a sort of
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satires branding the insolence prevailing in his day;

but the gentle tone of the fables and their contents

do not answer this expectation. Must we believe that

this piece was originally written for another collection

of apologues and then wrongly placed by later copyists

to serve as an introduction to the fables? This is a

point worth the consideration of students."

„Moreover, a number of the fables are supplied with

two paragraphs of moral, and the second, which is

metrical, differs considerably in style from the rest of

the composition. Is there anything like a duality in

the authorship of the book as we know it now?"

In November 1903 and January 1904, on the public-

ation in the „Jewish Quarterly Review" XVI, pp. 73— 97

of an article by the Rev. G. Margoliouth describing the

Add. 19,944—5 manuscript of the British Museum, the

author of this book pointed out in the „Corriere Isra-

elitico" of Trieste the misreading pPit^lD T$Q Till

""IttTD TJQ HO and, after due inspection of the

original, showed that the first three words in the group

are p\W\D ££^iO Tin , the whole phrase signifying that

the owner's financial difficulties made him fuel as though

he had become the laughing-stock of the folk of Flor-

ence where he, who was a native of Montalcino ("in

IT^R), resided as a stranger, and compelled him

OnnDD • • • ""pl^n \3QD) to part with that precious heir-

loom and obtain some money by its sale. Eighteen

months afterwards, part II of the Catalogue of Hebreiu

and Samaritan Manuscripts in the British Museum came

out repeating on p. 228 the above mentioned misread-
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ing by which the quaint indication is furnished that

within the town of Florence there was another town

bearing the only dreamed-over name of pn&lHD-

In the same article attention was called to the lack

of propriety in the name „Rabbinic-square" which is

generally given to a form of script where the straight

line is conspicuous by its total absence, and the intro-

duction was proposed of the terms capital, uncial and

small in Hebrew palaeography as they are in use for

the Greek and Latin. A facsimile of a representative

page from a Farisol manuscript illustrated this view,

and the etymology from uncus (hook) was suggested

for the word uncialis which has its precise correspon-

dent in the late Hebrew HISSED niYVlN- The hooked

ends of all letters in the script called uncial was referred

to as being the feature in the Greek papyri of all public

and private collections, while in an essay by Dr. Har-

kavy published in the Transactions of the Petersburg

Academia Scieniiarum, 1884, the opportunity is afforded

of seeing the whole Hebrew alphabet composed of

letters offering that characteristic.

The same Review in April 1904 published a Hebrew

letter from the Cairo Genizah illustrated by Mr. A.

Cowley of the Bodleian Library who accompanied it

with a fairly good English translation. The writer of the

letter was a Joseph Cohen who, being through immig-

ration a resident of Samaria called himself \31"lDt#n>

but was nothing more than a poor carpenter (t£Hi"b

hharash) knowing the art of making boxes, bedsteads,

doors and the ceilings of houses, as it is distinctly
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stated both in the original letter and in Cowley's rendering

of it. But the latter, forgetting himself, fancied he had to

do^ with a deputy High Priest of the Samaritans of
Cairo who, being in need, would have appealed for help
to the orthodox Jews of that town, which „fact," Cowley
said, shows the perfect harmony prevailing at the time
in the relations of the Jews with the schismatics; and
as the letter bore no date, Cowley wasted two pages
of the „Jewish Quarterly Review" making an effort to

establish the period of history in which this Joseph
Cohen — the tjnn — held the exalted office. The want of
correctness in the wording of the document which is

obviously due to the craftsman's low education was
said by Cowley to be the usual defect of all Hebrew
texts of Samaritan authorship.

In the „Corriere Israelitico" of June 1904 the author
of this book pointed out the delusion, giving expres-
sion in the following terms to his grief and fears about
the future

: „On foundations of sand a point of science
is laid down which, however, cannot be driven away
from men's minds by a mere blast of the wind. For-
tune has shown mercy upon us in so far as Cowley's
inferences do not affect a first class problem of lore

;

but it may be of some use to recommend to him more
care and ponderation, because he is still young and
could take up works of greater importance." At the
time when these lines were written the bulk of the
papyri dealt with in this volume made its appearance
in Egypt, following the one which had already been
treasured up at Oxford.
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In the summer of the same year, after many lectures

and articles had been spent on an attempt to illustrate

the bronze jar ') of the Ashmolean Museum which is

known as Bodleian Bowl, the author of this book sent

to two different periodicals a contribution where for

the inscription

bwm "\ 'pn p rpv "To m
bmn nw>n bp"w

bmrs bnpb

bxnx ">2o rmni? "ns

^np1 mn n"DD

GniDifo ^sn npiai

the plain and natural interpretation was proposed ac-

cording to which the jar used on some day of the

week, probably every Friday, to be filled with food

and placed before the residence of Joseph son of Jehiel

for the benefit of the poor whose thankful prayers

were deemed necessary to invoke the Almighty's mercy

upon Joseph then being ill and anxious to escape death,

recover his health, and thus be enabled to go and see

God in the local synagogue of his residential town. Of

the above lines the 1 st (TU), 4th
, 5 th and 6th convey

this meaning to everyone who will remember that

^"HN in tne mediaeval literature of the Jews denotes

„God" (Levi's Neuhebr. unci Chald. Worterbuch), and is

not always a topographical term as in Isaiah XXIX, 1

;

while lines 2 and 3 indicate that Joseph's deceased

father had been a Rabbi famous for his Responsa

(n'O'l&yri alluded to by 2Wfi) to religious and judicial

1) For the shape of this vessel see reproduction in the Jewish Ency-

clopedia, III, 282.
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questions (m^Nt^ ^IW), and exercised his functions

in the Jewish community of the Polish town Kowel,
or Kahwell in its ancient spelling 1

). The rhymed prose of

the inscription was pointed out, whereby the far-fetched

rendering „as he desired or thought fit" proposed by

.1) liuoted by Mr. Matthias Levy from a manuscript of the British Museum:
"Hakwell or Kahwell, nomen urbis provinciae Volhyniae in Polonia" during
the debate after Mr. Abrahams's lecture to the Jewish Historical Society
the full account of which was given by the "Jewish Chronicle" of April l»t 1904.

According to the lecturer line 4 of the inscription refers to "the temple
or city of Jerusalem ... the pilgrimage of Palestine", and his rendering of

the whole runs as follows: "This is the gift of Joseph the son of the Holy
Itabbi Yechiel, (may the memory of the righteous holy be for a blessing)

who answered and asked (i. e. directed) the congregation as he desired (or

thought fit) in order to behold the face of Ariel, as is written in the law
of Yekuthicl (i. e. Moses). And charity delivers from death".

He sees too much in the abreviation bp"UT which is no more than ~DJ
VlOllb p"H5J with the final as well as the initial letter of the second word
included in the group, whereas the junction of another adjective, W)~ip, eould
not go without a ) between it and pi-|}J. As to the meaning of this little

clause, it is very simple, implying eulogy and not prayer. It occurs in

Prov. X, 7 making, so to say, a pair with p-i-jjf WHTib rTD"D of v. 6 and
rendered "The memory of the just is blessed" in the Authorised Version,
while the Septuagiut gives for it Mvifoi) Stxcttav per' iytuaulm, and the Vul-
gate "Memoria justi cum laudibus". Nothing in the inscription suggests the

idea of martyrdom, and the word W\pn of the first line would be insuf-

ficient for its conveyance, accompanied as it is by the commonplace retinue

of b$W\ D^DDi while it is well known that distinguished Rabbis on whom
life brought no trying experiences of any kind are styled, especially in funeral

services, WTp NTD11-
The lecturer mistook line 5 as signifying that the pilgrimage supposed to

be expressed by line 4 was a command of the law of Moses, and left line

C isolated and with no link whatever, whereas line 5 is only a poetical

form of the so frequent clause "[J^X HE'D "H 1 by 2irD3 and the like, which
introduce a passage quoted from the Scriptures and corroborating what has

been said in the main sentence. This misconception is much to be wondered
at, considering that, as the author of Jewish Life in the Middle Ages, I. A.
must have all this phraseology of post-biblical literature unceasingly present

in his mind.

10
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Mr. Israel Abrahams for ^flfD was shown to be faulty,

the correct Hebrew equivalent of Mr. I. A.'s words

being bWTl IWiO, whereas a combination Keho'e'l — as

he seems to conjecture and should be required by the

rhyme — would be contrary to the rules ofgrammar and

the spirit of the language. Of the article summed up

here note was taken in time, and, although never pub-

lished, it had the effect of stopping the noise which

for so long had been abroad about the presumed extra-

ordinarily historical significance of this jar.

Verbal communication was the means of damping

down the enthusiasm of those who were magnifying

the artistic value of the Serajevo Haggadah which had

the enviable fortune of being edited at great cost in the

year 1898. A reference to many a volume of the Jewish

Encyclopedia reproducing pages from that manuscript

will show the absolute want of relationship between

beauty and those drawings.

Late in October 1904 the Athens periodical ,,'0 Nov^iag"

published an essay, 'A&rivaiot xal refjovaalrjfiviol, in a

few paragraphs of which the author of the present

work cast a flat denial at the generally admitted theory

that, after their subjection to the Babylonian rule, the

Jews gave up the use of their national language and

made the Aramaic their own. His argument was based

on the extremely short duration of the exile which,

besides, was the lot of only a small part of the nation,

but especially on the all evident fact of the further

evolution of the Hebrew language and the growth in
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it of forms of inflexion and syntax which would be

absolutely impossible had the language ceased to be

actually spoken. These fresh creations which bear the

stamp of a natural development have been preserved

in the Hebrew parts of the Jews' post-biblical literat-

ure ; while the Aramaic of the paraphrases, the Gemara
and some Midrashim are the fruit of a long protracted

fashion among the cultured Jews to speak and write in the

impressive and laconic language which was the favour-

ite of the time precisely as in the refined circles of

Rome Greek was preferred to Latin and considered a

better instrument for the expression of one's thought.

The number is extremely small of Jewish prayers written

in the Aramaic language which, after the close of the

Talmud, became out of date and was so little under-

stood in the eleventh century of the Christian era that

Rashi's notes — mostly translations — in the Hebreio

language were needed for the comprehension of the

Gemara. The Zohar was a return to the old fashion,

but its study being restricted to a narrow circle of

initiated only corroborates the observation made by the

author of this book.

Early in 1905 the latter, who never before had

undertaken to check the authenticity of ancient monu-

ments, expressed serious doubts about the character

of the inscription

02TAT&NTOYNEIKA
NOP02AAEZANJPES22
UOlHSANTOSTASeYPAS
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which is engraved on one end of an ossuary unearth-

ed in Mr. (now Sir) John Gray Hill's field property

at Jerusalem. He observed that tov Nsixavogog dXsgav

dyecog could be accounted for only if taken as a stu-

dent's exercise subject, of course, to be corrected into

NuxavoQog tov ahgavdyecog, while before noirjoavrog

rag dvyccg, seen in the same light, the addition of the

article tov cannot be dispensed with. As for 02TAT£IN,

he could not but approve of the only permissible reading

data, rav, although by no means accepting the hy-

pothesis that naidav or oixeicov should be understood

after the article; while on the other hand, supposing

that it never had been made in earnest, of the sugges-

tion to read ooraxav and take the word as a collec-

tive noun signifying „ossuary" he never dreamt of

taking any notice, for the obvious reason that, the

stem of oarovv being dors, the collective form derived

from it would be oatnav with the ? remaining unchanged

and with no r intruding between root and suffix *).

In anticipation of a counter-remark which is often

made in controversies of this kind, he touched upon

the question of the Greek as written by the Jews of

that time, and referring to, besides Philo's and Jose-

phus' s, the example of the Judaeo-Hellenistic lloirj/ucc

NovOstixov which up to 185G was considered to be a

genuine work of the Milesian Phocylides, he showed

that, whenever prejudice did not bind them to a ser-

1) In order to prevent waste of time, an answer will be given in advance

to the possible objection that oo-tutm might have been cast in the mould

of trTfarav. Nothing of the kind can be sensibly thought of, as in rrpciTtiv

the t ol the last syllabic is part of the stem.
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vile ad literam rendering of the Scriptures, the Jews
could and used to handle the Greek language with a

thorough feeling of its niceties.

These considerations supplemented by something
quaint in the script and spelling of the Hebrew words

KD"]^N I3pj which complete the inscription led him
to the conclusion that the latter could not be with
absolute certainty regarded as genuine. His timidity

in this first step of archaeological detection made him
give to the little tract published on the subject the

humble title „Un monument douteux" for which he

received blame mixed with chaff from the editor of

the „Quarterly Statement" of the Palestine Exploration

Fund in the number of July 1905 when Mr. R. A.

Steward Macalister stepped forward „to settle finally

(as his editor asserts) any lingering doubts regard-

ing the authenticity" of the inscription. By that article

an account was given of the circumstances of this

„discovery" which supplies the greatest imaginable

strength to the present writer's doubts and conclusion,

nothing critically sound was said to explain the gram-
matical defects of the inscription, and it clearly appeared
that unfortunately researches on which the opening of

new avenues for science depends are not always confided

to persons adequately prepared for a task of so great

responsibility.

It was stated there that „the inscription passed

through the hands of several distinguished scholars be-

fore he (Nicanor) was identified"
;
yet, it would be absurd

to believe that any man with a smattering of Greek
and some little knowledge of post-biblical Hebrew his-
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tory and literature, on seeing the words Nsixavoqog,

noiTjGccvTog and dvQccg should not instantly have thought

of the miraculous doors with which tradition relates

that Nicanor crossed the sea from Alexandria to Jaffa,

thence proceeding to Jerusalem, where he offered them

as a devotional present to Jehovah's temple.

The author of this book was scolded for „attaching

grave importance to the trifling peccadillos" of the omis-

sion, as Macalister put it, of the article rov before

dU£av§Qeag as well as noi^aavrog, and of the sequence

rav %ov in line 1, whereas the latter „is got rid of by my
(Mac's) reading dararav' '• all things the decision on

which must be left to the learning and taste ofothers than

an antagonist who has impaired his position by crown-

ing with the wrong accent the unlawful pretender he is

so obstinate in his fancy to keep fast on a shaky throne.

Passing to the circumstances of the ^discovery", we

learn from Mr. Macalister that between the disinter-

ment of the ossuary and the day on which the British

Consul's daughter, Miss Dickson, noticed the inscrip-

tion there elapsed one month; which combined with

what Macalister was told by a gentleman who „had

private information that the inscription was a forgery",

will show to all unbiassed readers that the literary

analysis of the bilingual inscription made by the author

of this book was in its results at one with the partic-

ulars Mr. Macalister was well-inspired to lay down

in the debate, and that it was the latter's ill luck if

the difficulties set forth in „Un monument douteux"

did not rise in his own mind before he took the grave

resolution of issuing a verdict.
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It would be interesting to know whether on her first

visit to Sir John's estate Miss Dickson saw an inven-

tory of the finds, because a number of hypotheses

could be made, one of them being that the caretaker

might, in the one month's interval, have spent part of

his leisure outdoors without taking every precaution

in order to prevent the access of an intruder who for

something else than „a practical joke" might have been

tempted to cut in the ossuary the quaint legend. If

an inventory did not exist at the time nothing stands

in one's way to believe that a few days' delay in Miss

Dickson's second visit might have caused the ossuary

to enter a public or private collection by some other

method than the rightful owner's donation by which

it became the property of the British Museum. The

gentleman's communication to Mr. Macalister is a rather

weighty indication that something in the way of a

smuggling operation had been planned and an oppor-

tunity was being sought to carry it out.

Visitors to the Christian room of the British Mu-

seum cannot fail to notice the plain appearance of

this ossuary as compared with the exquisitely fine but

uninscribed three other ossuaries exhibited on the other-

side of the west door, and will certainly ask themselves

why the heirs of Nicanor or, in their absence, the com-

munity of Jerusalem, knowing Nicanor's love of the

beautiful, grudged the sacrifice of a few tens of drach-

mas or shekels whereby the bones of the munificent

man who had added to the temple the admirable orna-

ment of the gates might be put to rest in a more

decent receptacle. This question was put in „Un mo-
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nument douteux" but, instead of a proper answer, it

elicited from Mr. Macalister a notice on the position

of the tomb which „is so situated on the summit of
the Mount of Olives that the ceremonies of interment
would take place in full view of the famous gates
whereby the name of the family had been immortal-
ized. This can scarcely be an accident". That is as
likely as not to be so; but it will certainly remain
a puzzle why, when going to the cemetry the pluto-
crats of the day should, by the inevitable contrast of
the splendour of the gift with the treatment meted
out to the giver, be offered the discouraging spectacle
of human ingratitude !

x

)

1) A few remarks are suggested by the sentence "This Nieanor must be
the donor of the famous gate called by his name in the temple of Herod, and
mentioned bolh in the Talmud and by Josephm" of the label attached to the
ossuary in the British Museum. There is no Mention of this gate in any part
of Josephus's works, and the Nicanors whose dealings with the Jews he
relates, far from belonging to the Hebrew nation, were also anything but
likely to send presents to the temple of Jerusalem. It is Yossiphon who
does mention a Nieanor gate at the end of Chapter XXIV of its chronicles
which were drawn late in the Middle Ages upon a number of sources in
addition to the Jewish Antiquities and the Jewish TTar- Yossiphon assigns
a quite different origin to the name Nicanor's gate which, he says, was so
called because of the head and arms of the general Nieanor having, after his
defeat and death, been hung opposite it:

• n?n om iv -mp-o ~ww wn- -wn ow i*ap p by

This is how Yossiphon concludes his account of General Nicanor's hostile

intercourse with Judas Maccabeus, agreeing on the whole with what is known
about it from Josephus, the Maccabean books of the Bible, Yerushalmi
Tahanilh (ilia and Meijilla.h 70c which, however, for obvious reasons avoided
to give the particulars of the mutilation of the enemy's body with the
subsequent consecration of the site where the scene was witnessed.

The critical student will observe that in Yoma 38a and Tossephta, Yom
llakkipparim II, 'i the story of Nicanor's doors is introduced with the word
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The editor of the P. E. F.'s Quarterly considers it

unfortunate that the author of the present book did

not refer to Dr. H. P. Chayes's Beitrage zur nordsemi-

tischen Onomatologie for KDD^K (= ^f'^s) as a shor-

tened form of DITUD^N (Me'icevdyog). But permis-
sion should be accorded to observe that this being
common knowledge to every baby in the Greece of

the present day, the person to whom the advice was
given needed it not, whereas no truly scientific argu-

ment could prove that the proper names 'AXsl-a, 'Me&S
or 'AXt'gavSyos can stand in the place of the national

cdegavdyevg as would be the case in the inscription

discussed here. Mr. Macalister, overlooking the lonsr

TON which shows that not everyone believed in its truthfulness. The Mishnah in

Yoma Til, 5 is exceedingly brief with its clause Vmn^l^ D^DJ 1tt>J73 TUpvj
the words rQWb jniN pl^TEl which come next referring to all items
detailed in the paragraph. The Gemara on this passage reads

• inT?rn onso bw anxDDiwo nin^n K"ani> TDp-o -prwD to**

from which it appears positively that Nicanor's residence was given as being
in Jerusalem, and that he may simply have been sent from that town to

bring the doors ordered by the temple's authorities in Alexandria. After
the further development of the legend, Maimonides added in its commentary

my) nittjd3^6 "i^rn DTonn p to mn -rnp^i

Dm irD*ro ppnm nwiro bw ninh Tity aw
suggesting the idea that Nieanor was a donor, but still representing him
as Palestinian. Only long afterwards came Graetz's contention that Nieanor was
an alabarch of Alexandria, and a statement to this effect was embodied in

his history of the Jews which the forger thought of turning to account.
The English translation hushes up the alabarchship, but speaks of Corin-

thian iron (!? Erz in the original); and it will be usctul to note that Criitz's

theory in //Monatschrift . . . des Judenthums" 188.1, pp. 202—6, rests on
the confusion he made of Nicanor's gate which was internal and not very
tar from the altar (or, in his own words, //von dem iiussern Vorhof in den
Weibervorhof fiihrtc") with the large gale in front of the main yard, which
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oblique line which was cut at all ease after the final

tf, thinks of a discontinuation of work and explains

it by supposing „weariness, hurry, laziness, interrup-

tion" and even „apoplexy" which might have over-

taken the graver; but anyhow he forgets again to pass

a vote of blame for Nicanor's relatives or fellow-religion-

ists who committed the job to an unreliable man or,

if a calamity occurred, made no provision to have the

cutting of the legend brought to completion.

An important remark which is now made for the

first time is about the words NDD^K "UpJ which, in

striking contrast with the Greek, are separated from

each other by a blank space of fully half-an-inch's

width. By such exces de zele the forger furnished the

most loyal proof of his humble and whole-hearted obe-

dience to the theory now in vogue and touched upon

in pp. 100—1 of the present book. In addition to what is

said there let a reference be made to the Jewish coins

which are so near to Nicanor's time, and yet all show the

letters of btnwbpW and nWipnbWV following one

another in a continuous and uninterrupted succession.

formed the sole entrance to the whole building: t^'x S if 'i%">^ ™ ««,

War F, ">; .'»'.

What is said in the dillerent versions of rabbinical literature about the

material of the D)rbl is also the result of confused recollections in the tra-

dition, but the remark may be added that, according to paragraph 4. of the

same chapter, the external gate had no panet-wurk, for the set purpose of letting

the line sight of the internal splendour be enjoyed from without and across

the, yard; so that the Corinthian bronze, not disjoined from golden acces-

sions', must have served only for the construction of the entablature and the

doorposts: 'H jrparyi Si xutov xi/Ax ... &up«? ovx el%e- ... Y.t%(u<ruTO S'i ™
ptramt irmra, xai if xvrii<; o te vpSiroc, olxoc, 'iaabtv airan xxTeCpxivcro, piyitnoi

liv, xxi rx Tt-p"t rifv iitra irvhw ttuvtx Aatpiroptm %tvv$ role, opSi<rtv vni*wre.
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In August of the same year an article in the „Ves-

sillo Israelitico" of Casale showed a pinch of gross errors

in Mr. Elkan N. Adler's book, Jews in Many Lands,

where (pp. 15—16) the magniloquent statement is made

that „the journeyings of the Children of Israel (from

Egypt to Palestine through the wilderness) have been

mapped out with an accuracy which ... is unequalled

by any description . . . of the German invasion of France

which occurred but yesterday".

The author of these pages observed also that an

inscription included in pag. 30 of that book could not

possibly contain the sentence "IJITJn Y"1 171*1 which is

grammatically incorrect, could never be written by

anybody having a little familiarity with the language,

and was wrongly rendered „thc spirit of the Lord

brought him to rest" ; that if the writer of the inscrip-

tion had meant „brought him" he should have used

iniTOn (hinnihhathu) ; but that he positively wrote "QrPjrV

as every reader of the Hebrew prayer-book should expect,

and meant „may the spirit of the Lord grant him

rest". Again that yiTVi preceding t^DN^K at the end

of the text was erroneously made to signify „famous"

instead of „known as" or „nicknamed".

It was furthermore pointed out that on p. 145 the

top line

of an inscription, in which the charitable disposition

of a donor is mentioned with praise and the meaning

of which is as clear as the sun at noon in Salonica

where it was composed and copied, was dimmed and
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spoiled by the misreading 'f\ ^ —
- ? — instead of the

verb fib} (guillah) ^manifested" ; and lastly, that a chief

Rabbi of Smyrna whose name is Palagi was unwit-

tingly made Pelago (p. 150 and index), with the result

that in his honour to the word Archipelagos (sic) a

novel meaning of a jocose character was added bringing

it to run in parallel lines with Archbishop.

A day or two later, in an essay published by the

„Novf4,&s" some important and deeply rooted miscon-

ceptions were pointed out. The first was about the

modern Greek translation of the book of Jonah which

is so obstinately said to have been made in Corfu

and for the use of her synagogues, the error having

been brought to a climax by the assertion in the Jew.

Encyclopedia {Bible) that this translation used also to be

read publicy in the Italian town ofPadua. The author of

this book showed that the source of the information

had been misunderstood, and that Rabbi MeirKatzenellen-

bogen of Padua had merely addressed to his colleague,

Elia Kapsali, a reproach for the abolition in Candia

about 1540 of the old custom of reading in the after-

noon service of the Day of Atonement the whole,book

of Jonah, with the exception of the three first verses,

only in Greek (Responsum 78).

Next to this remark the correct reading of the word

expressing in Benjamin ben Tudela's itinerary the town

of Arta was given. It is HDD^, the Hebrew transcrip-

tion of a bilingual compound consisting of the article

V. and the proper name "Axta, i e., a shortened form of

"Jga^da (or Aqax*(X> according to modern pronuncia-
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tion) which in its turn is an alteration of "Aqaxdog

and denotes both the river and the town built on its

banks. The writing of HEQ^ instead of illDD^ was only to

be expected from copyists who knew neither the town

nor the etymology of its name. The variant y*"\^b

fflDJiG^ of Epstein's Ms. betrays the puzzle that ob-

sessed the minds of the scholars trying to identify the

place. Someone must have observed that, after leaving

Corfu, Benjamin landed in the part of the globe known

as „Levante", and to this name he adapted the Hebrew

word. — The proposed restoration of the original spell-

ing would show that during its process of simplification

the name*^«^« passed through the form'U^Ta which,

however, was soon superseded by the more harmonious

"Agra. Prof. Jean Psichari, the specialist ofthe Paris ficole

des Hautes Etudes wrote to the author of this emen-

dation that due note was taken thereof for philological

purposes. ')

The third mistake was Prof. Israel Levi's who, review-

ing in the „Revue des Etudes Juives," XXVI, 198—208

a mass of documents copied by H. Noiret in the Venice

archives and published by thelilcoleFrancaiseofli&me,

mistook the town of Negropont as being one of Crete.

His contribution bears the title „Les juifs de Candie . .

."

where the last word which in reality means only the

ancient capital of Crete is wrongly intended to- denote

1) More consonant to truth it will perhaps be to discard the idea oi a

struggle between "A%ra and "Apr* ending in the survival of the latter, and

to admit in its stead the transitory existence of the hard from "Ap%f* in

which the % was in the long run obliterated through friction. Benjamin

must have heard the name Irom persons who did not pronounce the j
distinctly.
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the whole island. The confusion of the two names went

on throughout, and the expression en Crete was used,

in spite of the preposition en — ?! •— for the town of

Candia in the concluding line of the article : ordres . .

envoyes . . . a Corfou, Modon, Coron, en Crete, a la Canee,

Rethimo et Negrepont. The error about Negropont was

not noticed by the writer of the article „Crete" in the

Jewish Encyclopedia, who repeated it and like his

authority supplied information on this town as being

part of that island. Negropont is the capital of Euboea

and gave her name to the whole of the island, as Candia

did in the past to the whole of Crete. The documents deal

with the affairs of the latter, but often mention Negro-

pont owing to the lively trade which was being carried

on between the two big islands forming at the time part

of Venice's dominions over the sea.

The same year, from August to November, the question

of independence in scientific research was incidentally

debated in the „Corriere Israelitico" between Signor

U. Cassuto and the author of these pages who had

stated that a tutor, Ezechia Rieti, dedicated in the year

1617 his Italian translation of the Proverbs (Chapters

XXV—XXXI) to a distinguished lady of Mantua, Sirena

Rieti. Cassuto, quoting Mortara's Jndlce Alfabetico wanted

the name to be read Serena. His opponent observed

that Mortara must have been misled by Zunz who in

his Namen der Juden included Serena copying it from the

unvocalized text of pnU"1 ~inQ> and that Mortara followed

suit in spite of the unmistakeable p*m with which

the name is provided in the dedication, but certainly
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out of respect for the German scholar's great authority.

He added that the mythological name of Sirena has

its companions in Diana, Musa, Bellona, Grazia and

Eufrosina incorporated in Zunz's very essay who, however,

was responsible for the error of putting £OlDl'"l£DD'
,|

£'$>

*6vffntDD">K» "IDBDW NCDNDDDW nCM^N (sic) among

the names of men. Everyone possessing a little know-

ledge of modern Creek will see that they are trans-

literations of ij ^TSQonovXa, j? SryoyyvXa, f) ^rajua,

rj SrccfiaTcc and j? Sts(jg> (after ^ra/uta, Xaida), MrjXco

etc. from the original form of 'Eg6tj()).

Other mistakes of the same kind were also pointed

out, and attention was called to the wrong vocalization

in the transliteration of Hebrew words which unfortu-

nately prevails at the present day and corresponds to

no system whatever of pronunciation, but is caused by

neglect of grammar.

In the „Jewish Quarterly Review" of April 1906 Mr.

A. Cowley was again responsible for the wrong con-

struction put on a manuscript of the Cairo Genizah,

which was a message of condolence and consolation

sent by the last President of the Sura Academy to the

Jews of Fez, who had experienced a cruel persecution

with destruction of a synagogue, massacres and mis-

conduct in the most shameful form on the part of their

Mohammedan fellow-countrymen, as is distinctly express-

ed by the words

\» nn bv) mips Din by mib mmi nsnyw n*a pai
') "umro^ jnion by) (^) otjj;

]) Like -\Q)b originating from TOlfO (fcomar), JHID is a contracted form
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and by an invocation to God that he might punish those

who perpetrated the evil and

rpEfri Wdd^dn ])mh -\)mb) tnb rrtsrr? DDnai win Dm1

?

•ddiito (sic)D3^n
>031

?

The event could not be referred to in clearer terms,

but Cowley said that the whole fragment — which

consists of 61 printed lines and is all but a complete docu-

ment —- gives no more than the introductory part of

the letter whose object, he ventured to surmise, was

an appeal for monetary assistance from the Babyl-

onian Gahonate then being in awful distress and within

a few years of its total extinction. On the very day

of the „J. Q. R." 's issue the author of these pages point-

ed out the fallacy in an article which appeared in

the „Vessillo Israelitico" of May.

By that time the editio princeps of the papyri exam-

ined in the main part of this book was at the binders'.

In March of the same year all London newspapers

were flooded with the fascinating news that Prof. Wm.
Flinders Petrie had discovered the ruins of Onias's

temple in Egypt, but the communication sent to the

„Times" made soon the author of these pages perceive

that Prof. Petrie had been the victim of the misren-

dering by Whiston of a sentence of Josephus who, in

°f JTTlND to which it is also similar in the pointless spelling. The stem ot

this participle is the late Hebrew and Aramaic Jp|{$ which means „to meet" and

„to happen", but is especially expressive of sensual troubles, as in Yoma /, i

^idid )b jna1 NW vnnn -\m iro )b prpnoi illustrated by jrr>N xb)

D-niDsn dvd bm iroi> np of Abotu, r, 7.
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writing totiov .... (iqiovra noixtlrjg vkrjg xal r&v
Ibq&v £(bav fieorbv, Antiq. XIII, 8; 1, used, as clearly

appears from the context, the word vXrj in the sense

of „forest" and not of „material," as the English trans-

lator thought when he rendered this passage by „this

place is full of materials of several sorts" etc. ')

Petrie found near Tell-el-Jehudieh to the north-east

of Cairo a stone-lined ditch one mile in length, and it

struck him that that was the spot alluded to by Josephus.

All his exploration work in the winter 1905—6 was
based on that faulty identification, and when in July
the public inspected the exhibition in the London
University the only item that might suggest a Jewish
association of some kind was an account of builders

bearing in the demotic script, besides that of an Egyp-
tian, the name of a Samuel, which everybody will

admit is an extremely doubtful evidence that the build-

ing operations implied by the ostrakon had been
undertaken for the erection of a Jewish temple, or of

any temple, since nothing else in the four short lines

of the bill gives any shade whatever of support to such

1) Not only Vtof was the favourite term to denote the forest and its

trees, but the verb /V« in the sentence is expressive of the stir of veget-

ation. J?rom /3(itf» come 'ipfavm which refers to animal life, and /9p</sij which
in modern Greek is the equivalent of „spring" and ..fountain." — A con-
clusive instance of Vfy being used in the sense of the trees in the wood is

supplied by Josephus's Jewish War V, 6; 2 where the order is given by
Titus to bring from the countryside to Jerusalem the Vty necessary to

throw up a mound, and further on, the clause KoTrrophwv Si tSv ShSpav
tx Kpot&trTeiz itiv iv rxXei yeyvitvuTo relates the carrying out of that order.

The Kev. Mr. Shilleto who in 1889 edited a revised text of Whiston's
translation introduced in the passage at issue the alteration "the place is

full of wood of various kinds" which, although timidly, gets near the mark.

11
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hypothesis. The other object exhibited as Jewish was

the broken part of the smoothly rounded shaft of a

column entirely cut from its capital and base which

might have revealed its style, while the fact that it had

been found lying at the foot of a mound made it impos-

sible to understand its position and service in the un-

known building wherefrom it had been rolled down there.

The vessels and other exhibits had no specific con-

nection with a worshipping place, and the restoration

which was made of a temple was mere guess resting

on no substantial discoveries, but almost entirely on

the data scattered here and there in Josephus's works

and not always properly understood. The newspapers

said that the „column* was going to be presented as

a high class national memento to the Jewish authori-

ties of London, but the author of the present book,

wishing to avert the evil, approached the compiler of

the „Jewish Year Book" and in a subsequent meeting

dictated to him the remarks which over the signature

„Student" appeared verbatim in the „Jewish World" of

June 8th 1906. Of their own accord the editor and

the „Student" withheld from the public the name of

the person who passed the criticisms, a stinted redress

of the wrong having afterwards been granted in the

June 22nd issue of that paper.

Replying (June 15th ) to the remarks made, Prof.

Petrie declared all attempts to emendate Josephus's

text arbitrary, although in Niese's critical edition of

that author discrepancies are pointed out as to the

name of the town, one manuscript exhibiting in Anliq.

XIII, 10 } 4 the all important variant 'IovXtovnoXtTp
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instead of ' HXtovnokittf ; in spite of th e corresponding

passage in Isaiah XIX, 18 where the name of the temple's

place is variously given as DinH TJ7 by the MasBorah

and as plUH "PJ7 by the Septuagint, while the ren-

dering of St. Jerome, Civitas soli*, implies a DlPtn "PJJ

;

and in sharp disagreement with Dr. Naville who, puzzled

as everyone must be by the confusion prevailing in

the text, expressed in his Mound of the Jew and the

City of Onias (p. 20) the view that Josephus may in his

account of Onias's colony have mixed up imformation

referring to more than one settlement. He called ,,irrel-

evancies" some of the objections, and for a full explan-

ation of his articles, lectures and interviews he referred

to his forthcoming work Hyksos and Israelite Cities.

When this was out, Petrie's dislike for Josephus in

the original dress became the more manifest, and his

wandering through misguidance in the wrong track

the more regrettable. The stone-lined ditch was no longer

mentioned, but its place had been taken by „the im-

mense stone wall of the Hyksos camp" which supplied

the „ material'' alluded to in Whistona Antiq. XIII, 3; 1.

It is also Wliiston who in War VII, 10; 3 states „that

the entire temple was encompassed with a wall of

burnt brick" which words, being verbatim transferred

into Petrie's p. 21, show that they offered him their

part of help towards the identification of the place.

All round the ruins of the building which made the

object of his exploration were found, indeed, the rem-

mants of a brick wall, and, if Josephus's statement

really were to the above quoted effect, they would
certainly afford some ground for the assumption that the
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edifice might be Onias's temple. But the Judaean his-

torian wrote re'fievog which with the word „temple"

has in common only a partial and quite accidental

similarity of sound. Any good dictionary of the Greek

language will inform that repsvog means a considerable

tract of land assigned as a source of income to a

person or an institution which may be of a religious

as well as of a secular character. A rs/usvog may stretch

around a temple, but in such a case the latter occu-

pies only a very small part of its area, being, for

example, something like the Albert Memorial within

the precincts of Kensington Gardens. It follows that

what Prof. Petrie found at Tell-el-Jehudieh answers

only to Whiston's description but not to that of

Josephus who means the whole estate surrounded by

a wall.

He constantly speaks of a mound, but neither Josephus

nor any of his translators ever mentioned such a struc-

ture; and according to the account given in War VII,

10; S the temple itself was in its entirety a tower-like

building, all in stone measuring fully sixty cubits from

the bottom to the top : vaov . . . nvqyto naQanlijaiov

"kldav fieyakcov sig igqxoVTcc n^^sig dveoTtjy.OTa, whereas

by Petrie's reconstruction more than one half of that

height should have been covered by the mound. Josephus's

account precludes also the theory of a fortress rising

over the temple for its protection, as Petrie has ima-

gined (p. 25).

Another item indicative of Petrie's greater sympathy

for the modern than for the ancient authors is the name

of „Onion" that he gives to the place on the illus-
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tration of which he spent his time. This form was a

creation of Brugsch's who seems to have yielded to a

temptation of playing upon the words when he wrote
his essay On et Onion; and it was unknown to Josephus
for whom that little district of Central Egypt was
i] 'Oviov ixaQa).

In the „Times" and the „Jewish Chronicle" it was
stated that the limestone balls found among the ruins

had been thrown thither by the balista during the siege

which the temple sustained at the time of the Ptolemies,

while a burnt mass of wooden structure probably was
the final wreck caused by Vespasian „when he des-

troyed the whole city and the temple"; but, after the

remark was passed in the „Jewish World" that accord-

ing to War VII, 10; 4 Paulinus simply shut up
the temple with no act of violence, except a little

plundering, in Hyksos and Israelite Cities only the

siege is mentioned with the assertion that it took place

in 146 B. C. during the war between Cleopatra II. and
Plolemy Physkon. This second version, however, is not

free from the very serious puzzle over the balls supposed
to have been left „on all sides and specially about the great

stairivay"— as Petrie saw them (p. 26 § 33) — for as ma-
ny as two hundred and fifteen years which was the time
elapsed from that war to the closing of the temple in 70
A. D. To admit this one must force upon one's mind
the admission that for some reason out of the reach of

human intellect those balls —• which were three, and
sometimes six, inches across and weighed from two to

ten pounds — were never removed from the part of the

building that formed its main thoroughfares for the
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whole time of its being used as a worshipping place, the

war in question having broken out shortly after Onias

obtained his permission in 160 B. C. or thereabouts.

With this absurdity is connected the statement that

Onias „offered" to Ptolemy „to form a corps of Jewish

mercenaries" for which there is no evidence whatever

in Josephus's works, the vague expression ralg oaig

s^vnrjQSTsiV yqeicug of Antiq. XIII, 3 ; 1 hinting generally

at any kind of service that the Jews might render

to the king of the land. That the High Priest Onias was

one of the Commanders-in-Chief of Ptolemy's army is

also a rash conclusion of Petrie's based on the former

assertion that he did form the corps of mercenaries;

but, following the example of Dindorf and Niese who

make a cautious discrimination in their indexes, it

will be found wiser to consider the Onias of the general-

ship a distinct person from the Onias of the temple.

Josephus states in Antiq. XIII, 3 ; 2 that the temple

erected by Onias was smaller and poorer than the one

in Jerusalem; but it must be borne in mind that the

Palestinian temple then in existence was the one built

at Ezra's time which — if we have to believe Haggai

(II 3—9) who prophesied a number of years after its

erection — was a great deal poorer than that of Solo-

mon, and that no alteration was made in it down to

Herod's time. It is consequently evident that Petrie was

wrong in comparing the edifice he found to the first Jewish

temple of Jerusalem, and that all his endeavours to

ascertain the ratio of the former's to the latter's

dimensions were out of place. Of the size of Ezra's

temple there is no record, but the Talmud has pre-
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served about its shape some particulars which can be

seen summed up in the Jewish Encyclopedia XII, pages

89—92. It appears from these details that no consid-

eration of art has occupied the minds of those who

erected it, the only architectural feature worthy of

note -- for its quaintness rather than on the score of

beauty being the lintel over the entrance to the ves-

tibule which consisted of five unequal oak beams super-

imposed over one another and separated by interlying

courses of stone with the greatest length of 30 cubits

to the top beam. In the interior of the vestibule there

branched out overhead, symbolizing the nation of Israel,

a golden vine on which hung the ex-votos of the faith-

ful. In addition to this there seems to be some allusion

to a colonnade or veranda in the courts of the temple,

and nothing besides.

As against this, plates XXV, XXVI and XXVII of

llyksos and Israelite Cities show among the things un-

earthed on the site of the alleged temple fragments

of a battlement decorated with a design of beautiful li-

nes and with clear vestiges of a rosette, the nicely preserv-

ed remnants of a bold cornice, and above all pieces

of capitals, one of them with the acanthus-leaf which

reveals the richest style, the Corinthian, of Greek art.

That it is Corinthian is Petrie's own statement who

draws an inference about the architecture of the temple;

but how then does he reconcile this positive fact with

the no less positive information that Onias's temple was

poorer than the above described second temple of Jeru-

salem? One has the proof of the extreme poverty of

Onias's sanctuary in the significant circumstance that
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he had to reduce to one single burner the seven-

branched candlestick which made the pride of the Jews
in their own country and to which they showed the at-

tachment so impressively reflected in the Titus arch

of triumph ; why then should the Jews of Egypt spend
such money as could be drained from their meagre
purses on Gentiles' superfluities and choke the expres-

sion of their national feeling and ideal over the expand-
ing light of Israel?

In the „Jewish World" an objection was made about
the statue of Admiral Hor holding the shrine of the

lion-headed goddess Bubastis which crashes with the

purging, dvaxad&Qcci, of the site that Onias proposed
to do before erecting the temple. Prof. Petrie observ-

ed that „Onias is nowhere said to have purged the

place of its statues and idolatrous associations" — as

put down in the objection — adding that „all that

has been read in the text in the place of the simple

word 'purged'," by which he seems to understand that

Josephus meant the ordinary clearance of encumbran-
ces which is always made before the start of the build-

ing operations. The mere rejoinder that avaxadaqai
in this place is the faithful echo of the phrase mD
i71iT Wlpft DK which was so much in vogue during
the Maccabean period and denoted the expurgation
of Jerusalem's temple from polytheistic contaminations
would suffice to settle the dispute about the real meaning
of the word. But there is to see more than that in

Antiq. XIII, 8; 2 where Ptolemy reproaches Onias for

planning the construction of Jehovah's sanctuary in a
place where other deities had received worship ; and, be
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that letter a genuine document issued from Ptolemy's own
palace or an elaboration of the Judaean historian working

on the lines of his model, Thucydides, one thing ad-

mits of no doubt, that the need of a purification as

conceived by Petrie's opponent and justified by a con-

stant practice of the Jews even on occasions of far lesser

importance than this was actually felt, and that such a

purification must have been effected. Under the cir-

cumstances, Hor's statue and impious shrine which

were so conspicuous by their dimensions could be sold

or given away, but never overlooked and forgotten on

the spot.

There is only one inference to be drawn from the

aforegoing observations, namely, that the work of the

British School of Archaeology in Egypt during the

winter 1905—06 resulted in a wrong identification, with

the corollary that, while from the keeping up of the error

anything but benefit would be derived for the know-

ledge of things Jewish, the neglect of the unearthed

material in the direction of enriching some other de-

partment of historical science would be a serious loss.

Dr. Naville, regretting the disappearance of a Hebrew-

inscribed stone found there before his own campaign

and which would offer the means to obtain a safe

identification of the place, said that Lewis had found

in the Ramses III. Chamber at Tell-el-Jehudieh much
which was Persian, both ancient and modern ; Mr. Griffith

told Prof. Petrie that he was more inclined to consider

the handwriting of the ostrakon to be of an earlier

date than the second century B. G. ; Prof. Petrie him-

self had to make an allowance (p. 20) equal to one third of
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the whole in the verification of the distance as stated

by Josephus; unmistakeable traces of a Roman camp
near Tell-el-Jehudieh were noticed by Dr. Naville —
and if all this is borne in mind it becomes evident

that further research should lead to a different identi-

fication of the place with no disadvantage to scientific

truth.

The same year, in July, the „Corriere Israelitico"

published an article pointing out an egregious blun-

der of Dr. M. Gaster's which had made its appearance

first in the April number of „Ost und West", and next

in the „Jewish World" of June 22nd . It was about a

despatch from the notables of the Jewish community
of Amsterdam to Shabbethai Zevi, the misleading tidings

of whose final success had reached their town and
caused them to feel ashamed for having up to that

moment refrained from joining the movement which,

it was thought, had at length resulted in the restoration of

the Jewish kingdom, with the further hope of its paramount
power being soon acknowledged by the potentates of

the Gentiles all over the world. This is beyond dispute

or controversy the meaning of the sentences

urua p ah ... no bv t nwb) obm -\wb ntero mm noa p
mnnm ijo nnjn ... iitwd pp d*pi 'n rwy dt> n?n divi dw
mmn -ram rm rirm oianj -iruo utei -|ten la™ vsb ny-oni

note mnote pbv wnp note by rnn*a wby utepi unyio^
-pp n« job) m-nr6 wby nmn p o pntei nb wxbw tei obv

.rate

In fact, the Jews of Amsterdam had grown so enthu-

siastic over the presumed triumph of Shabbethai that in
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this their message of homage they entreated him to

say whether they had to quit forthwith their homes

and go to join him, or to wait until the gathering of

the whole nation was commanded.

The document is dated Elul 24th
, 5426, and, although

the Pseudo-messiah was already locked up in the castle

of Abydos, those living in Holland could not have any

cognizance of the gloomy development owing, as the pres-

ent writer observed in that article, to communications

being at the time scarce with Turkey in consequence of that

country's war with Venice for the possession of Crete.

The message was sent to Isaac Nehar, a Dutch Rabbi

then travelling on a propaganda mission in Italy who had

to add his own signature and forward it:

contra ain dj nvrw hd ntn iddh ') D^nin ua rbtn)

but, being near the seat of the events, he heard the

news of Zevi's crash with the result that he did not

sign the document and withheld it.

But Gaster stated both in the Vienna and the London

periodicals that the despatch was an act of adhesion

1) The word D^JTlin in this sentence has a peculiar meaning under which

it is doubtful whether it occurs elsewhere. W")f> is the Aramaic equivalent

of the Hebrew ~H£" (yishshar) in the sense of "making straight", dirigere;

but when the latter Latin verb and its far-lying transformations "adresser"

and "to address" came to signify the dispatch of letters, the sentence in

question shows that the Hebrew writers did not fail to follow the example

but, borrowing the verb from the sister language, enriched it with the

meaning of "to address" to which it bears a marked similarity of sound. The

earliest English record of this sense attached to the verb "to address" is of

the year 1636 in Healey's "they might onely bee addressed unto your Lord-

ship" quoted in Murray's historical dictionary, and it will be noticed that

the date is very near the one of the Hebrew document (1666). — This

lexical novelty escaped Dr. Gaster's notice who thought that I. Nehar was

to be "the bearer" of the message.
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on the part of the Amsterdam Jewish authorities to

Shabbethai's agitation before anything was heard of the
success of the cause and while he was striving to win
over supporters in countries stranger to him. This
interpretation served Gaster's own aims with regard
to to-day's Zionism but revealed an unpardonable haste
and levity involving great detriment to the credit of
scholarly investigation. The author of this book made
the following remark

:

„On ne s'etonnera pas, si une fois de plus on a public une piece sans lui

consacror au pre'alable l'claboration critique a laquelle die avait droit et
sans se soucier guere de la verite scientiflque. Malheureusement l'habitude
est trop repandue dans certains milieux de tout adapter a ses idees precon-
cues, et le desir de puiser, a, des sources entourees d'un grand prestige, des
arguments favorables a sa these amene souvent a negliger la veritable portee
d'un texte, et a y substituer un sens qui n'a jamais ete dans 1'esprit de
son auteur. II en resulte qu'au lieu de faire avaneer la science, on se fait

mamte fois le propagateur de fausses notions et que les bonnes etudes sont
endommagees par ces proeedes irreilochis de personnes qui pourraient faire

moilleure besogne. L'histoire et la literature juives ont a souffrir le plus
grand mal de ee mepris de la discipline, et, si Ton ne prend la resolution
de s'arreter sur cette pente perilleuse, le monceau sera bientot enormement
grand des conclusions et des connaissances que la sagesse conseille de sou-
mettre a revision" >)

The summer was not over yet, and the Aramaic papyri
^discovered" in Assuan were published bringing about
a sad realisation of that prophecy.

But, before that big volume of clouds darkened the

1) For the psychology of the Jewish people during that critical period
of its history this document is extremely instructive and ought to be pre-
served. It belongs to Mr. Israel Solomon who, curiously enough, did not
include it among the hundreds of articles he sent to the Whitechapel Exhib-
ition of 1906. The remarks passed at the time of its publication were only
intended to rectify a faulty opinion about its purport, and not in the least

to minimise its real value.
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horizon in many lands, it fell to the lot of this book's

author to witness a disgraceful scene which took place

in the finest town of the finest country, in Florence,

where an „authority" made a swift inroad into the

Jewish archives, copied and took notes from documents
readily put at his disposal and thence, with a promp-
titude which is only the privilege of very intimate

friends, was welcomed in the „Revue des Etudes Juives"

of April and July to exhibit his treasure.

There were in those thirty pages as many as about
a hundred flaws, some of which were pointed out in

the „Vessillo Israelitico" of Agust 1906. One of them
was the heading Privileges accordes par les papes Paul

V (4 novembre 1753) et Martin V (14 novembre 1753)

which clashed both with history saying that St. Peter's

throne was occupied from 17 tfl August 1740 to 3rd May
1758 by Benedict XIV., and with commonsense no
less than with the ordinary sequence of events which
preclude the tenure of that high office by two different

persons within an interval (4tn to 14th November) not

quite sufficient for the issuing and delivery of the circular

convening the Conclave for an election.

The searcher being an American, leniency to a certain

extent might be granted for the great, very great in-

deed, incivility shown in the treatment of the Italian

portions of the documents, but one would hardly believe

that any Grammar-school in any part of the world would
pass for good the Latin of the following:

Jit fides per me not." infrascripta quatr. in libro Privilegiis existence in

Candi"- reformationis civitatis florente repetitur et est(?) quodia Privilegiis

infrasti tenoris,
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or of

Millesimo Sexcendarm Decimosexto-Indictione deoima quart* die vero vjge-

sima seite memta Mortis Pontificates etc.

to which hideous liberties he had been encouraged by
similar favour previously extended to some other Latin

texts speedily copied by him in the Archivos de Aragon,

at Barcelona, and sent from New York on February 14 th

1894 to the „Jewish Quarterly Review", there to appear

with no delay in the July number, but whether to

enhance the reliability of that periodical or otherwise

it will be the reader's concern to judge.

Hampstead, January 1909. FURTHER REMARKS ON
THE PAPYRI



The demonstration contained in this book consists

of two parts, neither of which needing the support of

the other, because each is complete in itself. The one

which appears as second was the first in the course

of the investigation made by the author, and would
have been published alone had he not noticed the

hesitation, nay, the fear with which his verbal remarks

were received by those who would not commit them-

selves to an opinion so deeply disagreeing with that

of persons whose word counts. The yery discussion of

the matter was considered a crime of Use autoriti, and
every wise man deemed it convenient to keep away
from trouble.

For these and for all those whom a similar dispo-

sition of mind or other feeling causes to refuse sur-

render to the incontrovertible proofs derived from pa-

laeography, history, grammar, and lexicon the other

part of the demonstration was thought out by which
the question is placed on the safe ground of arithmetic

and facts are shown which in the ordinary course

of events could not fail to be universally recognized

and proclaimed. But too many people have chanted

12

III
ill
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hosanna at the appearance of those disgraceful manu-

factures, too many have expected them to throw streams

of light on the history not so much of the Jews as a

nation as of the evolution of their religious thought and

literature, and the fact that an attempt at resistance

to truth is still heing made must cause no surprise.

From the Euting papyrus which entered the Strass-

burg Library in 1900 down to the very last published

by Prof. Sachau in 1907 all have been judged upon

the standard of the Blacassiani ; and if not the slightest

objection was made as to their referring to, or being

dated after various kings of the Achemenides dynasty,

it was so because in the year 1878 the "Revue Arche-

ologique" set forth the theory that the Blacassiani

were of that period, a theory which although passed

over on its appearance by the very man to whom the

public epistle propounding it was inscribed, Ernest

Renan, gradually gained ground until the Marquis de

Vogue by its adoption caused it to be raised to the

dignity of indisputable doctrine. But it is only natural

and reasonable that, if the proof were furnished that

the Blacassiani papyri have been misunderstood, any

doctrine based on their faulty interpretation should

fall to the ground, and that only one way should re-

main to deal with it : complete abandonment and total

oblivion. That proof has been given, and the footnote to

page 91 of this book shows that blNtf pTTP tib "pDTJI

of CVI, b obverse can hardly be taken as the expres-

sion of a wish, while a great offence to grammar was

committed when to the words fccfoo "B^N ty themean-
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ing of fpuiBse la suzerarnetd s'e*tendre] "sur mille

rois" was ascribed by the propounder of that theory

;

and as, after the explosion of these imaginary com-
pliments, nothing is left in those papyri able to bear

out the contention that they are fragments of a report

addressed to a king of Persia, all ground is taken from
that theory, and there is no getting away from the

conclusion that all links of the Strassburg, Oxford,

Cairo and Berlin papyri with the Blacassiani are fic-

titious and worthless, their origin to be sought in the

set purpose of the manufacturers to imitate a model
that looked rich in promise.

How the mistake was not pointed out in 1878 is a
great wonder and much to be regretted, too, because its

immediate discovery would have shut up to the forgers

a new mine of fraud, and saved the scholars from a
good deal of illusion, fruitless — if not harmful —
work, and hopeless disappointment. Eor, disappointment
is inevitable and shall become general, notwithstand-
ing all efforts that might be made for the defence
of the Assuan merchandise and of the honest, although
reckless and hurried, literature which has flowed from
that phantom source.

In a private conversation the author of this book
heard that a Biblical example, pDPj VpN of Song of
Songs 4. 4 where the numeral expressing a plurality of

beings, nay, a thousand, governs a noun in the singular
could justify the rendering made in 1878 of fJS&l fy
mbn by "sur mille rols". To parry this stroke which
might be tried by more than one student, a fuU sur-

vey of all Biblical passages containing tplt in all its
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forms and combinations with their equivalents in the

Aramaic versions was considered the best move; and

such a survey was actually carried out, the table on the

opposite page which contains all typical instances found in

the texts being the net result of it. Fiirth's Concor-

dance to the Hebrew Bible and Walton's Polyglott Bible

of 1657 are the storehouses on which the material

has been drawn. It will be noticed that the equivalent

of l£r>N
— but only of WK — receives a special treat-

ment and is always in the singular *), whereas in all

other combinations the Aramaic keeps independently

to its own law, and puts invariably the noun in the

plural. The apparent deviations from the rule in 1 Sam.

25. 2 and Job 1. 3 ; 42. 12 are due to the circumstance that

|NJ? to which the numerals refer is a collective noun

and has no plural form. The Aramaic for the passage

cited by the opponent could not be included in the

table because in the paraphrase the literality of the

original is totally eclipsed by the full play of allegory.

It will be seen that out of the twenty-eight typical

instances exhibited in this table only one, iQ^N \Wn
J013 °f I Sam. 6. 19 could be said to offer some similarity

to the £O^D i£&N by of the Blacas papyrus ; but one must

also remember the remark made above that the only noun

which in the Aramaic language remains singular after rp#

or pD^N is "-QJ (or JODJ), and that in all other cases

there is no derogation from the rule which wants the

1) Yet sight should not be lost of the fact that in the Jonathan Targunl

the equivalent of ttntf when accompanied by Fj^N or pa^N conforms, as all

other nouns, to the general law and becomes plural : p*D3 or $0"O1>

Aramaic

HDD! pj^D r\b$ Gen. 20 . 16

tf-OJ r^tf Judg. 15.15, 16; -)3J rfix II Sam. 10.6

pa^ni pa^N pnbn i sam . 13 .

5

mbr\ Nia:i po^ hnd miso ex. 12 . 37 and

•6n 13J pe^N pr6n isam.4.io«

pttHD PQ^ PJOIN) II Sam. 10 . 18

N"0:i l£)b« pTOPI I Sam. 6 . 19

Karon pten po^ pynts' i Kings 5 . 29

)jn p3^N 1D31N Job 42
.
12

Jonathan tfl-QU pQ^ HND WWO Ex. 12 . 37

Jonathan pij^ p-Qj pQ^ n«D WW Numb. 11 . 21

pfejl PB^N rWl Job 42 . 12

arm pirn pa^« anai n King8 5 .

5

twm "bpn pa^N mnn 1 sam . 17 .

5

pai?N mbn jay n^i 1 sam. 25 .

2

*rai pa^N N^oro iaii Jos. 8.12 «
]l^1 "OH pD^N N1D}?1 HKgs.13.7and

PttHB PS^K ittWl I Sam. 13 . 5

p"ll "B^ D^tD TO}? Ex.20.6;Dcut.

5.10
;
Jer.32.18

n^dji pa^a an^ni Job. 1 .

3

}jn paba nyats> Job. 1 .

3

piDI v^iQ Micah 6 .

7

ND^Dl 3m p1D3 P^N ]D Ps. 119 . 72

*tq:i pa^N Nn!?ra Ex. 32 . 28 »
n^hni pa'w pin

'2
) i's- 68 . is

pDID pB^N pin II Kings 18. 23

bono wtra pnra pa^x pin 1 Kings 7 . 26

nidj pa^N pin Juag. 20 . 45

1) Here the translator seems to have read tfiiffi in the original.

2) Where, besides the grammatical form in the Aramaic, it will be noticed how the paraphrast
made of iQ^N a dual to which he was apparently misled by the dual DTllXl in the preceding
clause of the Hebrew text.

h^n

Hebrew

HDD r\bit

alone WN r\b$

H^t 331 *^K QWbw
preceded by an- "by\ r\bn niND etco

other numeral i^i vpx aiuhw
D">KHB r^N D^aiNI

t^N rp8 D^Dn
^3D NtW rfi$ D^3tt>

jns *1^ ityy njoiN
i^i r)^ nwo W3
"bn r)b$ niND tw

D^K Ditej d^n nwi
3nr d^n nwi

ntpra D^pB' d-^n na>Dn

d^n nwiw ins ii?i

t^N d^n n^ona np-n

^n d^n mtj>jn

^ia d^n nwi
• D^a^b ion nw

"•D^N d^dj ^k na>i?E>i

I«s ib^n nyiw
Di^N i3^N3

Fpsi an? id^no ')

»in "iD^N niy^D
1N2W iC^

n^bx D^DID Q la^
(alpaim) ^31 na Dia^N

t^N cpa^N 1
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noun to be in the plural. A striking example of the

strict operation of this law is offered by pQ^N JODJH
]*bT) ""OJ of II Kings 13. 7 where, after due compli-

ance with the privileged condition of "QJ, the adjec-

tive which follows agrees not with its noun but with

the numeral attached to it. Even more decisive are

the instances pt£HD PQ^N XrW\ of I Sam. 13. 5 and

(angels =) N^KT pD^N pV\ of Ps. 68. 18 showing

that the exception affecting J<*"QJ does not, as it ought

to, extend to nouns which cannot be thought of with-

out calling up in a Semitic scholar's mind the idea of

man. That the rule had to be observed in the case of

"j^D there cannot be any possible doubt, and the example

ynSl "^biO of Micah 6. 7 teaches that the phrase of

the papyrus ought to be |"O^D ^D^K t>$? or else — if

preference were to be given to the emphatic state —
M^&n PQ^N Xrbn\ of Job 1. 3 or the above quoted
instance N^UNI pD^N p*"in would show that the papy-

rus should bear in this place the words pQ^ fy

But supposing that all these subtle discriminations

are mere punctilio — which they are not — and that

iObfi "Q^K by might pass as a regular combination
parallel to tf-QJ ""Q^N p^DPi, a serious difficulty can-

not fail to force itself upon one's attention, and that

is the number of iq^ which is plural and denotes,

just as in the model appealed to for help, more than

one thousand. But if the presence of the plural has
eluded the vigilance of a student of our day it could
certainly not escape the notice of the reader of the

document at the time it was written, i. e., when the
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language in which it was couched was a living organism

on everybody's mouth; and to assume that the satrap

should go so far on the road of exaggeration as to

wish to his sovereign an extension of power over an

unconceivable plurality of thousands of kings would

imply that he had not enough commonsense to see that

his flattery was bound to arouse his master's suspicion

and render him ridiculous in the eyes of his fellow-

subjects, obtuse as they were under the weight of

Asiatic despotism.

Fortunately, the paraphrase of a clause in Ecclesias-

tes 7. 28 puts a stop to wasteful wrangle by showing

how the supposed Lieutenant of the King of Persia

would have been able to pay loyal reverence to his

exalted Majesty without thereby erring beyond for-

bearance on the side of excess. The paraphrase is to

the words YINBD H^D iriK DIN and runs thus:

pta rpa pn ion p-»nD rornM* n Npns Drroa

wherefrom, if the three last words were detached, the

substitution of
^J?

for pD would suffice to make up

the right and sole equivalent of "sur mille rois", which

would have the advantage of being alike in peace

with grammar and consonant with

usus

Quern penes arbitrium est et jus et norma loquendi.

The other meaning of the word rptf has not been

forgotten in this survey, and here follow the typical

instances of it when used to denote a body of armed

men or a civil association:
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Hekhew AjtMCUB

iTMD tQ^M Dm

KE^M 21 Prt D«3D1 I Sud. IS . 18

^(fW*l *PE^>N ""I^n Numb. 1 . IB; 10 .

4

piimd rod iwaSw fem ***- S3 • ^
Jontthnii >N:il03 BW 13 1TJH3 ^IttpH JOE^N

rrcwo rrcno Kim
to which examples that drive away any doubt about

such employment of the term there are to add On-
kelos's rendering of JOSil "*&& "!£>& Numb. 31. 48

by fct^n lEbub *1 which conies so near the interpreta-

tion offered for JO^>D ^N ty on page 91 of this book,

and Jonathan's paraphrase to the same which one

nearly feels tempted to regard as a hidden force that

has for centuries waited to be called out and settle for

good the present controversy. In fact, the second Tar-

gum gives in the aforementioned place ^QbH ty pDDT
K^ri' than which nothing fitter, from the standpoints

both of grammar and purport, could be desired to

prove the justness of the construction put on the

fragment's words by the author of this work. In the

Bible the battalions are described as belonging to the

army; in the Blacas papyrus, with no difference in

the essentials, as being in the monarch's possession. In

either case the speech is about the chiefs of the men
in arms, and to the emphatic form N^n of Numbers
nothing could correspond more conveniently than the

form tcbfi of the fragment.

With regard to the chronological demonstration the

author of this book will relate a few episodes with
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the greatest living Egyptologist, a prominent Orienta-

list, a celebrated art collector, and a newsmonger.

Prof. Maspero was approached by him in the Berlin

Rathaus last August on the evening of the official

banquet given to a number of members of the Congress

for Historical Sciences, and, on being asked about the

discrepancies in the double dates of the papyri, observ-

ed that the fact that the Egyptians' year was vague

compels the conclusion that something used to be done

in order to bring about the concordance of the astro-

nomical phenomena with their calendar. He called "un

coup de poutiSe" this probable means of adjustment,

and implicitly suggested that Mahler's work on whose

basis the various tables of the present demonstration

have been drawn do not give the correspondences of the

Egyptian reckoning of the time with the Julian calen-

dar. The place and circumstances hardly being suitable

for a long discussion, a copy of page 5 of this work

was sent to the distinguished explorer as soon as it

came from the press, and there was no further com-

munication since. The Canopus inscription shows by

the record of contemporary facts that up to 239 B.C.

the Egyptian year Itad continued to be vague and no

contrivance had been resorted to in order to rectify its

anomalous course. The double-dated documents range

from 471 B.C. to 410 B.C.

Prof. Kautsch who during the last Congress of Orien-

talists in Copenhagen attended the lecture given on

the papyri, after a question addressed in vain to the
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whole audience, was individually asked whether he

could say anything in support of the meaning "sur

mille rois" for the words iCfcfa *>tbR by> and his only

reply was a not very clear movement of the head.

But on the evening of the farewell banquet at the

Odd Fellow Palae he said to the lecturer these most

characteristic words: "Meme si la chronologie des pa-

pyrus est fausse, je croirai toujours a leur authenti-

city". One need not be a profound psychologist to un-

derstand the state of mind of Prof. Kautsch and of

all those who stand silent behind him. In a similar con-

dition must have found themselves, before positive and

official news came about the extent of the disaster,

all persons who had their dear ones in southern Calabria

and eastern Sicily at the moment of the terrible con-

vulsion of December 28th
. They could not believe what

they heard, and thousands of people hurried down to

the scene of the catastrophe in hopes that the eyes

might give the lie to the ears. Alas, they found the

calamity was real, and the wailing rose wide-spread

and heart-rending ! Prof. Kautsch will at length listen to

reason, but shall certainly be none the worse for it, con-

sidering that, after all, the stir awakened by the contents

of these pages has not pulled down the Palazzata of

Messina, where in pretty mansions under a lovely sky

lived finely cut figures harbouring noble minds and

hearts, but will help in expurging grimy dens haunt-

ed by ghosts who have for so long poured into the

world their impurity and enticed the scholars into

paths from which they will only wish they had been taken

out some time sooner. Then Prof. Kautsch shall no
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longer bother with grammatical phenomena that have

existed only in the greedy imagination of the ghosts,

but will devote all his scholarly attention to such

texts as are the products of the mind working in sur-

roundings of real human associations, whose artistic

ideals and philosophical speculation might differ from

those of other nations, but who could not be so desti-

tute of taste and commonsensc as the supposed writers

of these papyri must be supposed to have been.

In the adjoining room of the club, M. Guimet— the

founder of the homonymous Paris Museum by him

presented to the French nation — who was a member

of the Congress but not in the Semitic section, answer-

ed, on inquiry, that a work of art might bear a false

date, and nevertheless be geuuine. Such partial fraud

might be perpetrated by the owner of an object who

expects to get a higher price by representing it to be

older than it is in reality. Following upon this obser-

vation, the author of this book subjoined that in the

same way to an undated manuscript a concocted colo-

phon might be appended to testify that it was written

a great number of centuries before the day it is offered

for sale. But, as M. Guimet was not aware of the papyri

question, he was succinctly informed of their double

dates and of the demonstration contained in the first

part of this work. His reply was then with a smile:

„Allez dire a ces messieurs que les papyrus sont faux."

M. Guimet is a friend of truth, however late and by

whomsoever it might be discovered ; a year or so ago

he bought a scarab of gigantic dimensions in whose

\
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praise much had been said in high quarters of archae-

ological science in France and Belgium, but at the

Berlin Congress it was shown that the scarab was a

forgery, and M. Guiraet by bringing the matter before

the Law Court of Paris caused the vendors to confess

their guilt and refund the money.

The correspondent of the "Jewish -

Chronicle" wrote

to his paper in connection with the lecture at the

Congress "that Dr. Belleli did not prove to the satis-

faction of the audience that his methods of arriving at

the data (sic) were complete"
f

but he did not report

that lie was the fir.st among those who by thtjir un-

comely behaviour prevented the lecturer from stating

his case, however concisely ; nor that the lecturer asked

in vain the chairman to fix a meeting at which the

calendar tables could be shown, and the demonstration

made full. He ought to have added that, after the

persistent refusal of the Congress authorities to enter

with the proper title the lecture in the programme of

the sittings, when the moment inevitably came the

use of the French language which the majority of the

audience could understand better than the English was
not allowed; and that Prof. Haupt of Baltimore who,

contrary to his customary assiduity, had been absent

during the proceedings of that morning popped in just

when the debate was in its inception, went to his

place at the left corner of the room and before he

took time to draw his breath proposed, although, pre-

sumably unaware of what was on, the closure of the

discussion, much to the gratification of the obscuran-
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tists but without driving away from the mind of the

local Politiken's reporter the impression that the lectu-

rer's opinion might be right, as he free of bias put it

in the next day's issue of that paper.

Only one person, Dr. Daiches, was allowed leisure

in order to oppose the lecturer's view, and he said

that the documents could not be a forgery, because

their purport perfectly agreed with other Assyrian

documents of the same kind discovered long ago in

Mesopotamia and published by trustworthy scholars; a

remark in reply to which Dr. Daiches was immediately

shown the pamphlet Die judisch-aramaeischen Papyri

von Assuan, where Dr. W. Staerk had already pointed

out such similarity, quite independently of the debate of

that moment, *) and was also asked to reflect that the for-

gers, far from being ignorant, know very well where to go

and procure the material suitable for their manufactures.

1) The very first thing in these papyri that hurt the linguistic feeling

of the author of this book was the use made in it of the word IDUlb which

looked, as it really is, Hebrew and could hardly be accounted for in the

face of HD1^ which occurs so frequently in the Aramaic sentence ^Dt

TO^ob 7WD DJ7 niiT rendering the original ~\12nb TUffD btt nim "1DT1 °f

Ibe Pentateuch. l>r. Steerks reads the word Lemar, and in a footnote on

p. 6 of his tract refers the student about this „Infinitivform" to Dan. 5. 2:

toon nyBD tdn -n«6a
But there is absolutely nothing here to induce the belief that DVB ls a«

infinitive, whilo -pvit6 DJM1 KB1
!* 2Tin of the same book 2. 14, Xffl «7

DJ?a tchQ "]"by, #«*• 3 - la antt manJ otuur examples unmistakeably show

that the word is a noun. As noun it takes the emphatic form in pflffl

There occurs twice in Ezra 5. Z, 13 the infinitive $:2? among numerous in-

stances of the regular form tcaob- But that is a unique case of labial

assimilation, as testified by the presence of the da$*e»h in so peculiar posi-

tion. An obliteration — which should be complete in this juncture — of

the D in TDNob would be contrary to the rules and possibilities of phonetics.
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The objection was a bubble, and instantly burst; but
for the newsmonger of Finsbury Square the opponent
"proved the authenticity of the papyri from Assyrian
evidence" 1

),

1) An article by Dr. Daiches in ..Hashshiloshh", July and December 1907,

on the Sayce-Cowley papyri makes one very sceptical about his being qualified

to give a judgment worthy of serious consideration. Historically, he intro-

duces the amusing idea that when, under the leadership of Moses, the Jewish
nation left Egypt not a few of them remained in that country, and thus

creates out of his own imagination a Jewish 2T 3iy who would have been
the reverse of the Egyptian 31 yiy (Exod. 12. 38) that followed the people

hurrying away to their freedom, and whose antipatriotic conduct would
have never received from Moses a word of reproach nor been alluded to

by the subsequent prophets and writers of the Bible.

Grammatically and lexically, he forgcte that Hebrew, besides inflexion,

has its own syntax and its own taste for the arrangement of the words in

the sentence, possesses the means of rendering the various shades of thought
and is not destitute of idioms which give to the speech its national stamp
and flavour; in other words, that it is neither Volapuk nor Esperanto. Un-
mindful of all this, ho thinks out his sentence in n different language, an
offshoot of German with slight graftings of English, and then for each word
he substitutes what he presumes to be its Hebrew equivalent. By this pro-

cess, to express his historical invention just referred to he uses the word

POND which conveys the idea of a linn belief and occurs in the Bible with
regard to the faith in God, niiT3 Vmvn Exod. 14. 31, as well as in the

introductory clause of the Jewish creed: nO'bv n31DN3 POND "CJ* "HI-
He renders ad literam "money-lender" by FpD nfe and leaves in tbc cold

the fine idiomatic expression rP313 n)bo of the Mishnah,

It is impossible in a footnote to deal tixgulalm with everyone of this class

of flaws in that essay, but the following extract offers the image of a bric-

a-brac shop where some little trifle of good might be found amidst much
which is valueless and shabby, while disorder prevails all through. Here is

the extract in which it will be noticed that repetitions at extremely short

intervals arc the most unpalatable characteristic.

p=n"33 lanaa ntom "|»" jtd rornan, rmo tjh eroa Brawn
dtittv nnaBra orrere* lieu;, btodi dtod fe Hum anw by

owi m nnatpn iitid wbin w n^iy rTiDS? orb ww ,rb» ns,nn
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In his report to the „J. C." (August 28^ 1908) he

added his own remarks on the principle that the dates

may be wrong without involving any evidence against

the genuineness of the documents. "Among the MSS.

am ,nrran dvd urb vn : nn^ TO* ^mTsea m ff-nmn»

moi inst ittira . arbv pi = rra nrb IW ,nro = ^e Di vn

{U'Tiv &f pi rra) ft& v sn : — » t,u
'

8 ncw *l7lc? ~
*
ettcs

Por the repetitions, to compare 131] bton ]B (sic) OVW 131 by which

occurs so often in the footnotes all over the essay.

It is obvious that by men who, taking no pains for serious inquiries,

give free run to fancy the forgers are more likely to be tempted into further

falsification than the field of science is to bo enriched with sound conclusions

;

and that persons who, in addition to the above capital balance, write

ayo pn WJPT hk ays o^bumb

to express the „addi#g — not the completing which is the real meaning of

atyffrh — of a little, only a little, to our knowledge1* or the un-Hebrew

!

EMSBfl TT1 PfrrO "D instead of B*W1 #U HDj

and with amazing disregard to geography say

nonao rrnrra cmxtfan toi mp p pnr "by

using Thy for the passage from Palettine to Egypt, whereas ta all instance* :

the forty-four ; the Bible gives this word, expressing ascent, for the departure

from Egypt to the land of Canaan, and in all imlancet : the thirteen : em-

ploys the verb TV, conveying the idea of descent, for the reversejourney—
it is obvious that such persons cannot possibly be sensitive to the grotes-

que and hybrid forms -|DN^> FOTVlb 1DK bilD** ^b H3K1 or brQtt Vib

33T p crorm bnja ab -b arwi nnam ^31 TOT n:« and many

more of the same kind which occur in the papyri.

Dr. Daiches does not appear to read much genuine Hebrew as it was Tead a

few generations ago, or as to-day's scholars who have a knack for Latin

writing arc in continuous and intimate intercourse with Cicero and Horace

To give an idea of bow far below Ue falls from the standard of good style,

the following excerpt will be quoted here from a patent bearing, among

others', the signature of I. Nehar mentioned on page 171 of this book.
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belonging to Mr. Aldis Wright", he says, „there is a

commentary of Japheth ibn Ali in which the scribe

has not only copied the date of the MS. from which
he worked, and thus given a false date to the present

MS., but he has copied it wrongly, and he has added
the words 'of the era of the creation' to a Seleucid

date. Yet the MS. is genuine; it is the commentary
which it claims to be". But the easy rejoinder will be
that this is the case of a genuine work which is already

D!J1J? DX D"HpD D1V) ]n — here is a better word than pD^r! used by

Daiches to express "importance" — riDDT! 131 by • CPDnWTl DrYDVB

hdiudi npiso mw irra nmn njo d^did on i?j>k -piy )ni?wn

DD"QD 3i1?n D^TQI DDDD by D^Oll D^K b"iT) D">Tan TOill • • • nVJfttD

run DDijni rrann, mowon d"hoij£ rua-cn d^!> ni3i niXHin rwy!?
D3P 1WJO JD 131D rUNnOI — this refers to the index of sources —
mx jai mix d^did arm njn w ni -jriyn jr6wn iiDrw awn
Drrty pn^» wn iWi .iDan an^ dtw eino D^irf? d^im mtprfc

•D^QB IT D2Di W r6lH Diy3 HJD^l

It is of the year 1602, and shows with how much love and intellect the

Hebrew was tended at that date and kept up to the requirements of modern
life without losing anything of its freshness and grace. It is positive that

the Assuan forgery could not have been committed at the time when the

language of the Scriptures was handled with so exquisite taste, as it is also

positive that Dr. Daiches would have not played the part of dupe if his pen were
so trained as to feel that the purport of the above cited lines of his could

have been expressed in something like this manner:

larDim* ywrb wi ,"jid" ora nmpn djid vy mn nnotfn inn DipD
oya nnara roup Dnwrn anwari bo m~\in to .amm bv pi nta
Q-oron p jrra dj .D"3iyi d^33 ddidw ^ bte i*ai in btrwri

,nrteni nraD ^ ty ,pjni -fa? nn anson DTinvi raw rfotn

Kin wbniD nail . rra-Q d^d ormpDi nun dyq "fyo in ampo-
d^wd rmnn aiipn w "iiwo, noian "01126 wis pi rra or6 tww

• ina iws nimmi "pi3j? >? wn* nfea
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known, but in Mr. Wright's MS. presents itself under

a faulty date due to the ignorance of a second scribe

who copied mecanically, made no calculation and, having

no idea of the Seleucian era, may have in his hurry

and ignorance substituted the word m^b f°r some-

thing else he did not understand in his model.

As against that, the Assuan papyri are original deeds

of purchase as they came out from the hands of seven

notaries public, and bear the latters' own signatures as

well as those of continuously changing witnesses J
)

;

and to admit, for example, that on the day on which

the transaction of papyrus J was put on record none of

the eight men of business who signed the document

noticed the disagreement between the 3rd Kislev and

the 11th Thoth is as impossible as — to take a handy

case — the belief that the editors of the "Jewish

Chronicle" pay no heed to the correspondence of the

civil and the Hebrew dates placed at the top of their

first page in everyone of their issues. There might be

among the 8000 and upwards numbers they have pub-

lished in the 68 years of that paper's existence impres-

sions affected with a defect of this description. But

this, being the result of neglect on the part of the

printer, could not each time have been protracted beyond

one week's duration; whereas an appalling degree of

1) They number in all fifty-six and, on the assumption that the papyri

are genuine, if the chaos in the chronology were the outcome of a conspiracy

iTOiJJ 13 |ni whose name occurs as that of the notary in E and G, and

of a Witness in C and D must have been the worst scoundrel in the

gang. If he were innocent, but never noticed the error, it would be difficult

to imagine a more stupid family than iTDHD's who confided their interests

to a man of so weak perspicacity.

13
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idiocy is required to believe that ALL the 9 contracts *)

stipulated on behalf of one family in the course of 61

years should offer discrepancies of dates ranging, after

the most favourable test, from 2 to 80 days.

"Mr. Wright also possesses", the correspondent goes

on remarking, "a marriage contract in which the civil

and Hebrew dates do not agree — as far as I remem-
ber the wedding seems to have been solemnised on

Saturday, Ereb Pesach. Yet one would be scarcely

justified in relegating the bride and bridegroom, to

say nothing of their posterity, to the region of myth
or in declaring the Kethuba spurious".

There is a visible lack of lucidity and precision in

this remark, and nothing can be said about its bearing

on the argument until the correspondent puts the matter

in the proper terms; for, as may be ascertained by an

inspection of the six specimens reproduced in Vol. VII.

pages 472-8 of the Jewish Encyclopedia and ofthe sixteen

originals preserved in the British Museum which, taken

together, are from London, Amsterdam, Constantinople,

Gibraltar, Italy and Persia, there is not one instance

of a Kethubah giving the date of the marriage after

a calendar which is not the Hebrew. Only the Rome
specimen of page 478 bears in lines 10-11 the Hebrew for

March 9 th 1802, but that was the date of the delivery

of the dowry quoted from a civil contract, which per-

formance, to say the least, must have preceded the

1) Or 8 out of the 9, if the double, dates of one whichsoever of these docu-

ments be admitted as correct and used as a basis for computation. That
they all belonged to one family, it is the generally accepted opinion based

on the circumstance of their having been "kept" in one box.
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day of the wedding by an odd fortnight or week. The

non-Hebrew date of Mr. Wright's specimen is probably

due to a similar circumstance, or may have been added

some time after the marriage and in the empty space

outside the body of the official text of the deed; in

which latter case misreckoning would be quite possible.

The "Jewish Chronicle" belongs to that Press of

which Mr. Birrell would say that it tickles more than

teaches, and when a person has anything sensible to

say he is sure to meet with all sorts of difficulties be-

fore he is accorded the honour of its columns. Certainly

nobody has the right to meddle with a newspaper if

it choose to provide its readers with intellectual light

recalling the systems of illumination prior to the dis-

covery of gas. But the "Jewish Chronicle" in working

out its own will goes far beyond that and, when a

rectification is requested for the mishandling of one's

opinions or statements, the shape of remedy bestowed

by the editors is in its bad effects equal to the injury

done. That was the case last August and September

when the correspondent of that paper reported in the

above adumbrated form the Copenhagen lecture on the

papyri, and the author of this book sent a letter to

set things straight. A mutilated proof was submitted

to him who refused approval and repeatedly warned

against the insertion of the disfigured text. But it was

in vain, and he had to stand the torture of seeing

himself shown up to the public as the writer of

broken phrases and disconnected sentences, which was

evidently done for the purpose of predisposing the
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reader unfavourably and, by this means, taking in his

eyes any value from the work whose forthcoming

appearance was announced in those lines.

A full paragraph was perversely left out, because it

related the talk held by the writer at Copenhagen

with Prof. Simonsen who said that, if by the calendar

tables the disagreement in the double dates were demon-

strated, then no doubt could for a moment be entertain-

ed about the falsity of the documents. With an allusion

to the irrational attachment to a view for the only

reason that it has been set forth by great authorities,

the correspondent of the paper was advised to make
his own the saying

Amicus Plato, sed magis arnica Veritas

with which Prof. Simonsen concluded his conversation.

A letter of Mr. Greenberg's says that this sentence

could not be allowed a place in their columns, because —
visum teneatis, lectores suavissimi — it asserted in clas-

sical form that their correspondent had said lies!!!

The fact of the matter is that the "Jewish Chronicle"

has to serve loftier purposes than the pursuit of truth. To
maintain its point, to back up through thick and thin a

cause when once espoused by some of the gros bonnets

who control it is the high task before which all other con-

siderations are worth nothing and must be discarded.

Business is the one object they have in view, and in

the pursuit of business practical methods secure success.

At the head of the literary department stands a business-

like man who, cautiously keeping silent in adverse cases,
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deals his much coveted praise in the dose appropriated

to the position of each wooer, and thus has made a

legion of friends always ready to express in return

their admiration for his talents. But whether he can

be considered a good servant of science, it will be

judged from more than one page of this book where

blunders are shown for which he is personally respon-

sible and others that received the consecration of the

two periodicals confided to his leadership. In the

question of the papyri no paper has done so much to

magnify their importance, no paper at the outset of the

stir created about them has published so many accounts

of lectures delivered on them, and that now the editors

of the "Jewish Chronicle" should feel bound to try

every effort for their salvation is no wonder.

Bluff is their tactics, pomp and circumstance the

means whereby they hope to impose. Mr. Cowley who—
through an extensive abstract of this book circulated

since April 1908 — is aware of the serious objections

made to his fallacy in connection with the papyri and

has consequently incumbent upon himself the duty of

disproving them, bravely is going instead to Jews'

College on the 27 th of this month, there to lecture on

the Jewish colony of Assuan. ') Mr. Abrahams comes to

1) The „J. 0." of April 2>»a gives an extensive account of this lecture

which unfortunately cannot be dealt with here at any considerable length,

as this book must not be held over indefinitely and Prof. Sachau must be

afforded a chance of considering its observations before his Elephantine

"hymns and other literary compositions in it (the Aramaic vernacular) and

not in Hebrew" come out from the press.

Nevertheless, a point or two cannot be passed unnoticed. It is gratifying

to see the lecturer affirm in no roundabout way that the documents are
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his help in "Books and Bookmen" ofthe last issue of the

"Jewish Chronicle" where, speaking ofmarriage contracts

in antiquity, he concludes his paragraph with these ridic-

ulous words : "The Assuan papyri, however, show that

in the Fayyum such contracts were known to the Jews

before — the italics are his — the Ptolemaic period".

As in many other things, Mr. Abrahams reveals here

the shallowness of his learning. He seems never to

have — one must not say studied, but — looked

carefully at any map of Egypt, and so mixes up two

places, Assuan and Fayoum, which are as far distant

from each other as Brighton and the land of which

Edinburgh is part, with nearly as many moudariat inter-

vening between one another as many are the counties

separating Sussex from Mid Lothian, Yet in his weekly

reviews he must have spoken "authoritatively" of the

"dak'J with great care by the date of tbe month according to the Egyptian

and also Hebrew calendar"; but, on the other hand, one cannot help asking

wlij no pains are being taken to show that this "great rare" in a reality,

the more so that, as Mr. A, Val Ifinkcnstein pointed it out to the audience,

the proof has been furnished at a lecture in the Victoria Institute that the

parallel dates, as he calls them, do not agree with any system, actual or

possible, of the Hebrew calendar.

The other point is that the lecturer said — was it in the way of self,

justification? — at the outset of his paper that the Persian origin and

period of the ISlacassiani fragments has been demonstrated in 1878; but the

same student asked him whether it is safe to say that tbc author of that

theory understood the fragments aright, especially in regard to the words

every reader of Ibis book knows. Thu answer was, not from the lecturer,

that the question had been "discussed" and "settled" at Copenhagen. Tbe
dissenter was called, to order and summoned to stop; be asked to have

a protest of his entered in the minutes of the meeting, to which he was told

he bad no right. — All this is not reported in tbe "Jewish Chronicle", nor

could be expected to be. The list of speakers is given short and dry, so that

nobody can boast preference or complain of slight.
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history and exploration of Egypt hundreds of times.

Tbe chaotic sentence of Mr. Abrahams recalls the

answer of a boy at school who said that Socrates wrote

tragedies and lived in a tub ; or the case related in a

recent official report of a teacher, who in his reply to the

question about the visible material marks of the Romans'

stay in this country, not content with the roads, baths,

relics of arches, walls, and villas, included also the great

cathedrals. But the lad was told that he had confounded

Socrates with Sophocles and Diogenes, while the teacher

was notified that he had to go after a while through a new

examination for the certificate he wanted. The critic of

the "Jewish Chronicle" still enjoys the privilege of being

depended upon for the solution of grave problems l
).

1} Bad geography is the speciality of the London coreligionists of Benjamin

of Tudela. — In December last the "J. C". put Aleppo immediately beneath the

heading Palatine, and some time between the Algeciras conference and the

Young Turks' revolution a well-known speaker, addressinga meeting at Manches-

ter, amidst deafening applause, placed Morocco in Abdul Hamid's empire.

But geography is not the only Gold of I. A.'s triumph*. He achieves dis-

tinction in theology as well. In the previous number of the "J. C." talking

of the revised prayer-book of tho English Church commented on the clause

ton abyb p&n ib pn mmn p nmon rvnn pa ioi«n

of Sanbedrin X, 1 in the following terms: "Here belief is necessary for

salvation. It is in a sense a case of 'poetical justice'. Ye* tay tfore w no

after-life? Well then, you shall not share it!" — In this instance the con-

fusion is about tho two dogmas of immortality and resurrection. At the

time the aphorism was uttorcd there was among tho Jews a class of thin-

kers who bad faith in tho former, but believed not in the latter. The scep-

ticism was caused, in addition to the observation of tho perishable nature

of tbc human body, by tbe absence in the Old Testament of any distinct

statement on the tenet. These doniers of the return to the life of this world

not only admitted the immortality of the soul, but entertained it as a fond

hope of eternal and nevor-to-be-intcrruptcd blessedness after the worries of

the earth. The author of tbe aphorism warned them in sharp terms that
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A few more incidents of the Copenhagen Congress
deserve record on account of their amusing character.

M. Schwab of the Paris Bibliotheque Rationale, a nice

gentleman and friend to, although not as strenuous as,

M. Guimet on the evening before the official opening
asked a knot of scholars for their opinion about the
way of reading the letters pin3 which he had
found in an epitaph and supposed to be the initials

of an invocation or some other phrase. For the time
being, it remained an insoluble riddle to everyone;
but when, on the ride to Kronborg, M. Schwab was
able to show the whole text of the inscription, the

author of these pages, an old acquaintance of his, re-

ferred him to Neubauer's palaeographical plates in one
of which (XXIV) the Greek town of Thebes is called

pin offering only a slight variance from the spelling

of the epitaph. It was a magnificent Sunday which the
members of the Congress shall not forget so soon for

the glory of its northern blue sky, and the visit to the
underground gaols with English-speaking maids of the
country as cicerones and to the Castle, which was followed
by a friendly entertainment and concert at Marienlyst.

Nothing more inducive of peaceful feeling, nothing
more fitted to predispose the mind to clear visions.

But Monday dawned, and after Dr. Ginsburg's state-

they had to accept both dogmas, because the rejection of the one would be
followed by the forfeiture of the benefit promised by the other.

Jests of the kind meant by I. A. are not missing in the Midrasliic and
Talmudic literature, a familiar example being in the Passover Haggadah the
bickering of the orthodox with the unbeliever over the pronouns 1^5 $y\ q^j
and -p a^i Vj. But each thing has to remain in its place, and one must
not see fun where a serious question is at stake.
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ment that the name „Nebuchadnezzar" appears under

twenty different spellings in MSS. and old editions of

the Hebrew Bible the present writer set forth his view

of the Aramaic papyri, thus putting the seal on his sen-

tence of enemy and traitor to Semitic scholardom. Next

day M. Schwab had to, as he did, lecture on the epi-

taphs, and dared as much as to whisper the name of

the person who had explained the riddle. The latter

felt justified in rising to add a few words about the

means contrived by the Jews in order to give to their

places of residence names either borrowed from the

geography of the Bible, like the one under discussion

(Cf. pn of Judg. 9.50), or composed of words signi-

fying a certain peculiarity, sometimes of the town,

sometimes of the Jewish community living therein.

The chairman seemed to hint that the observation had

no bearing on the subject and could be done without,

but meantime it had been said that, for instance, the

Jews of Candia whose great learning was recognised

and appreciated all over the world allowed themselves

the honour of calling their town j-jyi ]p (pron - Can

Dea), i. a. "a nest of lore". There was at the moment
in the room a blond gentleman unknown to the writer

and never seen before who, standing by the platform,

said, to the accompaniment of an energetic movement
of the head, "No, impossible", to which a reply went

in the shape of an offer made to him to have the fare

advanced for the journey to Zante where on the walls of

the xqi\xim avvaycbyi (now mostly collapsed through

earthquakes) the words j"|jn p occur in a poem of

rare beauty relating the vicissitudes by which the Jews
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after the Turkish conquest emigrated from Candia to

that island. The meeting was at its end, but the man
who interrupted lost no time in securing a dignified

escape. He had done his duty.

Public discussion being forbidden, the lecturer in

a private talk with a scholar who had dabbled in the

illustration of the papyri took to show him the wrong
use that had been made of Thucydides for the explan-

ation of the Strassburg papyrus. In pages 113—6 of

this book the reader has seen of how great importance

this point is and how the Sayce-Cowley and the Sachau

papyri are as closely connected with the Euting papy-

rus as the whole of them with the Blacassiani. Since

the doctrine by which the latter fragments were declared

to be part of a document of the Persian period has

been demonstrated to rest upon no ground, no palaeo-

graphical resemblance of other papyri with the Blacas-

siani could serve as a proof of their belonging to that

period ; and if they have such a claim they must make
it good by internal evidence of their own. The Strass-

burg papyrus being the main link in the chain, it is

obvious that it is the first bound to be brought to the

test of the touchstone and that, if this be proved to

be false, the others shall have only to share its fate.

The internal evidence offered by that papyrus' is the

reference to a rebellion of Egypt in the fourteenth year

of Darius. Prof. Euting discarded for good reasons

Darius I. and fell back upon Darius II. in whose four-

teenth year of reign he tried to make out that Thucy-

dides relates a rise of the Egyptians for their emanci-
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pation. But in the above mentioned part of this book

the proof has been furnished that the Athenian writer

had been misquoted and misunderstood, and the down-

fall of all knowledge and information derived from

the Assuan papyri is as much an inevitable consequence

of that demonstration as the blowing off of feathers is de-

termined by the gentlest touch of the air in a closed

room. The scholar of the conversation, however, made

light of all this, and said: "Lasci stare Tucidide".

Count Angelo De Gnbernatis, although very well

up in Semitic scholarship, gave all his time at the

Congress to the Indian transactions, but when the cir-

cumstances of the papyri problem were explained to

him he took the keenest interest in the matter, and

said the demonstration ought to be published.

Prof. Pio Eajna, a member of the Accademia della

Crusea, who had met the present writer at the Berlin

Congress, on reading La faw&eU des papyrus aramiens

(tUgypte demontrk par I'arithmetique et la philologie —
a letter addressed from Copenhagen to the "Vessillo

Israelitico" — , while modestly disclaiming an adequate

possession of Hebrew and kindred knowledge, wrote

to its author his belief that the arithmetical argument

will secure the victory that otherwise one might contest.

In connection with the papyri by far the most curious

occurrence at Copenhagen was a long talk the lecturer

had one evening after the famous sitting with the Rev.

Prof. Geo. Wilkins, of Dublin, who met him when going

for refreshments and took him round the town to tell
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him first that he did agree with the lecturer's view as

to the spurious character of the documents, adding
that haste should be made for the publication of the

correct theory lest other people should take it up and
give it as their own ; secondly, after a good teu minutes

had passed that he shared the opinion of the majority

that the deeds were genuine; in the third stage, that

the lecturer's work ought to be published in French, in

the country where that language is spoken ; and fourthly,

that it should not come out anywhere, in any dress.

The strange chat went on until the two members
of the Congress reached the square in front of the

Town Hall. The clock bad just struck the twelfth hour;

and shaking hands, they exchanged the double-sided

greeting which so nicely depicted the funny situation

of that moment: — Good night! — Good morning! —
Good morning 1 — Good night!

The book has been in the press since, and the printer

expects the manuscript of the last few pages that will

bring it to completion. In a few days it shall appear

to state its case, and the only hope left to the oppon-

ents will be to show that its argument and calcula-

tions are wrong or conducted on false principles. But
there is abundant reason to believe that before long they

will be congratulated upon their admitting, honestly

and sensibly, that two and two make four.

Hampstead, March 21 st 1909,
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